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Su.t-1J'JIARY 
This report examines the mechanical design of the University of 
Canterbury Mark II Electric Town Car. An interconnected suspension 
system is proposed and analysed in some detail. The selection of 
suspension geometry to incorporate anti-dive and to restrict body roll 
is discussed and the rear suspension trailing arms are analysed. The 
general layout features a backbone chassis with batteries between the 
front wheels and beneath the front passengers, with the electric motors 
and rear suspension beneath the rearward facing rear passengers. Two 
alternative methods of construction are proposed and discussed, including 
the adaption of the A40 Farina bodywork. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The requirement for an Electric Town Car has arisen as a result 
of the development, by Mr. D. J. Byers of the Electrical Engineering 
Department, of an electronic control system, using static inverters, and 
powering AC induction motors (Byers and Harman, 1975 and Byers, 1977). 
At present an interim vehicle exists, which has been used as an 
electric test-bed vehicle and has proven the electric drive system to be 
satisfactory (Harman and Byers, 1980). 
A practical saleable electric town car, to replace the interim 
vehicle and to confirm the performance of the electric drive system was 
required. Such a vehicle must have a practical minimum weight, a body 
1 
design of low aerodynamic resistance, a comfortable ride and an efficient 
drive system. The concept therefore is a full four seater saloon car, 
aimed at the second car market. It should be comfortable and have no 
distracting features that would detract from the electric vehicle capacity. 
The original object was that the vehicle be built from scratch, 
rather than be based on an existing internal combustion engine car. 
This allows for the proper location of batteries for easy access and/or 
quick exchange and allows the body to be designed to minimise rolling 
and windage losses. 
It was envisaged that this vehicle might be a production prototype, 
so that methods of construction and other design considerations should keep 
this in mind. 
The requirements of low mechanical rolling resistance and low 
aerodynamic drag for any vehicle and particularly electric vehicles has 
been documented (Byers and Harman, 1975, and Harman, 1977). 
The use of toothed belt or chain drive, direct from the motors to 
the rear wheels eliminates mechanical losses that would otherwise exist 
in the differential, drive-shaft bearings etc. The differential effect 
is achieved electrically. 
Special locally made 145-SR-13 radial ply tyres are utilized, 
incorporating features that decrease the energy losses and hence the 
rolling resistance. The tyres have two circumferential steel belts, 
one radial ply and lighter than normal sidewall construction. 
Wind tunnel tests were conducted (MacDonald, 1978) aimed at 
reducing the drag coefficient of the electric town car. This was done 
by modifying a one-fifth scale model of a proposed body shape designed 
by the Wellington Polytechnic in collaboration with the University of 
Canterbury. A number of these proposed modifications were incorporated 
in the town car, when alterations to the A40 Farina body structure were 
carried out. 
As a town car, the requirement of passenger comfort is important, 
as is the need for a compact car able to accommodate four adults. This 
report examines an interconnected sus~ension used to achieve big-car ride 
comfort in a small/medium sized car, it examines the suspension geometry 
used to control pitch and roll, it covers the analysis of the rear sus-
pension arms incorporating the drive motors and discusses the chassis 
layout based on an earlier report and methods of chassis construction. 
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No attempt has been made to discuss the detail component design, although 
reductions of some 20 Al-size workshop drawings is included in Appendix 6.1. 
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CHAPTER 2 
INTERCONNECTED SUSPENSION 
2.1 HISTORY 
Interconnected suspension - sometimes called Equalizing Suspension 
or Coupled Suspension - it is generally agreed, provides an improved ride 
compared to conventional suspension. 
This agreement comes from both practical considerations of suspension 
design (Giles, 1960; Baker, 1973; Givens, 1975); and from mathematical 
analysis (Pevsner, 1957; Ellis, 1973; Bulman, 1976; Bastow, 1980). 
The Citroen 2CV in 1949 was the first commercial application of 
interconnected suspension, followed by Packard in 1955. The Hydrolastic 
and Hydrogas cars from British Leyland are more recent examples. 
A soft ride is traditionally synonymous with poor handling. 
Improve the handling and a harsh ride results. Interconnected suspension 
provides a means to reconcile this conflict, by reducing the national 
frequency of pitching. 
Reduction of pitching is the main advantage of interconnected 
suspension. Pitching is particularly unpleasant to passengers. Lowering 
this frequency reduces the angular acceleration and improves the ride 
qualities. However, the closer the exciting frequency is to the natural 
frequency of the vehicle suspension the greater is the amplitude of oscill-
ation. The use of interconnecting suspensions enables the natural frequency 
to be reduced to a value at which resonance is not normally encountered. 
In these circumstances the vibration due to road irregularities is purely 
vertical. 
In an earlier report, Vandendungen (1976) a comparison was made 
between three cars to illustrate the effect of interconnected suspension. 
The cars approximate the Electric Town Car, and are identical to each 
other except for the suspension springing. 
Car A has interconnected suspension, with the interconnection stiff-
ness one-half that of the front or rear suspension. Car B has conventional 
suspension (interconnection stiffness zero) with the front and rear stiff-
ness the same as car A. Car C has conventional suspension with the front 
and rear stiffness altered to produce the same bounce frequency as car A. 
The results are as follows: 
Car A (Interconnected) 
Car B (Conventional) 
Car C (Conventional) 
Calculated Resonant Frequencies 
Pitch 
45 cpm 
59 cpm 
72 cpm 
Bounce 
77 cpm 
65 cpm 
77 cpm 
For the same bounce frequency, the pitch frequency for the inter-
connected car, might be expected to decrease by 27 cpm relative to the 
conventional car, depending on the interconnection stiffness used. 
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Similar results were achieved for the Austin Allegro with the Hydro-
gas Interconnected Suspension System, Baker (1973) . 
Measured Resonant Frequencies 
Pitch 
Hydrogas Interconnected 
Suspension 78 cpm 
Typical continental small 
car with conventional 
suspension and good handling 104 cpm 
26 cpm difference. 
Bounce 
67 cpm 
85 cpm 
Packard cars in 1956 were using a bounce frequency of 54 cpm and a 
pitch frequency of 40 cpm, (Pevsner, 1957). With such low frequencies, 
the Packard required self-levelling, anti-dive, anti-squat and anti-roll 
pars. The Allegro with its high frequencies does not require these. 
As a comparison, the Rover 3500 and BMW 728, (Hartley, 1978) have the 
following nominal frequencies: 
Rover 3500 
BMW 728 
Pitch 
64 cpm 
65 cpm 
Bounce 
69 cpm 
71 cpm 
The BMW 728, for example, has anti-roll bars front and rear and 
anti-dive geometry incorporated at the front. 
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2.2 INTERCONNECTED SUSPENSION THEORY 
2.2.1 General Principles 
Figure 2.1 illustrates a simple interconnected suspension system. 
Between the body and the front and rear wheel assemblies on each side of 
the vehicle are springs c 3 and c 4 respectively. An interconnecting beam 
couples the front wheel assembly to the rear wheel assembly. Between 
each end of the beam and the respective wheel assemblies are additional 
springs c 1 and c 2 respectively. A pivot, distance d from the front wheel 
assembly and distance e from the rear secures the beam to the body on each 
side. 
When the front wheel hits a bump, it rises and compresses c 1 and 
c 3 . The reaction of c 1 is transmitted through the interconnecting beam 
to c 2 and hence to the rear wheel. Thus when either front wheel hits a 
bump, there is an increased reaction at both the front and rear wheels, 
causing that side of the vehicle to rise. If both front wheels hit a 
bump at the same time, the whole vehicle will rise. There is consider-
ably less pitching compared to conventional suspension, and this is found 
to increase passenger ride comfort. Springs c 3 and c 4 are required to 
maintain pitch stability. 
Where f 1 and f 2 are the front and rear wheel displacements relative 
to the body, and assuming linear springrates, then the front and rear wheel 
reactions P1 and P2 respectively can be expressed as follows: 
+ } (2.2.1) + 
where c 11 , c 12 , c 21 and c 22 are relative stiffness values and are expressed 
in terms of cl, c2, c3, c4, d and e. 
The stiffness c 11 is the springrate at the front wheel due to the 
displacement of the front wheel and c 21 is the springrate or stiffness at 
the rearwheel due to the displacement of the front wheels and so on. 
c 11 and c 22 are therefore basic stiffnesses, while c 12 and c 21 are inter-
connecting stiffnesses. 
Where G1 and G2 are static front and rear wheel loads and f 01 and 
f 02 are static front and rear wheel displacements, equation (2.2.1) can be 
written as: 
d e 
fl £2 
pl p2 
Figure 2.1. Simple Interconnected Suspension System. 
m 
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Gl ell fol + e12fo2 
G2 e21fo1 + e22fo2 
Solving for f 01 and f 02 : 
fOl 
e22 Gl e12 G2 
ell e22 - e12 e21 (2.2.2) 
ell G2 e21 Gl 
f02 
ell e22 - e12 e21 
2.2.2 Vibrations 
Ignoring unsprung masses, the tyre stiffness, friction and viscous 
damping and with reference to figure 2.2.2 the equations of motion are; 
I ~ -
0 
where M is the mass of the body, I 
0 
0 
} 0 
2 
= MK the moment of inertia of the 
body relative to the lateral or transverse axis through the centre of 
gravity; K the radius of gyration; a and b the distances from the centre 
of gravity to the front and rear axles respectively, and Pgl and Pg2 the 
dynamic load. 
According to equation (2.2.1) 
where fgl and fg2 are the deflections of the front and rear springs under 
the dynamic load. Since 
8 
~-
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Equation (2.2.3) becomes: 
Mz + (ell + e22 + el2 + e2l)l + [a (ell + e21) - b (e + e ) 1 r/ 22 12 
ql (ell + e21) + q2(e22 + e12) 
.. 2 2 
e2l)]l/J + Gt(ell e2l)] z I lJ! + [a ell + b e22 - ab(e12 + + e12) - b(e22 + 0 
(2.2.4) 
The left-hand sides of equations (2.2.4) are the free vibrations 
of the system, while the right-hand sides are time dependent as q 1 , q 2 
are functions of time and represent the road irregularities. 
where 
The equations for free vibration are: 
2 
2 
z + w 
z } 
(ell + + e2l)/M w e22 + e12 z 
2 [a2ell 2 ab(e12 + e 21 )] /MK
2 
w + b e22 a 
nel [a (ell + e21) - b(e22 + e 12 )]/M 
ne2 = [a (ell + e12) - b (e22 + e2l) J /MK2 
(2.2.5) 
(2. 2 .6) 
(2.2.7) 
(2.2.8) 
(2.2.9) 
The magnitudes w and w are the partial frequencies of the system, that 
z a 
is, the frequencies which would apply if one of the coordinates Z or lJ! is 
constant while the other is variable. If the coupling factors nel and 
ne2 are zero then the vertical and angular oscillations are independent, 
in which case the partial frequencies are the frequencies of the system. 
Equations 2.2.5 can be shown to have the following solutions: 
Q2 2 
- w 
z l a Sin (Qlt + al) Bl 
ne2 
Q2 2 
- w 
+ B2 
2 a Sin (Q2t + a2) (2.2.10) 
e2 
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The national frequencies are given by 
1 2 2 +I 2 2 2 ) (w + w - (w - w ) + 4ne1 ne2 2 z . a a z (2.2.11) 
Equations (2.2.5), (2.2.10) and (2.2.11) apply equally well to conventional 
suspensions where there is no interconnection. Equations (2.2.6) and 
(2.2.7) show that the presence of the interconnection stiffness e 12 and 
e 21 between front and rear, increases the frequency of vertical vibration 
w and decreases that of pitching w . 
z a 
The reduction of pitching is of 
particular importance. 
It can be seen from equation (2.2.7) that it is possible to reduce 
2 2 
the pitching frequency to any required value. If a e 11 + b e 22 ab(e12 + 
e 21 ) , then the frequency would be zero and the system unstable owing to the 
absence of pitch stiffness in the suspension. 
2.2.3 Pitch Angle Deflections 
Application of a braking or acceleration load or a variation in the 
static load causes the body to assume a new position, both with regard to 
height and to angle. 
If the load on the front wheels is increased by ~G1 , then from 
equation (2.2.2) the static deflections will be increased thus: 
(2 0 2 .12) 
The minus sign indicating that the deflection of the rear suspension is 
reduced as the load on the front wheels is increased. The corresponding 
angular displacement is: 
~f02 - ~f 
~1/J 01 L 
e22 + e21 ~Gl 
ell e22 - e12e21 L 
(2.2.13) 
where Lis the vehicle wheelbase (=a+ b). 
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Similarly for G2 on the rear wheels: 
(2.2.14) 
(2.2.15) 
These equations show that the additional deflections 6f01 and 6£02 and the 
angular displacement 6~ depend to a large extent on the stiffness of the 
interconnection system c12 and c21 ; increasing the stiffness results in 
an increase in 6f01 and 6f02 and a considerable increase of the angle 6~. 
With a conventional suspension system in which c12 = c21 = 0, the additional 
deflection and angular displacement of the body due to a change in the 
front to rear weight distribution is less than with an interconnected 
suspension system. 
For the three cars cited in section 2.1, the deflections and angular 
displacements due to the addition of a M2 750 N load at the rear wheels 
with L = 2.4 mare as follows: 
MOl 6£02 6~ 
Car A: Interconnected - 22 mm 49 mm l deg. 41 min. 
Car B: Conventional 0 mm 38 mm 0 deg. 54 min. 
Car C: Conventional 0 mm 26 mm 0 deg. 37 min. 
Car B has the same front and rear spring rate c11 and c22 as car A, 
the angle of tilt is half that of car A. Car C has the same bounce 
frequency, but higher pitch frequency than car A, and the angle of tilt is 
a little over one-third that of the car with interconnected suspension, 
car A. 
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The sensitivity of interconnected suspension systems to the load 
distribution between front and rear wheels constitutes its main disadvantage 
and limits the possibility of increasing the coupling stiffness c 12 and 
If these stiffness values are of a similar order to the stiffnesses 
c 11 and c 22 , then even a slight alteration of the load distribution between 
front and rear wheels leads to a substantial deflection of the suspension 
and pitching of the body. The example considered above has the coupling 
stiffnesses c 12 and c 21 as half the value of the stiffnesses c 11 and c 12 . 
When a car is braked its front wheels are subjected to an additional 
vertical loading, while the loading on the rear wheels is reduced. For a 
constant braking effort T at the wheels, the change in vertical reactions 
at the front and rear wheels can be expressed approximately as follows: 
Th 
L 
Th 
L 
where h is the vehicle centre of gravity height and L the vehicle wheelbase. 
Substituting P1 and P2 into equations (2.2.13) and (2.2.15) yields 
the angle of tilt due to braking effort T 
ell + c22 + cl2 + c21 
c11c22 - c12c21 
( 2. 2. 16) 
Comparing the three cars again, at a deceleration rate of 0.6 g, 
assuming no anti-dive or anti-squat geometry, wheelbase L = 2.4 m, h = 0.6 m 
and M = 1000 kg: 
Car A: Interconnected 
Car B: Conventional 
Car C: Conventional 
Body Pitch Angle Due to Braking 
6 deg. 
3 deg. 
2 deg. 
24 min. 
21 min. 
20 min. 
As was the case with the uneven load distribution, the angle of 
pitch of the body with interconnected suspension is considerably greater 
than that of the cars with conventional suspension. In order to reduce 
the angle to an acceptable level during braking and accelerating, anti-
drive and anti-squat geometry needs to be incorporated into the suspension 
design. 
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2.3 APPLICATION OF AN INTERCONNECTED SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
2.3.1 Previous Work 
In an earlier report, Vandendungen (1976), an interconnected 
suspension system was proposed. This is shown in figure 2.3.1 which 
illustrates the lefthand side of a vehicle. The front, rear and auxiliary 
torsion cars are necessarily less than one-half of the vehicle width. 
When the front wheel hits a bump, this causes the front torsion 
car to wind up (1) and apply additional tension in the cable (3). This 
additional tension causes the rear torsion car to wind up (4) and apply 
additional load at the rear wheels (2). Hitting a bump with one front 
wheel causes an increased reaction at both the front and rear wheels 
causing that side of the car to rise. Pitching is thus reduced. 
If the pitch arms which connect the torsion cars via the cable 
are inclined towards each other as in figures 2.3.2a and 2.3.2b, the 
springrates become non-linear and some pitch stability is induced. In 
case this effect was insufficient, an appropriate, auxiliary torsion car, 
fixed to the chassis at the inner end and acting like spring c 4 in figure 
2.2.1, would increase the pitch stiffness to the desired level. It might 
also be used to adjust the static pitch angle by rotation of its anchored 
end. 
The proposed suspension was analysed in 1976 and the springrates 
deduced, using the nomenclature from figures 2.3.2 and 3. 
(c1c 2 + c 3c 1 + c 2c 3R) 
>1.~ (Cl + c2R) 
>1,3 clc2 
>1,4 >1,1>1,2 (Cl + c 2R) 
>1,4 clc2 
>1,3 >1,1>1,2 (C2 + C/R) 
(2.3.1) 
(2.3.2) 
(2.3.3) 
(2.3.4) 
A computer program was written later,as part of this M.E. project 
(see section 2.4), to investigate the suspension system. This showed 
that in practice insufficient pitch stability could be achieved from the 
Figure 2.3.1. 
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Front Wheel 
Arm 
4 
Rear Torsion Bar 
2 
Original Proposed Design of Interconnected 
Suspension 
Front Torsion 
Bar 
Figure 2.3.2.a. 
_f 3 =~Cos(% - e3) 
Figure 2.3.2.b. 
Cable 
Rear Torsion 
Bar 
Pitch Arms in Undeflected Position. 
Pitch Arms in Deflected Position. 
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Figure 2.3.3. Nomenclature. 
fl 
f2 
p1 
p2 
..l1 
12 
13 
.L-4 
c1 
c2 
c3 
81 
82 
83 
84 
R 
Front wheel displacement relative to body. 
Rear wheel displacement relative to body. 
Reaction on front wheels. 
Reaction on rear wheels . 
Effective length of front leading arm. 
Effective length of rear trailing arm. 
Effective length of front pitch arm . 
Effective length of rear pitch arm. 
Stiffness of front torsion bar. 
Stiffness of rear torsion bar. 
Stiffness of auxiliary torsion bar. 
Angle deviation from static for arm 11 . 
Angle deviation from static for arm i 2 • 
Angle deviation from static for arm P3 . 
Angle deviation from static for arm ~4 . 
Ratio .£384/£4 83 . 
16 
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inclined pitch arms alone, as the angular deflection was too small to 
gain the required effect. The auxiliary torsion bar would therefore 
be required, but it could better be used to control the motion of the 
interconnecting cable. 
2.3.2 Suspension as Built 
The suspension as built utilizes three torsion bars on each side 
of the vehicle. The auxiliary torsion bar has one end connected to the 
rear pitch arm, rather than the rear suspension arm, and the other end 
fixed to the chassis as in figure 2.3.4. Using the nomenclature as 
previously, 
torsion bar 
common to both the rear torsion bar c 2 and the auxiliary 
Assume that the front wheels have been displaced by an amount f 1 , 
relative to the body, figure 2.3.4. Torsion bar c 1 will twist by an 
angle 81 - 83 and the tension T in the cable will increase. Torsion bar 
c 2 will twist by an angle 84 - 82 and torsion bar c 3 will twist by an 
angle 84 . The reaction P1 on the front wheels will increase, as will 
the reaction P2 on the rear wheels and the car will rise vertically. 
The reaction of torsion bar c 3 on the vehicle body maintains the pitch 
stability. 
From equations (2.2.1), the vehicle springrates are derived as 
follows: 
(a) 
(b) 
Fix the rear wheels relative to the body, so that f 2 
equations (2.2.1) become, 
thus ell and c2l are derived. 
Fix the front wheels relative to the body so that f 1 
equations (2.2.1) become, 
thus c22 and c2l are derived. 
0, and 
0 and 
18 
Front Wheel 
Cable 
Rear Wheel 
Figure 2.3.4. Torsion Bar Interconnected Suspension. 
{a) Front wheel displacement. 
T 
8 =0 2 
Take moments about torsion bars c 1 and c 2 . 
(2) p2.Q,2 = T .Q,4 C384 
Torsion bar moments. 
(3) p1.Q,l cl (81 - 8 ) 3 
( 4) p .Q, = 2 2 C284. 
Substitute (2) into (4) 
Substitute (1) 
(5) 84 
p1.Q,1 .Q,4 
(C2 + C3) .Q,3 
Substitute ( 5) into (3) 
p1£1 
C1f1 C183 
84 
C1f1 
-- -- --
£1 84 £1 
£ 84 
and if 3 R = 
£4 8 3 
19 
T 
83 P1£l £4 
C· 1 84 (C2 + C3) £3 
20 
( 6) 
so that (2.3.5) 
For c 21 , substitute (l) and (5) into 
(7) 
substitute (6) into (7) 
Q,4 c1c2 
Q,3 Q,lQ,2(C2+C3+Cl/R) 
so that 
Q, 4 cl c2 
Q,3 Q,lQ,2(C2+C3+Cl/R) (2.3.6) 
(b) Rear wheel displacement. 
Take moments about torsion bars c1 and c2 
(l) 
( 2) TQ, t C 8 =» T 4 3 4 
Torsion bar moments 
( 3) 
(4) 
21 
substitute (l) into (3) 
substitute (2) 
9., 9.,3 
Cl83 
3 
c3 84 p29.,2 y-- 9.,4 4 
='> 
83 
84 p29.,2 9.,3 9.,3 cl 8 
9.,4 C384 ~ 4 4 
( 5) 84 
p29.,2 R 
(Cl +C3R) 
substitute (5) into (4) 
p29.,2 
C2f2 C2P 29.,2 R 
~- (Cl+C3 R) 
(6) p2 
c 2 (Cl +C3 R) 
f2 9.-~(C1+c2R+C3 R) 
so that c22 
c 2 (Cl +C3R) (2. 3. 7) 2 
9.,2(Cl+C2R + c 3R) 
substitute (2) and (5) into (l) 
Pl\ p29.,2 
9.,3 
p29.,2 
9.,3 C3R 
9.,4 9.,4 (Cl +C3R) 
p29.,2 
9.,3 
(l -
c 3R 
J 
-
9.,4 (Cl +C3R) 
(7) 
9.,2 9.,3 
(l -
c 3R 
J pl p2 
-
9.,1 9.,4 (Cl +C3R) 
substitute (6) into ( 7) 
9.,3 c 2 (Cl +C3R) cl 
f2 pl 9.,4 9.,19.,2(Cl+C2R+C3R) (Cl +C 3R) 
22 
Q, 
clc2 
(8) 3 f2 pl y- Q,l Q,2 (Cl +C2R+C3R) 4 
Q, 
clc2 
so that c12 
3 (2.3.8) y- \ Q,2 (C1 +C2R+C3R) 4 
2 
Assuming linear springrates, the suspension is unstable if a c 11 + 
(See section 2.2.2). In the case where a = b, 
Substituting in c 11 , c 22 , c 21 and c 21 we have 
c 1 (c2+c3 ) c 2 (c1 +c3R) ~------~---- + ------~------Q,~(C2+C3+Cl/R) Q,~(c 1+c2 R+C 3 R) 
In this case where a = b, then P 1 
Hence 
2 
and hence c 3 (c1 Q, 2 + 
+ 
Thus the system is unstable 
if c 3 = o, that is, if the third or auxiliary torsion bar is not present. 
2.3.3 Comparison of Systems 
The springrates of the two proposed torsion bar systems are summarized 
as follows: 
Auxiliary torsion 
bar position: on suspension arm 
(c1c 2 +c1c 3+c2c 3R) 
2 
.R-2 (Cl+C2R) 
.R-3 clc2 
-
.R-4 .R,l.R,2 (Cl +C2R) 
.R-4 clc2 
.R-3 .R,l.R,2 (C2 +Cl/R) 
on pitch arm 
.R-3 clc4 
.R,4 .R,l.R,2(Cl+C2R+C3R) 
.R-4 clc2 
.R,3 .R,l.R,2{C2+C3+Cl/R) 
With the auxiliary torsion bar c 3 connected to the rear suspension arm, 
c3 affects and increases only c22" With the auxiliary torsion bar c3 
connected to the pitch arms, c 3 affects all the springrates, increasing 
the basic stiffnesses ell and c22 and decreasing the interconnecting 
stiffnesses c 12 and c21 . This system is versatile, enabling c 11 , c 22 
23 
and the coupling stiffnesses as a pair, to be altered separately, by using 
different combinations of cl, c2 and c3. 
Consider a numerical example for a vehicle which approximates the 
Electric Town Car, with M = 1050 kg, K = 0.49 L, a = 0.449 L, b = 0.551 L, 
.R,l = 0.45, 
.R-2 = 0.51 and L = 2.23. From these K
2/ab = 0.97 which is 
possibly a little too large. For ease of calculation assume R=l and 
.R-/.R-4 = l. 
_g3 on pitch arm _g3 
on rear arm ~3 on rear arm 
case 1 case 2 
cl 3638 3638 1500 
c2 3638 3638 1500 
c3 3181 3181 3181 
ell 23430 17966 7407 
c22 18242 38446 30227 
c21 11030 15852 6536 
c12 11030 15852 6536 
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__g 3 on pitch arm 
~3 on rear arm ~3 on rear arm 
case 1 case 2 
2 
w 60.698 83.920 48.292 
z 
2 19.046 w 29.552 29.494 
a 
ncl -1.410 -31.314 -29.737 
n· 
c2 -1.180 -26.212 -24.892 
Bounce Hz 1.24 1. 56 1. 31 
Pitch Hz 0.694 0.661 0.506 
Bounce cpm 74 94 79 
Pitch cpm 42 40 30 
Body tilt 
750 N rear 2.2° 1. 50 1.50 
luggage 
Body tilt 
-7.3° -7.0° 0 0.6 g braking -9.8 
With the torsion car c3 attached to the rear suspension arm, the difference 
between bounce and pitch frequencies was limited to approximately 50 cpm 
and the ratio of bounce to pitch did not go below 2.3 for all the different 
spring combinations of c1 , c2 and c3 tried. 
limited. 
This layout proved to be 
2.4 SUSPENSION ANALYSIS ON A DIGITAL COMPUTER 
2.4.1 The Interconnected Suspension Program "Intersusp" 
The object of writing this program was to establish the pitch 
characteristics of the inclined arms which interconnect the main tension 
bars via cables and more importantly to calculate the position and condition 
of each suspension component for every front and rear, bump and rebound 
permutation and hence the vehicle's suspension characteristics and vibration 
responses at each permutation. 
As discussed in section 2.3.1 the inclined pitch arms alone do not 
contribute sufficient pitch stability and a third torsion bar is required. 
These so-called pitch arms are retained inclined towards each other (rather 
than parallel) as they produce a non-linear rising-springrate effect. 
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The program analyses the suspension proposed in section 2.3.2 and uses 
equations (2. 3 .5) to (2. 3 .8) inclusive for ell' c2l' c22 and cl2' For 
every permutation of bounce and rebound of Fl and F 2 analysed, the in stan-
taneous values of 61, 6 2, 8 3, 8 4, 9., l' 9., 2, 9., 3' 9.,4 
and R are calculated. 
The angles 63 and 64 and lengths 9., 3 and 9.,4 are not independent and a 
Modified Newton-Raphson Iteration Method is employed. Using the analysis 
in section 2.2.2 the corresponding partial bounce and pitch frequencies 
and coupling coefficients are calculated and hence the bounce and pitch 
frequencies. 
In addition to the dynamic wheel loadings P1 and P2 , the ratio of 
dynamic to static wheel loadings are calculated. To aid the mechanical 
design, at every permutation of F1 and F 2 , the cable tension and the windup 
angles and stresses for all three torsion bars is also calculated. 
The computer printout lists the vehicle data, some static condition 
suspension properties and finally the bump and rebound analysis. A guide 
on how to input the data cards is given in the booklet "Interconnected 
Suspension Program, Data Input and Answer Code Handbook", Appendix 2. 4 .l. 
With reference to the sample printout, the "Program Control Integers" 
comprise the first data card. The value of the integers control a sub-
routine DATALIST which, in this example sets up the program to expect 
circular rather than rectangular front and rear torsion bars, no Load-
Brake-Acceleration Data, a rectangular auxiliary torsion bar and so on. 
Separate cards are then read for the data on the front torsion bar, rear 
torsion bar, arm lengths, initial angles, vehicle geometry and auxiliary 
torsion bar. This data is echoed on the printout. 
The springrate and stressrate for the three torsion bars is calcul-
ated, SAE (1947) and printed. 
A subroutine ARMLTH is called to calculate the required effective 
armlength of the rear pitch arm L4, based on the vehicle geometry. 
Armlengths AL3 and AL4 are the required physical centre to centre lengths 
of the front and rear pitch arms, while AL6 is the corresponding centre to 
centre length of the cables. The locked.pitch angles refers to the con-
dition when the four-car-linkage system comprising front and rear pitch 
arms and the cable becomes locked, forming a triangle such that the cable 
and one arm are in line. 
The static deflections front and rear are calculated in subroutine 
STDEFL, assuming that the inboard ends of the front and rear torsion bars 
are fixed. Equations (2.2.2) were not used, as these assume c 11 , c 22 , 
~~ .. -1--~ .. 
_PROG~AM ... CONT~.OL INfEGEh(S. -, ..... ·--·--·--·--·---····-· ··-·--·- -·-
ITF ··- l FRONT fORSION 8A~ J1=CIRCULARo2=RECTANGULAR) 
ITR . . REAR :roRSIUt~ BAR .J;i.=ClRCULARt2=RECTANGULAR) 
lAL 1 ARM LENGJH UATA 
lAD l lt.JliiAt ANGLE OAT.A IVG V~h CLF GEuMETKY GkTA · 
L~A 0 LOA0-8QAKE~ACCELERATION DATA 
ITA __ 2 AUA TORSlO~ ~AM 11~CIRCULAR,2=RECTANGULARl 
0 
FRONT TORSIO~ ~AR * ~ ~1RCUL8R * * ITF = G L 0 
.78453E+1l ·· ~.49~0 o~oaao ·-o.oooo 
REAR TORSION uAR * * ClKCULAR t o ITR = G L D 
.784&3E+ll u.49~0 o.oaao o.oooo 
ARM LENGTH DATA * ~ IAL = 1 All AL2 ML3 
o.4soo o.so9q u.oooo 
INITIAL ANGLE UATA * * lAD ~ Al A2 A3 
0.0000 0.019~ l.047Z 
VEHICLE 6EOMETkY DATA f * IVG ~ 
1 
AL4 
o.oooo 
A4 
1.0472 
1 
1 
· o·.oooo 
1 
o.oooo 
ALS 
. 1.3500 
AS 
o.oooo 
WB A 8 2.2300 Oo449n .. U.SSlO H M 0.2200 1049.6000 
AUXILIARY TO~SlON RAR t * RECTANGULAR * * ITA = G L . A B N2 
.78453E+11 ~.45n0 0.0190 0.0190 0.2100 
o.oooo 
o.oooo 
AL6 
0.000!1 
A6 
o.oooQ 
K 0.49011 
2 N3 
·o.I400 
· EACH FRONT TOR~ION BAR * TORSI0N RATE Cl = 
* SlRES~RATE = 
3o638 KN~/RAO 
1739.885 MPA/~AO 
EACH REAR TO~SlON RAR * TURSIU~ RATE C2 = 
* STRES~ RATE = 
3.6·38 KN~/RMD 
1739.885 MPA/RAU 
EACH AUXlLIA~Y TOR HAR 0 TURSIUN RATE C3 = 3.181 KN~/RAD 
* STRES~RATE = 2208.307 MPA/R~D 
SUBROUTI~E * AHMLTH ' ~~5 bEE~ CALLED 
~FFECTIV~ LE~Glti L4 = 0.064b 
~ 
·- -·-- .... 
. o.oooo - o.oooo-
o.oooo o.ooou 
L3 0.0700 o.oooo 
o.oooo o.oooo 
u.oooo o.ooou 
o.oooo o.oooo 
AkM LENGTHS * ~L3 = J.Dti06 AND AL4 = 0.0748 METRES 
CA~LE LENGTH AL6 = 1.2723 A'4U INITIAL CABLE A~GLE Ab = -0.0040 ~AOIAhS 
FkONT BUMP * LUCKEn PITCH ANGL~S ARE * FRCNT = 1.5048 AND REAR = 0.0598 R~DIANS R~AH BUMP * LU~KED PITCH ANGLE3 ARE * FROhT = 0.0553 AhU REAR = 1.5824 RAUIANS 
SUBROUTINE * SlDEF.t * ~~S bEEh CALLED 
* Fl F? Pl P2 
o.ooou o.ooon 2.8357 2.310~ 
INITIAL THTl ~ -Oo3~U8 * lhlTIAL THT2 
STATIC D~FLECTiONS * F~UNT = -o.1546 * 
SU~RGUTINE * ~~MP * ~A~ BEEN CALLED 
THTl TtiTO: 
o.oooo o.ooou 
= 0.3239 
REAR = -0.1617 M 
THTJ 
o.ooou 
THT'+ 
o.ouuo 
P/Gl 
1.0000 
P/G2 
1.0000 RATIO 1.01;!32 T 18.2297 
.·· 
r.rB 
N 
0'\ 
SUBRQUTINE * ~UMP o ~A~ BEEN ~ALLED 
-~ -o•Iob~ ·_ ~o.Iob~ ·1.01~~: - ·o.89~~ ·-~J~H -· o.I~~~ · -o.6~H· -o.6~~6" :_- o.j~gj o.%g§ :_-_: ~~tUg-- 6.n3! ·~:.:-~~~:: ... .U~---' 
CORRES WhEEL RATES ARE * Cl~ 12.9642 * C22 9.3031 * C~2 5.6386 * C21 5.b507 KN/M ~ ·· 
CURRES FHEQS AKE P P!T~H O.l~91 *BOUNCE .1.2727 HZ PFB = 1.2727 PFP = 0.7292 HZ C COEFFS: 0.5322- 0.4026· 
CORRES ANGLES * P~rl = O.lJUI * PHIZ = -0.1224 RAD AND STRESS * 51 = 226.3136 * 52 = -212.93d4 * 53 = -8.0358 MPA 
* Fl · .F;> P1 P~ . THTl ThT4 ITJ THT'+ P/G1 P/G2 RATIO T · ITS 
-o.1ooo ~a.oson 1.3~5d 1.3133 -0.2241 .. o.o9dJ -o.~~o• -0.0427 o.4887 o.5683 1.0872 8.9135 6 
CURRES WhEEL KATES ARE * Cl1 12.6763 * C22 9.1100 * C~2 5.5490 * C21 5.6918 KN/M 
CORR£5 FkEQS AHE * PITCH . 0~{146 * BOUNCE 1.2626 HZ PFB = 1.2626 PFP = 0.7146 HZ C COEFFS = 0.7232- · 0.0974 
CURRES ANGLES * PHr1 = 0.1972 * PHI2 = · -0.1828 HAD ~NO STRESS * 51 = 2~0.8228 * 52 = -318.07U~ * 53 = -94.3138 MPA 
* F.l F;> R1 P<l THTl THTG THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO . T · .. : ..... --·-ITS 
-o,Iooo o.ooon 1.6902 1.7424 -0.2241 o.oooo -0.0112 -o.o797 o.5960 o.7540 1.0160 11.1535·· ··· 6 
C0RRES WHEEL RATES ARE * Cll 12.3904 * C22 9.1003 * Cl2 5.5100 * (21 5.7814 KN/M ·- -- .. 
CORRES FkEQS AkE * PITCH 0.7044 * BOUNCE 1.2578 HZ PFB = 1.2579 PFP = 0.7043 HZ C COEFFS = 0.4625 
CDRRES ANGLES * PMr1 = O.iUJ9 * PHIZ= -0.2442 HAD AND STHESS * 51 = 354.7019 * 52 = -424.85b8 * 53 = -175.9211 ·-0.5784 MPA 
o F'l F;> P1 P2 THTl THT~ 
-0•1000 Q.~SOn 1.9938 2.197~ -0.2241 -0.098, 
·cORRES WhEEL RATES ARE * Cll 12.1025 * C22 9.2676 * Cl2 CURRES FHEQS AKE * PIT~H Oo6~78 o BOUNCE 1.2585 HZ . 
CORR~S ANGLES P P~rl = - 0.2-05 * PHIZ~ -0.3071 HAD AND 
THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
-0.113d -0.1149 0.7031 0.9510 Q.9503 
5.51d3 * C21 5.9223 KN/M 
PFti = 1.2584 PFP = O.b979 HZ C COEFFS 
STRESS * 51 = 418.4131 * 52 = -534.29~5 * 53 = 
* F1 F~ P1 P2 THT1 THT4 
-0.1000 - Oo100n· 2.Z987 2.6973- -0.2241 -0.1970 
CORRES WHEEL ~AlES ARE * Cll 11.8089 o C22 9.6265 * C~2 
CURRES FkEQS AKE * PITCH O.o~42 * BOUNCE 1.2655 HZ 
CORRES ANGLES.* PHr1 = O.i,73 * PH12 = -0.3722 RAD AND 
THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
-0.150S -0.14d7 0.8106 1.1673 0.8888 
5.5743 * C2l . 6.1217 KN/M 
PFB = 1.2646 PtP = 0.6960 HZ C COcFFS = 
STRESS * 51 = 4p2.3903 * 52= -647.51~2 * 53= 
* Rl F;> Pl . P2 THT1 THTd 
-0•0500 -0.100n 1.67~4 1.192~ -0.1113 0.197q 
CURRES WHEEL KATES ARE* Cl1 12.7555 * C22 9.1836 * Ci2 
CORRES FkEOS A~E * PIT~H OofJ08 *BOUNCE 1.2595 hZ 
CDkRES ANGLES * PHr1 = 0.2U59 * PH12 = -0.1632 RAD ANU 
THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0.0336 0.0372 0.5905 0.5161 1.2526 
5.5213 * C21 5.4020 KN/M 
PFd = 1.2594 PFP = 0.7309 HZ C COEFFS = 
STRESS * 51 = 3Sci.16ti0 * 52 = -283.9918 * 53 = 
* Fl F;, Rl P2 THTl THTit 
-o.o5oo -o.oson 1.9~06 1.607ti -0.1113 o.o98~ 
CURRES WhEEL ~AlES ARE.* Cll 12.4914 * C22 8.9891 * Cl2 
CORRES FREQS AHE 0 PlT~H 0~1166 *BOUNCE 1.2499 HZ 
CORRES ANGLES * PHrl = 0.2~10 * PH12 = -0.2238 RAD kND 
THTJ THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
-0.0016 -0.0011 0.6914 0.695~ 1.16~8 
5.43)1 * C21 5.4445 KN/M 
PFb = 1.2498 PFP = 0.7166 HZ C COEFFS = 
STRESS * 51 = 4!9.3796 * 52 = -389.40~0 * 53 = 
* F1 f;> Pl P2 THT1 THT~ 
· -o.o5ou o.oooo ~.2444 2.0353 -0.1113 o.oooq 
CORRES WHEEL KATES ARE * Cll 12.2307 * C22 8.9751 * Cl2 
CURRES FkEQS ARE * PITCh O.lo67 * BOUNCE 1.2456 HZ 
CURRES ANGLES * P~tl = 0.2£~9 * PH12 = -0.2852 RAD AND 
THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
-0.0365 -0.0386 0.7915 0.8808 1.0953 
5.4070 * C21 5.5325 KN/M 
PFb = 1.2456 PFP = 0.7067 HZ C COEFFS = 
STRESS o 51 = 4~0.0846 * 52 = -496.28~2 * 53 = 
* F1 F;> P1 Pi THT1 THf~ 
-o.osoo o.o5on 2.Sc79 2.4910 -0.1113 -o.o9~1 
CORRES WHEEL kATE~ ARE.* Cil 11.9696 * C22 Y.1351 * C!2 
CORRES FkEQS AkE 0 PIT~n O.fuo5 *BOUNCE 1.2467 hZ 
CURRES ANGLES * PHr1 = 0.3AUB * PH12 = -0.3481 R~D ANU 
• THTJ THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
-0.071J -0.073~ 0.8914 1.0780 1.0269 
5.4220 * C21 5.6687 KN/M 
PFb = 1.246o PFP = 0.7007 HZ ~ CO~FFS = 
STRESS* 51 = ~40.7238 *52= -605.6311 * 53 
* Fl F;> P1 P2 THTI THT<: 
-O•OSOU UolOOn · c.813l 2.9932 -0.1113 -O.l97U 
CURRES WHEEL RAT~S ARE * C11 11.7049 * C22 9.48?.9 * Cl2 CURRES FkEQS AKE * PIT~H O.o~75 * BOUNCE 1.2540 hZ 
C0RRES ANGLES* PHt1 = 0.3~58 * PH12~ -0.4130 RAU ANU 
THT3 ThT~ P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
-0.1064 -0.107~ 0.9920 1.2953 0.9632 
5.4853 * C21 5.8600 KN/M 
Pfb = 1.2531 PfP = 0.6992 HZ ~ COEFFS = 
STKESS * 51 = bU1.7220 * 52 = -718.54bo o 53 = 
o Fl F;> 1-'1 P2 THTI THTe 
O•OOOU -u.lOOn ~.2~b7 1.4721 0.0000 0.197ti 
CUR~ES WhEEL ~AT~S ARE * C11 12.8460 * C22 9.0756 * Ct2 
CURkES FkEQS AKE * PlT~H 0.7J60 * BOUNC~ 1.2S51 hZ 
CURRES ANGLES * PHr1 = 0.2Q41 * PHIZ = -0.2015 RAO ANO 
ThTJ THT• P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0.0667 0.07S~ 0.8099 0.6371 1.339~ 
5.47c7 * C21 5.23SO KN/M 
Pfb = 1o2550 PFP = 0.7362 HZ ~ COEFFS = 
SfkE~S * Sl = ~94.3321 • 52 = -350.58c9 * 53 = 
* F1 F.;> P1 P2 THTl ThT4 
o.oooo -o,o5oo t-.5671 1.8~43 o.OOQO o.o9e~ 
CORRES WHEEL RATES ARE * Cll 12.5953 * C22 8.8804 * Cl2 
CORRES FKEQS AKE * P!T~I1 0~7c19 * BOUNCE 1.2459 HZ 
CORR~S ANGLES * PHr1 = 0.3i76 * PH12 = -0.2623 RAD ~ND 
T~T3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
(J.( 3~ 0.03bti 0.9053 0.8155 1.2517 
5.J9~5 * C21 5.2802 KN/M 
PFti = 1.2457 PrP = 0.7221 HZ C COEFFS = 
STRESS* 51= S52.5301 *52= -45b.37~d •.53 = 
T ·ITs 
13.5278 -· 8 
-0.2288 --1.6296 
-253.7389 MPA 
· ·T' ·:· ·" -·ITS 
16.0748 . 8 
-1.3802 -3.1040 
-328.4595 MPA 
T ..• --.· ···ITS 
10.4898".. 8 
0.2137 0.6037 
82.~470· MPA ... 
T 
12.5379 
0.4390 
-3.7739 
T 
14.6753 
0.2171 
-85.2572 
T 
16.9317 
-U.4307 
-163.1943 
T 
19.3420 
-1.5332 
-23d.3021 
T 
14.2229 
ITs 
6 
0.3482 
MPA 
ITS 
4 
. ·-0.2647 
MPA 
ITs 
6 
-1.2384 
MPA 
ITs 
6 
-2.6178 
MPA 
ITS 
6 
0.4345 1.2099 
166.6661 MPA 
T . -··· ITs·. 
1bol854.. . 4 
o.&802 ·o.9801 
81.2259 MPA 
N 
-J 
-·..,. F.l F:, ... .. ·- Pl ·-· ' . Pa. . .THTl THT~ THT3 THT4 P/G1 ·-- -· P/G2 -· RAT!Ci T .. -·-< ITS·-·-:" 
·-·- o.oooo · · a.oooo·-· ·1:!.8357 ··- 2.3108 ···-- o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo -- 1.oooo ·· .. 1.oooo · 1:.0832 ·1a.2297 .. • --o -·-
CORRES WH~EL ~ATES ARE .. * Cl~ 12.0358 * C22 8.9934 * Cl2 5.6679 * C21 5.2324 KN/M 
.CORRES FREaS AkE *.PlT~rt- __ 0.1935 *.BOUNCE _ 1.2413 HZ PFB = 1.2414 PFP = 0.7032 HZ C COEFFS = -1.3ao 6 0.3934 CORR£5 ANGLES* P~r1 = 0.3~08 * PHI2 = -0.3239 RAD AND STRESS* 51= b10.3524 *52= -563.46lti *53= 0.0000 MP~~. 
* Fl F;> . Rl P2 THTl THTd THTJ THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO ·T .. ITS 
o.oooo o.o50n J.1046 2.7673 o.oooo -o.098i -o.o333 -o.o353 1.0949 1.1976 1.1019 20.3828 4 
CORRES WHEEL RATES ARE* G1l 12.1034 * C22 9.0174 * C}2 5.38d9 * C21 5.5029 KN/M 
CORR£5 FKEaS AKE·• PJTtH 0 ·1:065 *BOUNCE 1.2431 HZ PFB = 1.2430 PFP = 0.7065 HZ C COEFFS = 
CORRES ANGLES • PHr1 = o.5d41 * PHI2 ~ -0.3867 RAD AND STRESS * 51 = 668.2158 * 52 = -672.83o7 • 53 = 
* Fl F;, Pl . ·pz THTl THTd THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0.0000 0.1000 3.3755. 3.2725 0.0000 -0.1970 -0.0668 -0.0694 1.1903 1.4162 1.0355 
CORRlS WHEEL RATES ARE * ~11 11.8556 * C22 9.3563 * C~2 5.4579 * C21 5.6902 KN/M 
CORR£5 FREaS AkE t PlT~H 0.1041 * BOUNCE 1.2503 HZ . PFB = 1.2498 PfP = 0.7050 HZ C COEFFS = 
CORRES ANGLES * PHr1 = 0.~~76 * PH12 = -0.4515 RAD 8ND STRESS * 51 = 7~6.5310 * 52 = -785.5893 * 53 = 
":" F1 F:> Pl P2 THTl THT.:l THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0•0500 ~0.100o c.97i9 1.737~ 0.1113 0.197b 0.0968 0.1118 1.0480 0.7520 1.4270 
CORRES WHEEL ~ATES ARE * Cll 13.2387 * C22 8.9757 * C12 5.4893 * C21 5.1377 KN/M 
CORRES FREaS AKE * PlT~H 0 1.444 * BOUNCE 1.2597 HZ PF8 = 1.2590 PFP = 0.7455 HZ C COEFFS = CORR~S ANGLES * PMr1 = 0.5~~4 * PH12 = -0.2379 KAD AND STRESS * Sl = 635.7050 * 52 = -413.8493 * 53 
* F1 F;i R1 P2 THTl THT~ THT J THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
o;0500 -u.o50o ),a307 2.147Q 0.1113 o.o9eJ o.065u o.0734 1.1393 0.9294 1.3344 
CORRES WHEEL RkTES ARE * C11 l2.9933 * C22 8.7802 * Cl2 S.4156 * C21 5.1867 KN/M 
CUHRES FKEaS ~KE * PlTCH 0.7J03 *BOUNCE 1.2508 HZ PFu = 1.2501 PFP = 0.7316 HZ C COEFFS = 
CORRES ANGLES * P~r1 = 0.3~72 * PH12 = -0.2989 RAD AND STRESS * 51 = 6~1.0655 * 52 = -520.13V9 * 53 = 
* fl F;i P1 P2 THTl THT2 THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
o.o5ou o.ooon J.4od4 2.573b 0.1113 o.ooou o.oJ33 o.o3oo 1.2302 1.1137 1.2518 
: COkRES WHEEL ~ATES ARE ~ Cll 12.7530 * C22 8.7607 * C!2 5.39~5 * C21 5.2771 KN/M 
CURRES FkEQS AKE * P!T~H O.¥c09 * BOUNCE 1o246H HZ PFB = 1.2463 PFP = 0.7217 HZ L COEFFS = 
CURRES ANGLE5 * PHy1 = 0.4~d9 * PH12 = -0.3607 RAD ANU STRESS* 51= 7~6.18~0 * 52= -627.53J7 o 53= 
* Fl F;i P1 . Pc THTl THT~ THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0•0500 0.050n 3.7468 3.0315 0.1113 -0.098~ 0.001S O.OU1b 1.3213 1.311~ 1.1768 
CUHRES WhEEL RATES ARE * C11 . 12.5145 * C22 8.9101 * C'2 ~.41/3 * C21 5.4121 KN/M 
CORRES FkEQS AkE * PJTCrt O.l157 *BOUNCE 1o247H HZ Pfb = 1.2477 PfP = 0.7158 HZ C COEFFS = 
CURRES ANGLES * P~T1 = O.~oU6 * PHIZ = -0.4236 HAD ANU STRESS * 51 = 801.4523 * 52 = -737.o5o4 * 53 = 
* Fl f;> Pl P2 THTl THT<! THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
. 0.050U 0.1000 ~.0077 3.5399 0.1113 -0,197U -0.0306 -0.032~ 1.4133 1.5319 1.1074 
CURRES WHEEL k~TES ARE * Cll 12.2747 * C22 9.2416 • CL2 S.4917 * C21 S.59d6 KN/M 
CORRES FkEQS A~E *PITCH O.l140 * ROUNCE 1.2546 HZ PFB = 1.2545 PFP = 0.7141 HZ C COEFFS = 
COkkES ANGLES * PHr1 = 0.4~~7 * PH12 = -0.4884 HAD ~NU STRESS * 51 = 8S7.c642 * 52 = -849.78j7 * 53 
* Fl F::> P.1 P2 THTl THTd , ThT J THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0.1000 -O.lOOn J.7340 1.9934 0.2241 0.197o 0.124S O.l~od 1.3168 0.8626 1.5176 
CURRES WhEEL ~ATES ARE * C11 13.9B16 * C22 8.8816 * C12 5.57~9 * C21 ~.1067 KN/M. COR~ES FkEQS AHE * PITLM O.lS59 *BOUNCE 1.2748 HZ PF~ = 1.2724 PFP = 0.7599 HZ ~ COEFFS 
COHHES ANGLE~ • PHy1 = 0.4j~4 * PHIZ = -0~2728 RAD ANU STRESS * 51 = 7d3.6026 * 52 = -474.70~9 * 53 = 
* Fl F:> P1 P2 THTl THT<: THTJ ThT'I- P/G1 P/G2 RAllO 
o.1ooo -o.osor j.984d 2.4014 0.2241 o.o~o~ o.o~4J o.1ud8 1.4052 1.0392 1.41~3 
CURf<ES WHEEL K~Tt:S ARE* Cll 13.7343 * C22 8.6862 * Cl2 S.SQj3 * C21 5.1604 KN/M 
CURPES FkEaS AHE * PlTCM O.f417 * BOU~CE 1.2h61 HZ P~o = 1.2637 PfP = 0,7459 HZ ~ CutFFS = 
CORRtS ANGLES * PHrl = 0.4b~6 * PH12 = -0.3343 RAD ANU SrkESS * 51 = dJ6.2288 * 52 = -581.59d7 * 53 = 
* F! F:> Pl P2 THTl THT<.O THTJ THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
O·lOOo o.ooo~ 4.2351 2.8274 0.2241 o.ooo~ 0.0641 o.o724 1.4935 1.223o 1.3320 
COKRES WhEEL kPTES ARE ~ C!l 13.4927 * C22 8.h647 * C12 _~.4833 ~ C21 _5.2546 KN/M 
COR~fS FKt:aS AHE * PITC~ 0.7J26 * BOUNCE 1.2620 HZ Pfb = 1.2601 P~P = 0.7359 HZ ~ COEFFS = 
CURRES A~GLES ~ PHr1 = 0.5&U8 * PHIZ = -~.3963 kAD AND SlkESS * Sl = b88.7469 * 52 = -689.43d1 * 53 = 
* Fl F;> P.1 P2 THT-1 THTG THTJ THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
o.1ooo o.o5ao ~.4~66 3~2872 o.2241 -o.o9~1 o.o3Jd o.o374 1.5821 1.4225 1.2530 
CORRES wHEEL RATES ARE * Cll 13.c537 * C22 8.8101 * C12 ~.~123 * C21 5.3926 KN/M 
CORRES FREas AHE * PIT~H 0.7279 * BOUNCE 1.2625 hZ PFB = 1.2615 PFP = 0.7297 HZ ~ COEFFS 
CORRES ANGLES * P~T1 : 0.5~11 * PH12 = -0.4594 HAD ~NO STRESS * 51 = ~41.5234 * 52 = -799.23~~ * 53 = 
-0.1385 -0.5219 
-77.902B MPA 
T .• <'. ··- ·ITS 22.6760- 6 
-1.2093 -1.8395· 
-153.?123·MPA 
T . ITS 
18.0211 .--· 10 
1.1932 2.2506 
246.9655 MPA 
T . 19.9011. ITS 8 
1.448~---· 2.0280 
162.1469 MPA 
T ITS 
21.8577 8 
1.2626 1.4681 
81.3216 MPA 
T ITS 23.9155 : .... ..... . . 6 
0.6572 0.5690 
3.6066 MP!< 
T' 
26.1033 ITS 6 
-0.3949 . -0.7110 
-71.7326 MPA 
T .-· ··· - lTS 
21.9352' 14 
2.5714 3.8198 
324.2049-MPA 
T ITS 
23.7337 12 
2.8270 3.5879 
240.1634 MPA 
·r 
25.6053 
2.6431 
159.8'i24 
T 
27.5723' 
lTS 
10 
3.0273 
MPA 
ITS 
10 
2.0420 2.1362 
82.5225 MPA 
tv 
CD 
·n -· - ·F~ --- . -·- PC----·- P2.- ··-THTl THT~ . THT3. THT4. P/G1 P/G2 
0>0500 0•050o 3.7468 3.0315 0.1113 -0.098~ o.oo1s o.oo1o 1.3213 1.3119 
... RATIO 
1.1768 
.CORRES WHEEL RATES ARE* CH .. 12.5145 * C22 8.9101 * C.l-2 S ·173 * C21 5.4121 KN/M 
CORR~S FREQS AkE * PIT'rl Oo~l57 * BOUNCE 1.2478 hZ PFti = 1.2477 PfP = 0.7158 HZ C COEFFS = 
CORRES ANGLES * P~yl = O.~o06 * PH12 = -0.4236 RAD AND STRESS * 51 = 801.4523 * 52 = -737.05o4 * 53 = 
* Fl ~, Pl pa THTl ThT~ THTJ THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0.0500 Oo100o ~.0017 3.5399 0.1113 -0.197Y -0.030o . -0.032S 1.4133 1.5319 1.1074 
CURRES WHEEL ~ATES ARE* Cll ·:12.2747 * C22 9.2416 * C~2 5.4917 * C21 5.5986 KN/M . 
CURRES FREas AHE r PlTCH Ool140 * BOUNCE 1.2546 hZ PF~ = 1·2545 PFP = o.7141 HZ C COEFFS = 
COkRES ANGLES* Pl;tyl. =·-- Oo4!:!27 * PH12 = · -0.4884 RAD 1\ND STRESS* 51= 8~7.2642 *52= -849.78!:>7 <>,53 
* f1 F:) .. P.l P2 THTl ThT<l THTJ THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO. 
· 0.1000 '"OolOOn-- ··.J.7340 1.9934 .... 0.2241 O.l97q 0.1245· ·· 0.1468 1.3168 0.8626 1.5176 
CORRES WHEEL ~ATES ARE * Cll 13.9816 * CZ2 8.8816 * C42 5.57~9 * C21 5.1067 KN/M 
CORRES FREas ~kE * PIT~rl 0.]559 * BOUNCE 1.2748 hZ PFB = 1.2724 PFP = o.7599 HZ C COEFFS = 
CORR~S ANGLES ~ PHyl = Q.A~04 * PH12 = -0.2728 HAD I'NU STRESS * 51 = 783.6026 * 52 = -474.70~9 * 53 
<> 1'1 f:, R1 P2 THTl ThTl; THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0.1000 -o.o5on J.984e 2.4014 o.2241 o.0984 o.o94J o.1oe8 1.4052 1.0392 1.4193 
CURRES WHEEL ~ATES ARE* Cl1 13.7343 * C22 8.6862 * Ci2 5.5033 * C21 5.1604 KN/M 
CORRES FREas AHE ~ PITCH· 0.!417 * BOUNCE 1.2661 hZ Pf~ = 1.2637 PFP = 0.7459 HZ C COEFFS = 
CORRES ANGLES·* P1;1Tl = O.lJ~Il6_ * PH12 = -0.3343 RAD AND STRESS * 51 = 836.2288 * 52 = -581.59tl7 * 53= 
* Fl F.:;;i . Rl - .. P2 THTl THT~ THTJ THT4 P/Gl P/G2 RATIO 
o.1oou o.ooon 4.23~1 . 2.8274 o.2241 o.ooo~ o.ob4l o.o724 1.4935 1.2236 1.3320 
CORRES WHEEL kATE5 ARE * Gll 13.4927 * C22 8.6647 * C~2 5.4833 * C21 5.2546 KN/M 
CDRRES FREas AkE ~ RITCH 0.1326 * BOUNCE 1.2620 hZ PFti = 1.2601 PfP = 0.7359 HZ C COEFFS 
CURRES AI~GLES ~ PHr1 = 0.5~08 * PH12 = -0.3963 RAD AND STkESS *51 = ee8.7469 * 52= -689.43el *53= 
* Fl F, . P.1 P2 THTl Thlo THTJ THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
o.1ooo o.oson 4.4b66 3.2872 0.2241 -o.o9e~ o.o3Jd o.o374 ·1.5821 1.4225 1.2530 
CORRES wHEEL kATES ARE * Cl1 13.2537 * C22 8.8101 * Ci2 5.5123 * C21 5.3926 KN/M 
CURRES FkEas At:.: * PIT~t1 0 • 1279 * BOUNCE 1.2625 hZ Pr~ = 1.2615 PFP = 0. 7297 HZ ~.,; COEFFS = 
CURR~S ANGLES * P~y1 = 0.5~11 * PH12 = -0.4594 kAD ~NU STRESS * Sl = ~41.5234 * 52 = -799.23c~ * 53 = 
· * F1 F, P.1 P2 THTl ThToi: THT3 THT4 P/G1 P/G2 RATIO 
0.100U 0.1000 ~.7411 3.7994 0.2241 -0.197U). 0.0031 0.0033 1.6719 1.6442 1.1803 
CORRES wHEEL RATES ARE * Cll 13.0141 * C22 9.1351 * C 2 5.5923 * C21 5.5814 KN/M 
CORRES FHEaS AKE * PITt.H Ool271 * BOUNCE 1.2684 rZ PFB = 1.2682 PfP = 0.7275 HZ C COEFFS = 
CORRES ANGLES * PHy1 = 0.51.18 * PH12 = -0.5242 kAO l-IND STRESS * 51 =. 9~4.9341 * 52 = -912.0706 * 53 = 
. T .·. ····ITs ..... 
23.9155 :.: ....... -···· 6 . 
0.6572. 0.5690 
3.6066 ~p~ 
r·. ···· ITS 26.1033 ·-·· ... 6 
-o.3949· -0.11io~ 
-71.7326 MPA 
T .,: .... -- · ITS--~-,­
~1.9352' .. · _.·. '14 
2-5714.· 3.8198 
324.2049 MPA 
· T ITS 
23.7337 12 
2-8270 3.5879 
240.1634 MPA 
· r .. ---···· ... irs 
25.6053 '10 
2.6431 3.0273 
159.8924_MPA 
T ......... ' 1 TS 
27.5723- 10 
2.0420 2.1362 
82.5225 MPA 
T ITS 
29.6613 !l 
0.9969 0.8737 
7.3209 MPA 
N 
\i) 
c 12 and c 21 are linear, which is not the case. 
than 2%. 
The difference is less 
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The front and rear wheel displacements relative to the vehicle body 
F1 and F2 are now iterated, from -100 to 100 rom in steps of 50 rom for this 
printout. For each of these 25 permutations all the suspension, vehicle 
and mechanical details discussed above are calculated and printed out. 
A complete printout of the program with flowcharts and a brief 
description thereof is included in Appendix 2.4.2. 
2.4.2 Discussion of Results 
Table 2.4.1 lists selected results extracted from the computer 
printout. The springrates c 11 , c 22 , c 12 and c 21 are those referred to 
in equation (2.2.1). 
From table 2.4.1 the rising springrate effect (section 2.4.1) is 
apparent. For a conventional car, for which c 12 = c 21 = 0, with rising 
rate suspension, using for example a coil spring made from tapered coil 
wire, the maximum values of c 11 would occur at 100, 0 and 100,000 and 
for c 22 at 0, 100 and 100,100. For the interconnected suspension systems 
shown i11 figures .,2.1 and 2.3.1 as well as for the Packard system, maxi-
mum e 11 and c 22 would occur at the double bump condition of 100, 100. 
For this interconnected suspension, maximum e 11 occurs at 100, -100 and 
maximum e 22 at -100, 100, a feature it shares in common with the Citroen 
2ev. With reference to figure ,2.1, this suspension system would be 
represented as, 
r-------------------------------, 
For a car with conventional suspension the ratio of dynamic to 
static wheel loadings is a maximum at both single and double bump con-
ditions. For example, the Porsche 928 has maximum values of 1.48 and 
1.62 for the front and rear respectively. For this car, with inter-
connected suspension, the maximum wheel loading ratios of 1.67 and 1.64 
front and rear respectively, occur at the double bump condition of 100,100, 
TABLE 2.4.1 Selected Printout Results 
Wheel Displacement 
01 0 100, 100 Front, Rear 
ell kN/m 12.04 13.01 
c22 kN/m 8.99 9.14 
c12 kN/m 5.67 5.59 
c21 kN/m 5.23 5.58 
Pl/Gl 1.0 1.67 
P2/G2 1.0 1.64 
Bounce Frequency cpm 74.5 76.1 
Pitch Frequency cpm 42.2 43.6 
Cable T kN 18.2 29.7 
c 1 Stress sl MPa 610 995 
c 2 Stress s2 MPa -563 -912 
c 3 Stress .c s 3 MPa 0 7 
100, -100 -100, 100 
13.98 11.81 
8.88 9.63 
5.57 5.57 
5.12 6.12 
1.32 0.811 
0.863 1.17 
76.5 75.9 
45.4 41.7 
21.9 16.1 
784 482 
-475 -648 
324 -328 
0, 100 
11.86 
9.36 
5.46 
5.69 
1.19 
1.42 
75.0 
42.2 
22.7 
727 
-786 
-153 
100, 0 
13.49 
8.66 
5.48 
5.25 
1.49 
1.22 
75.7 
44.0 
25.6 
889 
-689 
160 
w 
I-' 
in common with the conventional suspension. However, in contrast to 
the conventional suspension, these reduce for the single bump conditions 
of 100, 0 and 0, 100 and then reduce even further for the one wheel bump 
and other wheel rebound conditions of 100, -100 and -100, 100, illustrat-
ing clearly the mechanisism for reduced pitching. 
It should be observed, that, although the springrates of c11 and 
c22 are a maximum at 100, -100 and -100, 100 respectively, the effect of 
interconnection reduces the actual wheel loading of the wheel in bounce 
and increases the actual wheel loading of the wheel in rebound compared 
to a car with conventional suspension and thus reduces the pitching . 
The object of this interconnected suspension is to give large car 
ride quality to what is basically a short car. With a wheelbase of 
2230 mm the Fiat 127 at 2223 is shorter, while others likethe2CV, VW 
Golf and Beetle at 2400, the Escort at 2407, the Allegro at 2438, the 
Fiat 128 at 2448 and the Avenger at 2489 are all longer. 
The frequencies of cars like the Rover 3500 and the BMW 728 where 
used as a guide, while those of the Allegro were considered too high. 
With anti-dive and self-levelling, frequencies as low as those used by 
Packard cars in 1956 could be considered (see section 2.1). 
Self-levelling and anti-dive (Chapter 3) are incorporated. The 
self-levelling is achieved by using an air-spring/damper unit between the 
rear suspension arm and the body. This augments the suspension system, 
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when additional loads are placed in the rear of the vehicle, by increasing 
Early analysis had shown, that, given the geometric restrictions of 
the vehicle, namely the relatively narrow track and the relatively long 
rear trailing arm required to accommodate the motor and pulleys and the 
matching long effective front leading arm, that the torsion bars would be 
highly stressed. The torsion bars would require through hardening, shot-
peening and presetting (or scragging), SAE(l947), which would allow 965 -
1035 MPa maximum working stress, depending on the amount of settling of 
the vehicle that would be acceptable. 
Analysis of torsion bars on a number of production cars that use 
torsion bar suspension was then carried out. It was found that the short-
series torsion bars used on the rear of certain VW Beetles would not only 
fit into the Electric Town Car, but had an acceptable torsion bar spring-
rate and worked at similar stresses to that required in the Electric Town 
Car. It made economic sense to use these bars. 
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The computer program was altered to analyse a series of different 
auxiliary torsion bars on one printout, in combination with the VW torsion 
bars. The resultant series of pitch and bounce frequencies was examined, 
and with due consideration for the dynamic to static wheel loadings, the 
actual pitch and bounce frequencies, the brake dive angles, the self-
levelling facility, the torsion bar stresses and so on, a pitch and bounce 
frequency combination of 42 and 75 cycles per minute respectively was 
chosen. 
A German reference, Gross (1966) was used for the torsion moduli 
of the VW bars. A maximum stress of 980 MPa was also recommended for 
the pure torsion condition. 
Torsion bars are normally loaded in one direction. The auxiliary 
torsion bar is loaded in both directions, the maximum recommended stress 
for which is 340 to 390 MPa, Gross (1966). From table 2.4.1 it can be 
seen that the maximum working stress is 328 MPa. It was not therefore 
considered prudent to use this auxiliary torsion bar as a method of self-
levelling. 
The steel used for the auxiliary torsion bar was XK9263l which is 
nominally equivalent to En45A. After machining, the bars were oil 
0 0 d . quenched at between 920 and 930 C and tempered at 500 C as recommende 1n 
"The Mechanical and Physical Properties of the British En Steels". 
The cable tension has a maximum value of 29.7 kN at the double 
bump configuration of 100, 100. This tension was then used to select 
the cable size and to design the Glacier DU suspension pivot bearings. 
The chassis load for the two cables is 59.4 kN. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SUSPENSION GEOMETRY 
3.1 PITCH CHARACTERISTICS 
While interconnected suspension can improve ride quality by reducing 
the pitch frequency and hence pitch acceleration, it can, depending on the 
choice of basic and interconnecting stiffnesses, produce the need for self-
levelling and anti-dive geometry. 
The choice of frequencies and related springrates for this vehicle 
are such that both self-levelling and anti-dive geometry are required. 
From section 2.2.2, the body tilt for the placing of 750 N over the rear 
axle is approximately 2.2° without self-levelling and for a 0.6 g braking 
deceleration -7.3° without anti-dive geometry. 
Self-levelling is achieved by using air-springs at the rear as 
discussed in section 2.4.2. The control for levelling is manual, using 
an indicator attached to one pitch control torsion bar and a small electric 
air compressor. 
With reference to figure 3.1.1, pT is the braking force on the front 
wheels and (1-p)T on the rear wheels, where T is the total braking force. 
With outboard brakes front and rear and with the suspension geometry such 
that these forces are purely horizontal, then the braking moment is (pT + 
(1-p)T)h Th, where h is the height of the centre of gravity above ground 
level. This is the condition of zero anti-dive and the body tilt is given 
by equation 2.2.16. 
If the suspension geometry were such that the front and rear braking 
forces acted through the transverse axis of the centre of gravity, figure 
3.1.2, then the moment would be zero and the body would not tilt. This 
is the condition of 100% anti-dive. If the braking forces front and rear 
intersected the vertical line through the centre of gravity at 0.3 h, 
figure 3.1.3, the braking moment would be 0.7 Th. This is the condition 
of 30% anti-dive. The percentage of anti-dive front and rear are not 
necessarily the same. 
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a b 
C of G 
+ 
h 
Figure 3.1.1. No Anti-Dive. 
a b 
C of G 
Figure 3.1.2. 100% Anti-Dive. 
a b 
C of G 
+ 0.7 h 
pT (1 - p)T 
Figure 3.1.3. 30 % Anti-Dive. 
Consider the front suspension geometry, figure 3.1.4, where a is 
the distance of the centre of gravity behind the frontaxlecentreline, 
and the angle of the line of the front braking force is sf. 
due to the front wheels braking force is 
The moment 
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(3.1.1) 
which can be written 
a tan sf 
pTh(l - h ) 
a tan sf 
so that if 
h 0.3, then Mf 
0.7 pTh and there exists 30% anti-
dive at the front. 
Similarly for the rear, where b is the distance from the centre of 
gravity to the rear axle centre line 
M = (1-p) T (h - b tan S ) 
r r 
(3.1.2) 
Combining 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 to give the total moment 
M T(h - pa tan Sf - (1-p) b tan Sr) (3.1.3) 
Substituting equation (3.1.3) for Th in equation (2.2.16), the body tilt 
angle becomes 
ell + c22 + c12 + c21 
ell c22 - c12 c21 
T(h - pa tan Sf - (1-p) b tan Sr) 
(3.1.4) 
L2 
If S = S = 0, the conditions for zero anti-dive, then equation f r 
(3.1.4) reduces to equation (2.2.16). 
From figure 3.1.5, the angle of the line of the front braking force 
With a= 1.001 m and h = 0.491 m, figure 3.1.7, this corres-
ponds to 31% anti-dive. Nominally 30% front anti-dive is the largest 
percentage used. Above this, variations in castor angle with wheel dis-
placement can become a problem. 
From figure 3.1.6, the angle of the line of the rear braking force 
S 27.9°. With b = 1.229 m and h 0.491 m, figure 3.1.7, this corres-
r 
ponds to 133% anti-dive. This rear suspension is such that a rear wheel 
braking force will produce a negative rear pitch moment and hence squatting, 
a feature shared with the Leyland Hydrolastic and Hydragas cars and most 
easily demonstrated by applying the handbrake while travelling slowly in 
0 
0 
N 
r 
pT 
Figure 3 .1. 4. 
Front Axle 
Centreline 
Figure 3.1.5. 
a 
C of 
Side Elevation of Front Suspension Geometry. 
2770 
Instantaneous 
Centre 
As Built Front Wishbone Side Elevation Geometry. 
Based on Drawing 8802 of Appendix 6.1. 
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510 
Trailing Arm Pivot 
Figure 3. 1. 6. 
Centre 
pT 
Figure 3.1.7. 
Rear Suspension Trailing Arm, Side Elevation. 
Effective Pitch Axis 
a=1001 b=1229 
Vehicle Side Elevation Showing the Line of Action 
of Braking Forces. 
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either direction. Due to the short trailing arm length, the percentage 
anti-dive varies with wheel displacement, for example at 100,100 front, 
rear wheel displacement conditions, 8 is 18.43° which corresponds to 105% 
r 
anti-dive. 
Substituting values for ell, c22 , c12 and c21 for the 0,0 position 
from table 2.4.1, but doubling them to convert from single wheelrates to 
vehicle rates, and a, band h from figure 3.1.7, equation (3.1.4) becomes, 
~~ = -2.341(10)- 3 T(0.4993p- 0.1597) degrees (3.1.5) 
The Electric Town Car has regenerative braking on the rear drive 
wheels only and no other rear wheel braking except the handbrake. The 
electrical system is set up such that initial depression of the brake pedal 
produces regenerative rear wheel braking only, hence p = 0 for small braking 
values. Depressing the pedal further, brings in the conventional front 
disc brakes in addition to the rear wheel regenerative braking. The pro-
portion of braking effort from the front wheels, p, will increase from zero 
to perhaps 0.8. From equation (3.1.5), at p = 0.32 ~~ = 0, so that below 
p = 0.32 the car will exhibit a tail down attitude and above p = 0.32 a 
nose down attitude. If the electric circuit breaker were to trip under 
heavy braking, there would be no rear wheel braking and p = 1. 
3.1.1 lists body tilt angles for different values of T and p. 
TABLE 3 .l.l Body Tilt Angle (degrees) 
~ 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
0 0.39 0.77 1.16 1.54 
0.5 -0.22 -0.43 -0.65 -0.87 -1.08 -1.3 
0.8 -0.58 -1.16 -1.73 -2.31 -2.89 -3.47 
1.0 -0.82 -1.64 -2.46 -3.28 -4.09 -4.91 
Table 
0.7 
-1.52 
-4.05 
-5.73 
The angle of -3.47 degrees at T = 0.6 Mg and p = 0.8 is on the upper 
limit of being acceptable for body tilt of a conventional car. The emer-
gency condition of p = l produces excessive body tilt angle, reduced by 
applying the handbrake during the said emergency. Should the body tilt 
angles be uncomfortably excessive in practice, the rear drum brakes can be 
connected into the hydraulic brake in the conventional manner. 
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With the electric motor on the rear suspension trailing arm 
(Chapter 4), tractive forces are transmitted through the trailing arm 
pivots, and the same theory applies for anti-squat as it did for anti-dive. 
Equation (3.1.4) applies, with p=O for rear wheel drive and the tractive 
force F = -T, so that 
ell + c22 + c12 + c21 
ell c22 - c12 c21 
F(h - b tan 6 ) 
r (3.1.6) 
Acceleration tests with the Mk 1 Electric Car in its final state of 
tune in May 1978, produced an acceleration force of 1287 N. The same 
drive system is to be used for this vehicle. An acceleration force of 
1340 N would produce an acceleration of 0.13 g and the body tilt would be 
-0.5 degrees. 
3.2 ROLL CHARACTERISTICS 
Just as the vehicle body exhibited pitching about an effective pitch 
axis (figure 3.1.7) or transverse roll axis (Steeds, 1958) due to braking 
forces, so too will it exhibit roll about a longitudinal roll axis due to 
cornering forces. While the effective pitch axis is horizontal, that is, 
the same height on both sides of the vehicle, the longitudinal roll axis 
generally is inclined to the ground, and is found by joining the individual 
front and rear suspension roll centres. The position of these roll centres 
is established from the linkage geometry in the same way as the effective 
pitch axis in figure 3.1.7, but by considering the suspension geometry in 
end elevation. The geometry left and right is generally symmetrical, so 
that, unlike the pitch axis, the roll centre is on the vehicle centreline. 
The rear suspension comprises a pair of independent trailing arms, 
the pivot axis for which is horizontal with the vehicle body in end elevat-
ion and perpendicular with the body centreline in planview. The rear 
wheels move vertically on a single wheel bump, the roll centre is therefore 
at ground level. The camber angle of both rear wheels is equal in magni-
tude to the body roll angle at all times. 
The front suspension comprises a conventional wishbone layout, 
chosen because: 1) anti-dive geometry can be incorporated; 2) the roll-
centre height can be positioned where desirable; 3) the layout gives clear-
ance to store the front batteries and to incorporate the interconnected 
suspension leading arm; 4) dampers and anti-roll bars can be fitted 
easily and 5) the steering connections can be made to minimise toe-in 
and toe-out effects with wheel movement. 
The total lateral weight transfer from the inside tyres to the 
outside tyres, regardless of suspension design, is Fh/t, where F is the 
cornering force, h the height of the centre of gravity above groundlevel 
and t the average track width. This total weight transfer comprises 
weight transfer due to the unsprung weight, front and rear, weight trans-
fer due to the sprung weight acting at the roll centres and weight trans-
fer due to body roll of the sprung weight. 
With a nominal front weight bias, the handling characteristics of 
slight understeer will be produced if the weight transfer is made propor-
tional to the front and rear weight distribution. The front and rear 
wheelrates are proportioned to match the weight distribution with the 
interconnected suspension design. 
rear wheel reactions are: 
From section 2.2.1, the front and 
For roll conditions, with no pitching, f
1 
f 2 and equations (2.2.1) 
become 
so that (e11 + e 12 ) and(e21 + e 22 ) become the effective wheelrates, front 
and rear respectively. 
The roll stiffness for the front is 
2 
+ e22) n . tf (ell 
180 2 254 Nm/degree 
and for the rear 
2 
+ e22) t (e2l n r 
180 2 191 Nm/degree 
where tf = 1.282 m and tr 1.240 mare the respective vehicle tracks. 
Wheelrates ell, e 12 , e 21 and e 22 are obtained from table 2.4.1 using the 
0,0 bounce condition. The front roll stiffness is further increased by 
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the installation of an anti-roll bar. The front suspension has the 
higher roll stiffness, so that it will receive the larger portion of 
weight transfer due to body roll. 
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The weight transfer due to the unsprung weight is greater at the 
rear. The motor and steel trailing arm have an unsprung weight of approx-
imately 50 kg per side, compared to 15 kg per side at the front. 
Weight transfer due to the sprung weight acting through the rear 
roll centre is zero as the roll centre height is at ground level. The 
roll centre at the front needs to be approximately at ground level also, 
to retain the balance. If the front roll centre height is increased a 
little above ground level, this increases the weight transfer due to the 
sprung weight acting at the roll centre, but decreases the weight transfer 
due to body roll, which would be beneficial as the front roll stiffness is 
greater than the rear. A front roll centre height of 35 mm above ground 
level was chosen as being consistent with the above and producing accept-
able camber variation with bump and roll, without deviating too much from 
the characteristics of the rear suspension. The chosen layout fits well 
into the confined space of the front of the body used for the Electric 
Town Car. 
The roll axis is therefore inclined to the ground, being 35 mm 
above ground at the front and at ground level at the rear. Normally the 
axis would be higher at the rear. The height of the roll axis at the 
centre of gravity position is 19.5 mm. The weight transfer due to body 
roll for a 0.5 Mg cornering force, with h = 0.491 m and M = 1050 kg, is 
2428 Nm, and with a combined front plus rear roll stiffness, ignoring the 
front anti-roll bar, of 445 Nm/degree, the body roll is an acceptable 5.46 
degrees. 
In order to ascertain the roll centre height and camber variation 
of the front wishbone suspension for all bounce and rebound conditions a 
computer program WISHANAL, standing for "Wishbone Analysis", was written. 
The coordinates of the suspension are inputted as a set of seven coordin-
ates, figure 3.2.1, together with the bounce and rebound limits required 
to be analysed. The program calculates and prints all the relevant 
lengths and angles, specifically isolating the length of the upper and 
lower suspension arms as well as the kingpin angle. A sample output 
printout is included here, while a complete printout of the program with 
flowcharts and a brief description thereof is included in Appendix 3.2. 
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For each bump and rebound condition specified, the following is 
calculated and printed. 
K, the deviation in y-coordinate of the upper-outboard balljoint 
(x3 ,y3 ) from its static condition. The upper balljoint was 
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chosen rather than the more logical bottom balljoint because the 
prog~am has the facility for the lower arm, defined by (x2 ,y2 ) and 
(x4 ,y4 ), to be horizontal or any other fixed angle, in all conditions. 
The lower arm can physically be a leading arm. 
rebound is negative. 
Bounce is positive, 
Y7, they-coordinate of the tyre/ground contact point. 
RY, the instantaneous roll-centre height relative to the vehicle. 
RY-Y7, the instantaneous roll-centre height relative to the tyre/ground 
contact point. 
CAMBER,the camber angle of the tyre, that is the angle the wheel centreline 
makes to the vertical. Negative camber is the top of the tyre 
leaning towards the centre of the vehicle. 
roll. 
CAMBER assumes no body 
SCRUB, the lateral (sideways) displacement of the bottom of the tyre (road 
interface) from its static position. Scrub is positive outwards. 
SARM, the instantaneous swingarm length, that is the length of the line, 
parallel to the stub axle, from the instantaneous swingarm centre 
(where the top and bottom suspension arms geometrically intersect) 
to the wheel centreline. 
RATIO SARM TRACK 
swing-arm length 
distance between front wheel centres 
The camber variation with bounce is deliberately small for the 
outside more highly loaded wheel, so as to match closely the characteristics 
of the rear outside wheel, where there is no camber variation with bounce. 
For the 0.5 Mg corner, where the body roll is approximately 5.46 degrees, 
the outer rear wheel has a positive camber of 5.46 degrees and the inner 
rear wheel has a negative camber of 5.46 degrees, while the outer front 
wheel, with an effective wheel displacement of 61 mm, will have a positive 
camber of 3.3 degrees and the inner front wheel a negative camber of 7.4 
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degrees. The values of scrub, effective swing arm length and its ratio 
to the vehicle track, complete the picture of how the particular suspension 
geometry is working. 
It is possible to carry out a more complete analysis of weight 
transfer and body roll, (Bastow, 1980), and steady-state cornering behav-
iour, (Radt and Pacejka, 1963), (Pacejka, 1973), but these would require 
more detailed information on individual front and rear centre of gravity 
positions, roll moments of inertia, tyre characteristics (Gough, 1954), 
(Setright 1972) and so on. The economics of using the existing anti-roll 
bar and some as built suspense tuning and development, if necessary,provides 
the solution. 
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CHAPTER 4 
REAR SUSPENSION TRAILING ARM 
4.1 DRIVE SYSTEM 
It had b~en proposed, Vandendungen (1976), to use a single Synchro-
belt drive for each of the two driven rear wheels, with the motor and pulleys 
attached to the rear suspension trailing arm. A double-reduction belt 
drive had been successfully used on the earlier Electric Car prototype, with 
occasional belt-tooth jumping during regenerative braking. 
The existing system was analysed, working backwards to establish the 
appropriate belt tensions and service factors actually being used. These 
tensions and factors were applied to the single belt drive system indicating 
unacceptable belt widths of between 76 and 90 mm depending on the actual 
ratio chosen. It was known that stronger belts were available, Hartley 
1976. Powergrip HTD Belts from Uniroyal were investigated indicating a 
width of 50 mm might be possible if non-standard tensions and service 
factors were used. Technical correspondence was entered into with Uni-
royal in England, concerning the proposed 50 mm belt and is included in 
Appendix 4.1. From the correspondence of Powergrip Industries in Australia, 
17 July 78, it can be seen that the cheapest option, with duty excluded, 
was $970.84 for a set of steel pulleys and a pair of 1280 mm belts. The 
equivalent using three-strand chain and standard steel and cast iron pulleys 
was $190, chain was subsequently used. 
4.2 SUSPENSION ARM 
The rear suspension arm as originally proposed, (Vandendungen, 1976), 
was to comprise an aluminium mounting plate with a cast or fabricated alum-
inium or steel beam structure around the back of the motor, extending from 
the stub axle to the inner end of the torsion bar mounting tube. With the 
restriction of the body used for this vehicle, with its narrow rear track, 
plus the need for the provision of wider belts (although chains were subse-
quently chosen) , a small increase in tunnel/backbone width and optional use 
of the more powerful but longer MA112M electric motor (standard motor is 
MAlOOL) as well as a preference to be able to remove the motors from the 
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car without partially dismantling the suspension arm, all meant that there 
was insufficient space between the back of the motor and the chassis for 
such a beam. This led to the development of an all-plate type rear 
suspension trailing-arm, drawings 7937/l and 7956 of Appendix 6.1, made 
from steel for ease of manufacture and for stiffness, and of minimum depth 
to allow the arm, complete with motor, to fit under the rear seats in the 
maximum bump configuration. 
With a rear track for this vehicle, of 1240 mm, all the cars used 
for comparison in section 2.4.2 have a wider rear track. The Citroen 2CV 
at 1260 mm is only 20 mm wider, while the Escort, Fiat 127, Avenger, Fiat 
128, VW Golf, VW Beetle and Allegro in ascending order, are wider, the 
Allegro with a rear track of 1391 mm is 151 mm wider. 
As the diameter of the driven pulley is approximately the same as 
the wheel diameter, the side plate of the rear suspension arm was extended 
to protect the belt and pulley and form part of the belt guard. 
The use of the Uniroyal Powergrip HTD Toothed Belts, or any other 
toothed belt, meant that the alignment of the driver and driven-pulleys 
was critical, as too much misalignment would cause the belt to run off. 
The object then was to design the rear suspension arm so that the angular 
misalignment between the shaft of the electric motor and the rear wheel 
stub axle, was, under all load conditions, within the tolerance allowable 
for the toothed belt drive. Finite Element Analysis provides a means of 
determining this misalignment. 
The author had used the Finite Element Program PAFEC 70+ previously 
but, in collaboration with Dr. J. Astley of the University, it was decided 
that the more sophisticated PAFEC 75 would be more suitable for this task. 
It was also intended to analyse the chassis structure using Finite Element 
Analysis. PAFEC 75 has the facility to prepare element data rapidly, using 
Pafblocks to analyse anisotropic materials and reinforced plastics, and has 
other advantages over PAFEC 70+. The program PAFEC 75, although available, 
had not been run on the 86700 at the University of Canterbury before. The 
debugging process took a considerable amount of time and eventually pre-
cluded the analysis of the chassis using Finite Element Methods. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the output from phase 3 of the PAFEC 75 
program, showing a plot of the input data, produced to confirm that the 
geometrical data has been inputted correctly. Figure 4.2 illustrates the 
output from phase 8 showing a plot of the displaced shape of the suspension 
arm. Appendix 4.2 gives a brief description of the phases of the PAFEC 75 
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program, summarizes how the data is prepared and lists the input data used. 
Three load cases are considered, the actual forces for which are 
detailed in Appendix 4.2. Load case 1 is the static 1 g condition. 
Case 2 is an effective 4.5 g vertical wheel loading. It is agreed that 
between 2.4 g and 3 g is a safe total wheel load (static plus dynamic 
overload) (Andrew and Whittaker, 1969 ; Sharman, 1976), but a 50% overload 
is considered to design purposes to account for fatigue and provide dura-
bility, (Costin and Phipps, 1961 Skattum, Harris and Howell, 1975); 
hence a 4.5 g loading. Load case 3, allows for a 3 g vertical wheel 
loading, combined with a 2 g lateral loading and a 2 g braking load which 
will cover cornering and braking on a rough road (Skattum, Harris and 
Howell, 1975). 
From the displacement/rotation output, phase 7, illustrated in 
Appendix 4.2, the misalignment of the driver and driven pulleys was found 
to be an acceptable 1.7 degrees for load case 2. The subsequent use of 
chain drive meant that this misalignment was not so critical. The 
portion of the arm rearward and nominally above the stub axle to protect 
the belt and pulley was no longer as important, and could be removed to 
reduce unsprung weight as discussed in Appendix 4.2. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CHASSIS LAYOUT AND DESIGN 
5.1 LAYOUT 
The general layout, Figure 5.1.1, features a backbone chassis with 
eight batteries located between the front wheels and six beneath each of 
the front seats. The rear suspension trailing arms (Chapters 3 and 4) 
incorporating the electric motors are located beneath the rearward facing 
rear passengers. The front suspension is a conventional double wishbone 
suspension and incorporates anti-dive geometry (Chapter 3) . The inverters 
are located under the rear seat between the trailing arm suspension units. 
By considering the plan area of the car and comparing it with the 
combined plan area of wheels and suspension, passengers, batteries, motors 
and inverters it is apparent that some overlap is required. Having the 
front passengers sitting above six batteries each and the rear passengers 
above the rear suspension motors and inverter provides the solution. 
With all four passengers facing forward, it is normally necessary for the 
feet of the rear passengers to extend beneath the rear portion of the 
front seat, however, with this space occupied by batteries, other things 
being equal, the wheelbase needs to be increased. For safety reasons 
the batteries should not extend significantly beyond the front line of 
the front tyres. The front interconnecting torsion bar must fit between 
the rear of the front batteries and the front passengers, producing a 
further increase in wheelbase. 
Different orientations, layouts and seating arrangements were then 
postulated, drawn and analysed. Although it is commonly found (Grylls), 
that the conventional seating arrangement takes up the least space, in 
this instance it was found that a more compact car could be designed with 
the two rear passengers facing backwards. This layout was adopted, with 
the rear seats nominally designed for a 50% male. It was subsequently 
reported that a proposed (Guess, Nial and Pocobello, 1977) and subsequently 
built (Shacket, 1979), General Electric Current Technology Electric Vehicle 
also utilized rear passengers facing backwards. 
Front 
Batteries 
Batteries 
Figure 5 .1.1. General Layout. 
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Motor and Rear 
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The backbone chassis is I-shaped in planview, and while the rear 
suspension is mounted directly to, and behind the rear cross-piece, with 
side batteries in front of the rear cross-piece, the front suspension and 
front batteries were to be cantilevered off the front cross-piece. The 
front batteries and suspension would be supported using a sub-assembly, 
incorporating progressive crushing and designed to deflect the batteries 
downward and the main chassis upward in a major front collision, thus 
preventing battery intrusion into the passenger compartment and protecting 
passengers from acid. Energy is absorbed in stopping the 131 kg eight 
battery pack at the front of the car, by the progressive crushing mechanism 
and by the work done in lifting or deflecting the main chassis structure 
upward. SAE 740040 gives information on the axial impac,t crushing (as 
opposed to buckling) of closed hat structures when loaded axially. The 
size and thickness is chosen so as to crush at particular impact conditions. 
The use of the A40 Farina (section 5.3) body meant that the energy absorb-
ing front sub-assembly could not be incorporated, for although the complete 
floor structure was removed from the Farina body and replaced with a grp-
foam sandwich structure, the existing front wheelarch structure which 
incorporated the suspension mounts and original engine mounts was not 
changed. 
5.2 METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION 
For vehicles in limited volume production and with the layout as 
described in section 5.1, two of the more obvious methods of construction 
are, 
(1) a steel backbone chassis with suspension components attached thereto 
with a separate glass reinforced plastic (grp) body, and 
(2) a complete grp-foam sandwich structure combining the function of 
body and chassis. The final choice of which may well depend on the design 
and the production facilities available when manufacture proceeds. 
For a complete car a torsional stiffness of 6780 Nm/degree (±50%) 
and a deflection of 1.3 mm (±50%) under a centrally applied load of 6.67 kN 
is considered acceptable (Boden). Over a wheelbase of 2.23 m, for the 
2 Electric Town Car, this implies a torsional rigidity of 15119 Nm /degree 
(±50%) . The steel I-shaped backbone chassis is readily able to be anal-
ysed using normal solid mechanics, (Benham and Warnock, 1973) where for 
example a steel backbone of outside dimensions 300 mm x 150 mm and a thick-
2 
ness of 0.914 mm has a torsional rigidity of 10933 Nm /degree, without 
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bodywork. The steel-backbone would take the suspension loads directly, 
leaving the moulded grp body structure to support the batteries, inverters, 
passengers etc. The battery loads are such that extensive use of grp -
foam - sandwich would be required. This body could be rubber mounted to 
the backbone chassis thus reducing the transmission of road noise and the 
like. The complete mechanical system, comprising chassis, front suspen-
sion, rear drive-unit suspension, with appropriate interconnection could 
be built up and then mated to the body, a practical arrangement for limited 
volume production. 
The steel backbone would normally be chosen because of the combined 
effects of heat, vibration and concentrated loading due to the internal 
combustion engine on a grp structure. The Electric Town Car has no such 
combination of problems. The effect of concentrated suspension loads 
can be reduced by using a wide load base, by feeding large inertia loads 
directly into the suspension and by appropriate detail design and develop-
ment. 
While the tensile strength of certain grp composites is comparable 
to, and the specific strength in excess of steel and aluminium, grp compos-
ites have a modulus of elasticity approximately an order of magnitude below 
that of aluminium and steel (Warring, 1971). The properties of grp 
composites are dependent on the choice of resin and the type and form of 
glass reinforcement, and are well documented (for example Parkyn, 1970). 
Further, the reproducibility of the properties is also dependent on moulding 
and layup techniques and the glass/resin content, so reduced mechanical 
properties should be used (Oleesky and Mohr, 1964). For a more technical 
treatise on the subject of reinforced plastics MIL-HDBK-17A (1971) should 
be consulted. 
In order to overcome the problems associated with the relatively 
low elastic modulus, it is necessary to incorporate curvature or stiffening 
ribs into the mouldings or to use sandwich construction (Parkin) . The 
use of sandwich construction and in particular sandwich construction using 
a foam core is of interest. The grp facings provide the strength and the 
foam, acting rather like the web on an I-beam, produces the separation and 
thus the mechanism for the increased rigidity. The grp facings are con-
siderably thinner than in the non-sandwich construction and therefore are 
susceptible to buckling or wrinkling if unsupported. The foam core must 
therefore support the compression facing against wrinkling and buckling, 
allowing it to develop its full compressive strength. 
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Of the three most common rigid plastic foams available, polyurethane 
is the most practical for this application, pvc the best structurally and 
polystyrene the least suitable. Polystyrenes are somewhat limited to 
mass-production techniques, they are not adaptable to in-situ application, 
are chemically attacked by polyester resins (though not by epoxies) and 
are susceptible to static creep, (Ferrigno, 1967). A cross-linked, flu.oro-
carbon-gas-filled PVC foam was developed by a French Company, Kleber 
Colornbus S.A. and first used for military purposes in 1950. It exhibits 
higher strength/weight values than most rigid polyurethane foams and is 
ideally suited for a foam core in a grp-foam sandwich panel, however it 
is considerably more expensive than polyurethane rigid foams and cannot 
be foamed in-situ, (Harper, 1975). Rigid Polyurethane foam has been used 
in a number of diverse applications, its choice in most cases being depend-
ent on four characteristics that distinguish it from similar materials, 
(Backus and Geinhardt, 1973). 
(1) Urethane foams are easily prepared from liquid raw materials. 
(2) Properties can be changed by appropriate selection of raw materials 
and foam density. 
(3) Thermal conductivity is the lowest among the common insulating 
materials. 
(4) Mechanical strength is high at low density. 
An Experimental Plastic Car, developed by Bayer in Dusseldorf 
(October 1967) demonstrated the versatility of urethane foam. The car 
used a load-beaming base unit, that completely replaced the conventional 
chassis. The base unit and front fenders are a sandwich construction 
with outer skins or shells of epoxy-fibreglass and the cavity filled with 
3 
rigid urethane foam (96 kg/m ) . The rear fenders are rigid urethane 
foam-core sandwich construction, with thermoplastic facings. The bonnet 
and boot are made from a special high density rigid urethane foam using a 
technique called Reaction Injection Moulding (RIM) . The Citroen-Mahari 
(a specialized off-road vehicle) used a self-supporting floor assembly 
consisting of two shells of glass reinforced polyester, with urethane 
foam injected between them, resulting in a very stiff sandwich structure, 
3 (Hablitzel, 1973). Under conditions of extreme stress, a 64 kg/m 
urethane has been found to provide excellent durability, the foam has been 
used as a core for helicopter blades, upon which the leading edge spar and 
trailing edge skin are bonded, (Ferrigno, 1967). 
It was proposed that the first vehicle to this electric town car 
design be made by glassing over a foam buck, rather like making a surf-
board. That is, the chassis would be made into the final shape in foam 
and the glass reinforced plastic applied to that. For any subsequent 
but identical cars, the original would be used to make a pair of moulds. 
The skins produced from these moulds would be bolted or bonded together 
and the foam moulded between them in-situ, producing the sandwich struct-
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ure. This method of construction restricts the foam to the thermosetting 
polyurethane foam, which forms a strong adhesive bond with a wide range of 
subtrates including metals, glass and wood (Beadle) and with both polyester 
and epoxy grp laminates (Giles) provided they are free of grease. It 
would be necessary to use epoxy resin for the first vehicle as this would 
provide the necessary adhesion to the foam, in the first instance, whereas 
polyester resin would not (Beale, 1962). 
The use of reinforced plastic-polyurethane core sandwich construction 
is extremely versatile, whether used as a unitary body/chassis construction 
or in combination with a steel backbone chassis. The mechanical properties 
of polyurethane foam are approximately proportional to the foam density 
(Ferrigno, 1967), so that the shear strength and modulus (bending) and 
compressive strength (buckling and wrinkling of the facings) can be tailored 
to the particular application. The resins can be chosen for chemical 
resistance and/or fire retardation properties in the polyesters and can be 
used adjacent to each other in the same lay-up. Epoxies are self-exting-
uishing and offer excellent chemical resistance, they are stronger though 
more expensive than the polyesters. The thickness of the facings can be 
varied to suit stress levels and can be locally thickened at points of 
load application or inserts can be utilized. The choice and orientation 
of ravings and cloth, (chopped strand mat is not normally used for such 
structural applications) , can produce a facing that is orthotropic or 
quasi-isotropic or anywhere in between, so that the directional strength 
of the facings can be aligned with the principal stress directions. 
While glass fibres are the most common reinforcement, aramid fibres such 
as Kevlar 49 can also be considered for selected reinforcement in this 
application, (Anon, 1974; Jarrell, 1977; Clements and Chiao, 1977). 
In order to establish accurately the principal stress directions in, 
and the rigidity of, the unitary chassis/body structure, it was planned to 
analyse the structure using the finite element method. Although this was 
not done (section 4.2), literature research had been completed to determine 
the location of different types ( beam, plate, etc. ) of 
elements to produce the most computer cost effective and yet realistic 
results (Horvath, 1975; Hedges, Norville and Gurdogen, 1971; Radaj, 
Zunmer and Geissler, 1970 ; Hessel and Lammers 1971; Alaylioglu and Ali, 
1977), and the type of analysis, static and dynamic, (Peterson, 1971 ; 
Ali, Hedges and Mills, 1971). 
5.3 ADAPTION OF A40 FARINA BODYWORK 
The Electric Town Car as built utilizes conventional steel bodywork 
with a grp-foam sandwich floor and backbone structure. The car body is 
based on an Austin A40 Farina with extensive modifications so that only 
the side panels, side doors, side windows, windscreen, roof and front 
suspension support structure remain. The decision to utilize an existing 
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body to provide the outer skin, doors and windscreen was made as an economy 
and time saving measure. The Farina was chosen because it had a wheelbase 
consistent with the Electric Town Car requirements and it was known to have 
a good aerodynamic shape, (White, 1967). 
The modifications to the body included removing the front fenders 
above an existing longitudinal horizontal seam and ~elding in a replacement 
internal panel, replacing and lowering the front headlights to the minimum 
regulation 600 mm, attaching a grp nose to the front of the car and an 
appropriate grp bonnet, as well as fabricating a large gas strut assisted 
lift-up rear door. The floor was completely removed, some steel structure 
was added for mounting suspension components and to provide an interface 
for the grp-foam sandwich floor. These structural modifications are 
detailed on the drawings in Appendix 6.1. 
5.4 GRP FOAM SANDWICH ANALYSIS AND CONSTRUCTION 
The use of the A40 Farina bodywork provides a considerable amount of 
stiffness both in bending and in torsion to the extent that the grp. sandwich 
structure will not be fully tested. The grp sandwich floor panels were 
designed to withstand the 3 g battery inertia loading, and the backbone 
checked for deflection. The floor panel was made by foaming polyurethane 
rigid foam in-situ between two glass reinforced polyester panels thus 
simulating the production situation, while the front and rear crosspieces 
and the battery surround were made by glassing over rigid polyurethane 
foam using epoxy resin. Because of creep characteristics, at a sustained 
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loading generally only 50% of the tensile strength of thermoplastics and 
70% in the case of thermosetting materials is usable (Hablitzel, 1973). 
Experiments on the creep of rigid urethane foam in shear (Hartsock, 1967) , 
indicate that the creep deflection tends to level off after a period, 
dependent on the foam density and level of stress. Experiments indicate 
that foamed in-situ urethane foam is anisotropic, though it is far from 
orthotropic in the same sense that a honeycomb is orthotropic, (Sayigh, 
1966) . The strength properties across the rise are generally 60% to 80% 
of those in the direction of foam rise (Beadle) . It has been suggested 
(Hartsock, 1966) that the shear strength (though not shear modulus) of 
in-situ foam mouldings could be as low as one-third that of free rise foams 
of similar density if care is not taken to minimise flow during foaming. 
The side batteries and five of the front batteries are supported 
directly by the floor panels. The side batteries are the worst case, 
with a uniformly distributed loading of q = 4.45 kPa in the static case, 
3 
on a panel size of 472 x 420 mm. Using ECK-12 glass woven roving, 363 gm/m , 
nominal thickness 0.46 mm with a warp x weft count {per inch) of 10 x 9, 
and orientating this in three layers at 0°/45°/90° will produce a quasi-
isotropic grp facing, which for design purposes may be considered as 
isotropic. While the foam is anisotropic, it is at least continuous 
(honeycomb cores for example are not) and it is suggested (Allen, 1969) 
that it be considered isotropic for design purposes. The problem simpli-
fies considerably to one of an isotropic face and an isotropic core. 
Further, if the facings are considered as membranes, the central deflection 
of a panel of any aspect ratio can be obtained (Erickson, 1950) using the 
formula 
w 
max 
4 
qa ~f 
where a = 0.42 m (the short side) and b 
a 1 = 0.0051 and a 2 = 1.65. Where v is 
s 1.59 
= 0.472 m and for a/b = 0.89, 
Poissons ratio, Af = l-v2 = 0.947. 
Using the appropriate reduced mechanical properties for ECK-12, 
3 
0f = 152 MPa and Ef = 14 GPa in polyester resin, and for 96 kg/m polyure-
thane G = 8 MPa and T = 706 kPa (not reduced) . For an overall panel 
c c 
thickness of 25 mm, and individual facing thicknesses t = 1.38 mm each, 
the core thickness C = 22.24 mm, then 
tf 
(C + 2 (10)- 7 I - tf) 3.85 2 
and maximum deflection is 0.45 mm (w/a l/935) in the static condition 
and maximum deflection is l. 35 mm (w/a l/312) in the 3 g inertia load 
condition. 
The maximum bending moment is M = S.q.a2 (Oleesky and Mohr, 1964), 
where for a/b = 0.89, sa 0.0570, sb = 0.0493 andy= 0.4417, so that 
M = 134.3 Nm (using 3 g inertia load). The maximum facing stress 0 = f 
M/tc.tf where tc C = 22.24 mm and tf t = 1.38 mm is 4.38 HPa. The 
maximum core shear stress T = 2 'I) qa/ (t+t ) , with t = 25 mm is 105 kPa. 
c c 
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The sandwich panel is therefore satisfactory, and with a static core shear 
stress of 35 kPa, creep will not be a problem, although the static deflect-
ion 0.45 mm will be expected to increase, perhaps doubling to approximately 
l mm (Ferrigno, 1967). 
The deflection of the central backbone tunnel made up of the same 
25 mm sandwich panel as above, was found to be 0.08 mm under the 6.67 kN 
centrally applied load as discussed in section 5.2. 
The panels as built, in error, by the grp subcontractor had chopped 
strand mat between the woven ravings which effectively doubled the thick-
ness of the facings. This will not double the strength or stiffness, as 
chopped strand mat is not as strong or stiff as woven ravings. 
in stiffness of 50% might be expected, (Waring, 1971). 
An increase 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
The proposed Electric Town Car is being built. It has been possible 
to accommodate four adults in this small car by having the rear passengers 
facing rearwards, above the rear suspension drive unit and each of the 
front passengers above six batteries. 
Low rolling resistance and low aerodynamic drag has been achieved 
by using a simple but efficient drive system utilizing a single reduction 
chain drive to each of the rear wheels and by aerodynamic modifications to 
improve the drag coefficient of the bodywork, which was based on an A40 
Farina bodyshell, itself recognized to have low drag coefficient. 
low energy-loss tyres are used. 
Special 
The requirements of comfortable vehicle ride are met by the use of 
a torsion-bar interconnected suspension, allowing the pitch frequency to 
be reduced to nominally 42 c.p.m., and the bounce frequency maintained at 
nominally 75 c.p.m. The suspension geometry has been chosen to maintain 
body pitch and roll angles at acceptable levels during braking and cornering. 
Self-levelling is required to compensate for static load variation. 
An electric motor and chain drive is incorporated in each rear 
suspension arm. Toothed belt drive was originally proposed, and the rear 
arm was designed to minimise deflections during severe loading, to avoid 
belt run-off, resulting in suspension arms of excessive weight. 
Two methods of body/chassis construction are proposed and discussed. 
The use of a steel backbone chassis and fibreglass body will require less 
development time before manufacture can commence, whereas the unitary fibre-
glass-foam sandwich construction method is likely to be more economical to 
manufacture, as the separate chassis is eliminated but requires more design 
and development time. The electric town car as built incorporates features 
from both methods of construction. 
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Data Input: 
Answers: 
APPENDIX 2.4.1 
INTERCONNECTED SUSPENSION PROGRAM 
DATA INPUT AND ANSWER CODE HANDBOOK 
All data input is stored in a single array 
"Data List" labelled DL. The input units 
are SI. The last data card must be blank 
(i.e. the ninth data card is blank). 
All calculation results or answers are 
stored in a single array labelled "ANS". 
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First Data Card Format 8I5 
Control Card 
Columns 
DL 
ITF 
ITR 
IAL 
IAD 
IVG 
LBA 
ITA 
DL (8) 
5 
ITF 
( l) 
Front torsion bar 
Rear torsion bar 
Arm length data 
Initial arm data 
Vehicle geometry 
Load/brake/accel-
eration 
Auxiliary t'bar 
10 
ITR 
(2) 
15 20 25 30 
IAL ITA IVG LBA 
(3) (4) (5) (6) 
0 - no date/calculations. 
l - circular torsion bar. 
2 - rectangular torsion bar. 
0 - no data/calculations. 
l - circular torsion bar. 
2 - rectangular torsion bar. 
0 - no data/calculations. 
l - calculate. 
0 - no data/calculations. 
l - calculate. 
0 - no data/calculations 
l - calculate. 
0 - no data/calculations 
l - calculate. 
0 - no data/calculations. 
l - circular torsion bar. 
2 - rectangular torsion bar. 
for future use. 
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35 40 
ITA 
(7) (8) 
Second Data Card Format 8F 10.4 
Front Torsion Bar ITF DL(l) 
ITF 0 
ITF 1 
Columns 
DL 
ITF = 2 
Columns 
DL 
G 
L 
DIAM 
a 
b 
Blank card. 
Circular torsion bar. 
10 
G 
(9) 
10 
G 
(9) 
20 
L 
(10) 
20 
L 
(10) 
Shear modulus 
30 
DIAM 
(11) 
30 
a 
(11) 
Length of torsion bar m 
40 
(12) 
40 
b 
(12) 
Diameter of circular section m 
50 
(13) 
50 
'Shor~' side of rectangular section m 
'Long' side of rectangular section m 
Saint Venant's stress coefficient. 
Saint Venant's stiffness coefficient . 
• 30 
.28 
.26 
.24 
• 22 
1J 2 Stress. Coefficient • 
.20 
60 
(14) 
60 
.18 Stiffness Coefficient • 
• 16 
.14 
1 2 3 4 5 
70 80 
(15) (16) 
70 80 
(15) (16) 
6 
Saint Venant's Coefficients for Rectangular Bar in Torsion. 
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7 
Third Data Card Format 8 F 10.4 
Rear Torsion Bar ITR DL(2) 
ITR 0 
ITR 1 
Columns 
DL 
ITR = 2 
Columns 
DL 
G 
L 
DIAM 
a 
b 
Blank card. 
Circular Torsion Bar. 
10 20 30 40 50 
G L DIAM 
(17) (18) (19) (20) ( 21) 
Rectangular Torsion 
10 20 30 40 50 
G L a b n2 
(17) (18) (19) (20) ( 21) 
Shear Modulus N/m. 2 
Length of torsion bar m 
Diameter of circular section m 
'Short' side of rectangular section m 
'Long' side of rectangular section m 
Saint Venanu's Stress Coefficient. 
Saint Venant's Stiffness Coefficient 
.30 
.28 
.26 
.24 
60 
(22) 
Bar. 
60 
n3 
(22) 
Stress Coefficient • 
• 22 
.20 
.18 
1J 3 Stiffness Coefficient. 
.16 
.14 
l 2 3 4 5 
70 80 
(23) (24) 
70 80 
(23) (24) 
6 
Saint Venant's Coefficients for Rectangular Bar in Torsion. 
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7 
Fourth Data Card Format 8 F 10.4 
Arm Length Data IAL = DL(3) 
IAL = o 
IAL 1 
Columns 
DL 
ALl 
AL2 
AL3 
AL4 
ALS 
AL6 
L3 
Note (1) 
Blank card. 
Actual length of arms. 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
ALl AL2 AL3 AL4 ALS AL6 L3 
( 25) (26) ( 27) (28) (29) (30) ( 31) 
arm length 1 Front wheel to tbar CL 
arm length 2 = Rear wheel to tbar CL. 
arm length 3 = Front tbar CL to cable joint. 
arm length 4 Rear tbar CL to cable joint. 
arm length 5 Front to rear tbar centre distance. 
arm length 6 cable length. 
Effective length of front pitch arm. 
As program is currently writtcn,L3 must be :>pec~fied 
and AL3, AL4 and AL6 are calculated, i.e. L3 is 
specified and AL3, AL4 and AL6 are inputted as zero. 
(2) All lengths in metres. 
(3) "t bar CL "means" torsion bar centreline". 
ALS 
ALl AL2 AL~ ;L4 AL6 
80 
( 32) 
I 
I 
F:tent Axle Rear Axle 
Centreline Centreline 
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Fifth Data Card Format SF 10.4 
Initial Angle Data IAD = DL(4) 
IAD 0 
IAD 1 
Columns 
DL 
Al 
A2 
10 
Al 
(33) 
20 
A2 
(34) 
30 
A3 
( 35) 
Blank card. 
Initial angles. 
40 
A4 
(36) 
50 
AS 
(37) 
60 
A6 
(38) 
Angle of front arm (ALl) from longitudinal axis. 
positive. 
Angle of rear arm (AL2) from longitud.inal axis. 
positive. 
A3 Acute angle of arm (AL3) from longitudinal axis. 
A4 Acute angle of arm (AL4) from longitudinal axis. 
AS 0 (Torsion bars same height) . 
A6 Angle of cable from longitudinal axis. 
70 80 
(39) (40) 
Clockwise 
Clockwise 
Note (1) As program is currently written specify A3 and A4 
and program calculates A6. 
(2) All angles in radians. 
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Sixth Data Card 
Vehicle Geometry 
IVG 0 
IVG 1 
Columns 
DL 
10 
WB 
(41) 
WB Wheelbase. 
Format SF 10.4 
IVG 
20 
A 
(42) 
metres. 
DL: ( 5) 
Blank card. 
Vehicle geometry 
30 
B 
(43) 
40 
H 
(44) 
50 
M 
(45) 
60 
K 
(46) 
70 
(4 7) 
80 
(48) 
A Distance of C of G from front axle as a ratio of the wheelbase 
(0 < A < 1). 
B Distance of C of G from rear axle as a ratio of the wheelbase 
(0 < B < 1). 
H Height of the C of G as a ratio of the wheelbase. 
M Vehicle mass in kg. 
K Radius of gyration as a ratio of the wheelbase. 
Note: A + B 1 by definition. If A + B ~ 1 the program will abort. 
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Seventh Data Oard 
Load - Brake - Acceleration 
LBA 0 
LBA l 
Columns 
DL 
10 
DFL 
(49) 
20 
MFL 
(50) 
Format 8F 10.4 
LBA DL(6) 
Blank card. 
Load-Brake-Acceleration data. 
30 
DRL 
(51) 
40 
MRL 
(52) 
50 
DB 
(53) 
60 
MB 
(54) 
70 
DA 
(55) 
DFL Delta front load, kg. 
80 
MA 
(56) 
MFL Maximum front load, kg. (i.e. apply a variable additional 
static load at the front up to MFL in steps of DFL) . 
DRL Delta rear load, kg. 
MRL Maximum rear load, kg. (i.e. apply a variable additional 
static load at the rear up to a MRL in steps of DRL) . 
DB Delta braking acceleration, g's. 
MB Maximum braking acceleration, g's. (i.e. apply variable 
braking loads up to MB in steps of DB) . 
DA Delta acceleration force, g's. 
MA 
Note 
Maximum acceleration force, g's. (i.e. apply variable 
acceleration loads up to MA in steps of DA) . 
The purpose of applying these additional loads is to examine 
the pitch variation due to the application of various load 
inputs. 
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Eighth Data Card Format 8F 10.4 
Auxiliary Torsion Bar ITA DL(7) 
ITA 0 
ITA = 1 
Columns 
DL 
ITA = 2 
Columns 
DL 
G 
L 
DIAM 
a 
Blank card. 
Circular torsion bar. 
10 
G 
(57) 
20 
L 
(58) 
30 
DIAM 
(59) 
40 
( 60) 
50 60 
(61) (62) 
Rectangular torsion bar. 
10 
G 
(57) 
20 
L 
(58) 
Shear Modulus. 
30 
a 
(59) 
2 N/m 
40 
b 
( 60) 
50 
n2 
(61) 
Length of torsion bar, m. 
Diameter of circular section, m. 
'Short' side of rectangular section, m. 
'Long' side of rectangular section. 
Saint Venant's Stress Coefficient. 
Saint Venant's Stress Coefficient . 
• 30 
.28 
.26 
.24 
Stress Coefficient • 
. 22 
.20 
60 
n3 
( 62) 
.18 Stiffness Coefficient • 
. 16 
.14 
1 2 3 4 5 
70 80 
( 63) (64) 
70 80 
(63) (64) 
6 
Saint Venant's Coefficients for Rectangular Bar in Torsion. 
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7 
CALCULATED RESULTS 
(Array ANS. abbreviation for answers). 
ANS(l) 
ANS(2) 
ANS(3) 
ANS(4) 
ANS(S) 
ANS(6) 
ANS(7) 
ANS(8) 
ANS(9) 
ANS(lO) 
ANS(ll) 
ANS(l2) 
ANS(l3) 
ANS(l4) 
Front torsion bar springrate, kNm/radian. = c1 
Front torsion bar stressrate, MPa/radian. 
Rear torsion bar springrate, kN m/radian. 
Rear torsion bar stressrate, MPa/radian. 
Auxiliary torsion bar springrate, kN m/radian. 
Auxiliary torsion bar stressrate, MPa/radian. 
Initial ratio of length 
Cable angle A6, radians. 
B ALl cos Al 
A AL2 cos A2 
Angle of front pitch arm A3, radians. 
Angle of rear pitch arm A4, radians. 
Front locked pitch angle on front bump. 
~3 
~4 
Unequal pitch arms. 
(i.e. angle of front pitch arm corresponding to the condition 
in ANS(l2)), radians. 
Rear locked pitch angle on front bump. Unequal pitch arms. 
(i.e. angle at which the rear pitch arm and the cable are in 
a straight line), radians. 
Front locked pitch angle on rear bump. Unequal pitch arms. 
(i.e. angle at which the front pitch arm and the cable are in 
a straight line), radians. 
Rear locked pitch angle on rear bump. Unequal pitch arms. 
(i.e. angle of rear pitch arm corresponding to the condition 
in ANS(l3)), radians. 
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ANS(lS) Angle Al, radians. 
ANS ( 16) Angle A2, radians. 
ANS (17) Angle 8 positive for front bump, radians. 1, 
ANS(lS) Angle 8 positive for rear bump, radians. 
2 I 
ANS(l9) Angle 8 3, positive for front bump, radians. 
ANS(20) Angle 8 4, positive for rear bump, radians. 
ANS(21) Effective length ~l ALL Cos Al, m. 
ANS(22) Effective length ~2 AL2.Cos A2, m. 
ANS (23) Effective length ~3 AL3.Sin (A3-A6), m. 
ANS(24) Effective length ~4 AL4.Sin(A4 + A6), m. 
ANS (25) Ratio of effective lengths RL34 
ANS(26) Ratio of angles RA34 83/84. 
ANS(27) 
~3 84 RL34 RATIO =- --~4 83 RA34 
ANS(28) Cable Tension T, kN. 
ANS(29) Front wheel displacement f 1 m. bump positive (up). I 
ANS(30) Rear wheel displacement f 2 , m. bump positive (up). 
ANS(31) Front wheel reaction Pi, kN. 
ANS(32) Rear wheel reaction P 2 , kN. 
ANS (33) Springrate ell (wheelrate) I kN/m. 
ANS(34) Springrate c22 (wheelrate) I kN/m. 
ANS (35) 
ANS(36) 
ANS(37) 
ANS(38) 
ANS(39) 
ANS(40) 
ANS (41) 
ANS(42) 
ANS (43) 
ANS(44) 
ANS (45) 
ANS(46) -
ANS(47) 
ANS(48) 
ANS(49) 
ANS(50) 
ANS (51) 
ANS(52) 
ANS(53) 
ANS(54) 
Springrate c 12 (wheelrate) , kN/m. 
Springrate c 21 (wheelrate) , kN/m. 
Partial bounce frequency w PFB, Hz. 
z 
Partial pitch frequency w PFP, Hz. 
a 
Coupling coefficient nCl CCl. 
Coupling coefficient nc2 CC2. 
Pitch frequency Ql PF, Hz. 
Bounce frequency Q2 BF, H . z 
2 
PFB**2, (radian/sec) 2 . w 
z 
2 
w PFP**2, (radian/sec) 2 
a 
Q2 
1 PF**2, (radian/sec)
2
. 
BF**2, (radian/sec) 2 . 
Angle 8:2 at zero wheel loading, radians. 
Angle 82 at zero wheel loading, radians. 
f 02 static front wheel deflection, m. 
f 02 static rear wheel deflection, m. 
G1 static front wheel loading, kN. 
G
2 
static rear wheel loading, kN. 
2*Cll Total front springrate, kN/m. 
2*C22 Total rear springrate, kN/m 
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ANS(SS) 
ANS(56) 
ANS(57) 
ANS (58) 
ANS(59) 
ANS(60) 
ANS (61) 
ANS(62) 
ANS(63) 
2*Cl2 
kN/m. 
2*C2l 
kN/m. 
P/Gl 
P2/G2 
81 
82 
sl 
s2 
s3 
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Total interconnected springrate, front due to rear, 
Total interconnected springrate, rear due to front, 
Dynamic/Static wheel load. 
Dynamic/Static wheel load. 
Windup angle for torsion bar c 1 , radians. 
Windup angle for torsion bar c2 , radians. 
Stress for torsion bar cl, MPa. 
Stress for torsion bar c2 MPa. 
' 
Stress for torsion bar c3, MPa. 
APPENDIX 2.4.2 
INTERCONNECTED SUSPENSION ANALYSIS, INTERSUSP. 
Purpose. To calculate suspension characteristics of the cable inter-
connected torsion bar suspension as designed and built for the Electric 
Town Car. 
Input* Vehicle spring and physical properties plus initial lever arm 
length and angles. 
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Output* Individual torsion bar properties, pitch arm and cable lengths 
and static wheel deflections. 
For different permutations of front and rear bumps, the following 
are printed: 
Fl front wheel displacement. 
F2 rear wheel displacement. 
Pl front wheel reaction force. 
P2 rear wheel reaction force. 
THT l angular displacement of Al. 
THT 2 angular displacement of A2. 
THT 3 angular displacement of A3. 
THT 4 angular displacement of A4. 
Pl/Gl ratio dynamic/static force (front) . 
* ref "Interconnected Suspension Program, Data Input and Answer Code Handbook". 
P2/G2 
RATIO 
T 
ITS 
ratio dynamic/static force (rear). 
RL34 
9,3/,QA • 84/83 = RA34 
cable tension, kN. 
number of iterations requires within program. 
The following wheelrates, 
en 
C22 
C12 
C2l 
front springrate due to front displacement. 
rear springrate due to rear displacement. 
front springrate due to rear displacement. 
rear springrate due to front displacement. 
The following frequencies, 
pitch frequency, 
bounce frequency, 
partial frequency - pitch and bounce, 
coupling coefficients. 
The following torsion bar properties, 
PHI 1 windup angle of torsion bar l, 
PHI 2 windup angle of torsion bar 2, 
Sl stress in torsion bar 1, 
S2. stress in torsion bar 2' 
S3 stress in auxiliary torsion bar. 
FLOWCHART 
Allocate room for data and answers in memory, 
viz: DIMENSION DL(lOO), ANS(lOO) 
t 
Set all registers in array ANS to zero 
using subroutine ZERO 
t 
READ data on first card, i.e. on control card I 
t 
I Check of DL(l) = a I Yes .. I END program I 
No 
I READ remaining data list 
t 
Sort data to establish exact vehicle input 
characteristics using subroutine SORTDT. 
Then print out data so as to identify program 
results. 
t 
Using subroutine TORBAR calculate the torsional 
spring rate and stressrate for each of the front, 
rear and auxiliary torsion bars. 
l 
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Calculate effective length of rear pitch arm, 
then the actual length of the front and rear 
pitch arms, the cable length and the initial 
cable angle. Further, calculate the angles 
for both front and rear arms, when they become 
locked, i.e. when either arm and the cable are 
in a straight line, for both front and rear 
bumps using subroutine ARMLTH. 
Using subroutine STDEFL with Fl = F2 = 0 
calculate Pl P2, THT l, THT 2, THT 3, THT 4, 
P/Gl P/G2 RATIO and T. In the static con-ditl6n Fl ~ F2 = THT 1 = THT 2 = THT 3 = THT 4 
= 0 and Pl/Gl = P 2/G = 1.0. With P/G = 1.0 
then Pl and P2 as cafculated are in fact Gl and 
G2, i.e. the static wheel loading. 
Further, in the condition where Pl and P2 = 0, 
recalculate the angles THT l and THT 2 which 
correspond to the initial front and rear torsion 
bar wind up angles. Calculate also the static 
deflection front and rear. 
Using subroutine BUMP calculate suspension chara-
cteristics for different permutations of bounce 
and rebound, i.e. different values of Fl and F2 
both positive and negative. 
For each permutation print 
Fl, F2, Pl, P2, THTl, THT2, THT3, THT4, P/Gl, 
P/G2, RATIO, ITS, Cll, C22, Cl2, C21, PF, BF, 
PFP, CCl, CC2, PHil, PHI2, Sl, S2 and S3. 
I END PROGRAM I 
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SUBROUTINE SORTDT (DL) 
Purpose: 
FLOWCHART 
ITF 
ITR 
IAL 
IAD 
IVG 
LBA 
ITA 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
To sort and write data. 
I Write "PROGRAM CONTROL INTEGERS" I 
List first 8 items of data list. 
FRONT TORSION BAR (1 = CIRCULAR, 
REAR TORSION BAR (1 = CIRCULAR, 
ARM LENGTH DATA. 
INITIAL ANGLE DATA. 
VEHICLE GEOMETRY DATA. 
LOAD-BRAKE-ACCELERATION DATA. 
AUX. TORSION BAR (1 = CIRCULAR, 
DOES 
DL(l) = 1 
Yes 
2 = RECTANGULAR) . 
2 = RECTANGULAR) . 
2 = RECTANGULAR) . 
No 
Write (111) FRONT TORSION BAR CIRCULAR ITF=l 
G 
DL(9) 
L 
DL(lO) 
DOES 
DL(l) = 2 
Yes 
D 
DL(ll) 
No 
Write (112) FRONT TORSION BAR RECTANGULAR ITF=2 
G L A 
DL (9) DL(lO) DL(ll) 
B 
DL(l2) 
N2 
DL(l3) 
N3 
DL(l4) 
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No 
Yes 
Write (121) REAR TORSION BAR CIRCULAR ITR=l 
G L TI 
DL(l7) DL(l8) DL(l9) 
No 
Yes 
Write (122) REAR TORSION BAR RECTANGULAR ITR=2 
G L A B N2 N3 
DL(l7) DL(lB) DL(l9) DL(20) DL(2l) DL(22) 
No 
Yes 
Write (131) ARM LENGTH DATE IAL l 
ALl 
DL(25) 
AL2 
DL(26) 
AL3 
DL(27) 
Yes 
AL4 
DL(28) 
ALS 
DL(29) 
No 
AL6 
DL(30) 
L3 
DL (31) 
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Al 
DL(33) 
NB 
DL(4l) 
Write (141) INITIAL ANGLE DATA IAD=l 
A2 A3 
DL(34) DL(35) 
A4 
DL(36) 
Yes 
AS 
DL(37) 
No 
A6 
DL(38) 
Write (151) VEHICLE GEOMETRY DATA IVG=l 
A 
DL(42) 
B 
DL (43) 
H 
DL(44) 
I Check that A + B. l 
Yes 
M K 
DL (45) DL (46) 
No 
Write (159) A + B DOES NOT 
EQUAL UNITY .. 
No 
Write (161) LOAD-BRAKE-ACCELERATION DATA LBA~l 
DFL MFL DRL MRL DB MB DA MA 
DL(56) DL(49) DL(SO) DL (51) DL (52) DL (53) DL(54) DL(55) 
No 
Yes 
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Write (171) AUXILIARY TORSION BAR CIRCULAR ITA=1 
G L D 
DL(57) DL(58) DL(59) 
DOES No DL(7) = 2 
Yes 
Write ( 17 2) AUXILIARY TORSION BAR RECTANGULAR ITA=2 
G L A B N2 N3 
DL(57) DL(58) DL(59) DL(60) DL(61) DL (62) 
SUBROUTINE TORBAR (DL, ANS) 
Purpose. To calculate the torsional springrate in kNm/radian and the 
stressrate in MPa/radian of the front, rear and auxiliary torsion bars 
as either circular or rectangular torsion bars. 
Input. The relevant data has been read into the "data list" array. 
By calling the "data list" into the subroutine, no further input is 
required. 
The numeric value of DL(l), DL(2) and DL(7) determine whether the 
front, rear and auxiliary torsion bars respectively are circular or 
rectangular. 
Output. Having used DL(l), DL(2) and DL(7) as control integers, the 
appropriate torsional springrate and stressrates are calculated. 
Front 
Rear 
Auxiliary 
Discussion 
Torsional Rate 
ANS(l) 
ANS(3) 
ANS (5) 
Stressrate 
ANS(2) 
ANS (4) 
ANS (6) 
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Using the "Manual on Design and Manufacture of Torsion Bar Springs" 
by Society of Automobile Engineers August 1947. 
For a circular torsion bar 
Windup angle ¢ 
Torsional rate T' 
Stress s 
T 
¢ 
l6T 
'lfd3 
Stress rate S/¢ = 
dG 
2L 
4 
'lfd G 
32L 
¢dG 
2L 
For a rectangular torsion bar 
Windup angle ¢ 
TL 
3 
n3a b G 
radians 
Nm/radian 
Pa 
Pa/radian 
radians 
where 
T 
T' 
L 
d 
a 
b 
n2 
n3 
cj> 
s 
G 
Torsional rate T ~= T' 
Stress S T 
Stress rate 
Torque applied at bar 
Torsion spring rate of bar 
Active length of bar 
Diameter of round bar 
Short side of rectangular bar 
Long side of rectangular bar 
Saint Venant's stress coefficient 
Nm/rad. 
Pa 
Pa/radian 
Nm 
Nm/radian 
m 
m 
m 
m 
Saint Venant's stiffness coefficient 
Angle of windup 
Shear stress 
Shear modulus. 
FLOWCHART 
I SUBROUTINE TORBAR (DL, ANS) I 
Front 
Cl Stressrate 
ANS (l) ANS (2) 
yes 
f 
Rear 
C2 Stressrate 
ANS(3) ANS(4) 
No 
Auxiliary 
C3 Stressrate 
ANS(S) ANS)6) 
Yes 
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~ 8 
r CIRCULAR 
1 
9 
t 
ANS(1) = 'IT* (DL(11)***)* DL(9)/(32* DL(10)*103 ) 
ANS(2) 6 = DL(11)* DL(9)/(2* DL(10)* 10 ) 
~ RECTANGULAR I 
ANS(1) = DL(14)* (DL(11)**3)* DL(12)* DL(9)/(DL(10)*103) 
ANS (2) = DL(14)* DL(11)* DL(9)/(DL(13)* DL(10)*106) 
t 
DOES Yes DL(2) = 0 
No 
Yes DOES 
DL(2) = 2 
No 
I CIRCULAR I 
ANS(3) = 'IT (DL(19)**4)* DL(17)/(32* DL(18)*103) 
ANS(4) = DL(19)* DL(17)/2* DL(18)* 106 ) 
-l RECTANGULAR I 
ANS(3) DL(22)* (DL(19)**3)* DL(20)* DL(17)/(DL(18)*103) 
ANS(4) = DL(22)* DL(19)* DL(17)/(DL(21)* DL(18)* 106 ) 
DOES Yes DL(7) = 0 
No 
ANS(5) 
ANS(6) 
Yes DOES DL(7) = 2 
No 
I CIRCULAR I 
I 
= lf* (DL(59)** 4)*DL(57)/(32*DL(58)*103 
6 
= DL(59)*DL(57)/~*DL(58)*10 ) 
L----------1:_ RECTANGULAR I 
ANS(5) = DL(62)*(DL(59)**3)*DL(60)*DL(57)/(DL(58)*103) 
ANS(6) = DL(62)*DL(59)*DL(57)/(DL(6l)*DL(58)*106 ) 
Write on paper printout 
EACH FRONT TORSION BAR * TORSION RATE Cl = ANS (1) kNm/rad. 
* STRESS RATE = ANS(2) MPa/rad. 
EACH REAR TORSION BAR * TORSION RATE C2 = ANS(3) kNm/rad. 
* STRESS RATE = ANS(4) MPa/rad. 
EACH AUXILIARY TOR BAR * TORSION RATE C3 = ANS (5) kNm/rad. 
* STRESS RATE = ANS (6) MPa/rad. 
I RETURN I 
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SUBROUTINE FBLANG (K,D,A) 
Purpose. To find the two angles of a four bar linkage system, given one 
angle and the four linkage lengths. 
The four lengths are the cable length, the front and rear pitch 
arms and the pitch arm pivot centres. 
front pitch arm. 
The input angle is that of the 
Input. 
a 
c 
phi 
-1 
+cos 
+ b - 2ab cos8) + c -d 2 2 2 } 
2c/ a 2+b 2 - 2abcos8 
FBLANG means Four Bar Linkage Angles. 
K - control integer 
DL - data list array 
ANS - answer array. 
subroutine uses ANS(9) DL(27) (28) 
AL4 
(29) 
AL5 
(30) 
which are A3 AL3 AL6 
psi 
Machine Design 
June 9 1977 p 94. 
-tan-1 ( bsine J 
a-bcos8 
( bsin8 J a-bcos8 
Note:- Within this subroutine the arrays data list DL and answers ANS 
are referred to as arrays D and A respectively. 
Output. ANS (8) the cable angle A6. 
ANS(lO) the angle of the rear pitch arm A4. 
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FLOWCHART 
I SUBROUTINE FBLANG (K2DlA) I 
t 
DATA LIST 27 28 29 30 35 36 38 
CORRES TO AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 A3 A4 A6 
t 
TOP = D(29)*D(29)+D(27)*D(27)-2*D(29)*D(27)*COS(A(9)) 
ENDTM = ATAN(D(27)*SIN(A(9))/(D(29)-D(27)*COS(A(9)))) 
t 
I Cable angle A6 PHI ANS (8)1 
t 
A(8) = ARCOS(TOP+D(30)*D(30)-D(28)*D(28)/(2*D(30)*SQRT(TOP))) 
- ENDTM 
I Calculate angle 4 = ANS(lO) I 
A (10) = ARCOS((TOP+D(28)*D(28)-D(30)*D(30))/(2*D(28)*SQRT(TOP))) 
+ ENDTM 
f 
I RETURN I 
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SUBROUTINE ARMLTH (DL,ANS) 
Purpose. To calculate the actual length of the front and rear pitch arms 
and the length of the connecting cable to enable further calculations in 
the bounce/rebound configuration to be made. 
The initial cable angle is also calculated as is the locked pitch 
angles. These locked angles are calculated maximum angles that the pitch 
angles can attain during a bump or rebound condition and are used as a 
check further in the program. 
The pitch arms are deemed to be locked when the front or rear arm 
and the cable are in a straight line. 
froni' 
pitch 
angles 
I,ookect Pi toh Ang.lee. ~ froni; hump. 
Input. DL - data list array 
ANS - answer array. 
pitch arm 
subroutine uses DL 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 35 36 38 
which correspond to ALl AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 L3 Al A2 A3 A4 A6 
42 43 
A B 
Output. ANS (7) 
ANS (11) 
ANS(l2) 
ANS(l3) 
ANS(l4) 
ANS (23) 
ANS(24) 
RL34 = initial ratio ~3/~4. 
Front locked pitch angle front bump. 
Rear locked pitch angle front bump. 
Front locked pitch angle, rear bump. 
Rear locked pitch angle, rear bump. 
Effective length ~3 . 
Effective length ~4 . 
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Discussion 
Formula used in subroutine ARMLTH are, in sequent order, are as 
follows. 
Ratio of lengths ~3 and ~4 , from the figure below, 
WI. B 
front axle 
centreline 
where 
M = 
Ml 
M2 
~3,~4 
T 
then 
Ml 
M2 
and 
~/~4 
so that 
ANS(23) 
ANS(24) 
A.L B~L 
----- --t----
M 
vehicle mass through C of G. 
moment at torsion bar 1. 
moment at torsion bar 2. 
effective length. 
cable tension 
M.B. ALI. Cos (Al) T.~3 
M.A. AL2. Cos (A2) T.~4 
ALll (Al) Bl cos 
RL34 ANS(7) A. AL2. cos (A2) 
~3 DL (31) a data input 
~4 ANS(23) 
~3 
ANS(7) RL34 
M.A 
rear axle 
centreline 

Actual cable length 
DL(30) = AL6 
AL3 
(AL5-AL3 cos(A3)-AL4 cos(A4)) 
cos(A6) 
AL6 AL4 
AIA CosA4 
Calculate S ~ the perimeter of the triangle shown below. 
Front Bump Locked Pitch Angles. 
Front locked angle = ANS(ll) 
ANS(ll) = [/(S-AL3) (S-ALS)] 2 ARSIN AL3.AL5 
Corresponding locked rear angle. 
ANS(l2) 2 ARCOS [ S(S-AL3 ) ] 
AL5(AL6+AL4) 
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Similarly for rear bump locked pitch arms. 
Front locked angle 
ANS(l3) = 2.ARCOS (/ 
S (S-AL4) ] 
AL5 (AL6+AL3) 
Corresponding rear locked angle 
FLOWCHART 
ANS(l4) = 2.ARSIN [!.'(S-AL4) (S-AL5 )] 
AL4.AL5 
l SUBROUTINE ARMLTH · ( DL ,ANS) I 
Call ARMLTH to calc. pitch arm lengths * cable 
length * cable angle * given initial pitch 
angles and pitch arm offset ( 3) . 
Data list 25 26 27 28 29 30 35 36 38 
Corres. to ALl AL2 AL3 AL4 AL5 AL6 A3 A4 A6 
Ans 7 9 10 
Corres to RL34 ANG3 ANG4 
Write on paper printout 
SUBROUTINE * ARMLTH * HAS BEEN CALLED 
42 
A 
ANS(7) = DL(43)*DL(25)*COS(DL(33))/(DL(42)*DL(26) 
*COS (DL(34))) 
I CALC. L4 FROM L3 = DL (31) = ANS(7) 
ANS(23) = DL (31) 
ANS (24) = ANS(23)/ANS(7) 
I CALC A6 - cable angle J 
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B 
t 98 
I DL(38) == ARSIN(ANS(24) - ANS(23))/DL(29)) J 
I CALC. AL3 AL4 AL61 
DL(27) == ANS(23)/SIN(DL(35)-DL(38)) 
DL (28) == ANS(24)/SIN(DL(36)+DL(38)) 
DL (30) == (DL(29)-DL(27)*COS(DL(35))-DL(28)*COS(DL(36)))/COS(DL(38)) 
Write on paper printer 
EFFECTIVE LENGTH L4 == ANS(24) 
ARM LENGTHS * AL3 == DL ( 2 7 ) AND AL4 == DL (28) METRES 
CABLE LENGTH AL6 == DL(30) AND INITIAL CABLE ANGLE 
A6 == DL (38) RADIANS 
CALCULATE LOCKED PITCH ANGLES * UNEQUAL PITCH ARMS 
CALC. FRONT BUMP: ANS 11 12 REAR l3 14 
CORRES. LOCKED ANGLE: FRONT REAR FRONT REAR 
DOES DL(35) == _%AND DL(36) == ~ I YES 
I 
I RETURN I 
NO 
ls == (DL(27)+DL(28)+DL(29)+DL(30))/2 I 
ANS ( ll) == 2*ARSIN(SQRT((S-DL(27))*(S-DL(29))/(DL(27)*DL(29)))) 
ANS(12) = 2*ARCOS(SQRT(S*(S-DL(27))/(DL(29)*(DL(30)+DL(28)))) 
ANS(13) = 2*ARCOS(SQRT(S*(S-DL(28))/DL(29)*(DL(30)+DL(27)))) 
ANS(14) == 2*ARSIN(SQRT((S-DL(28))*(S-DL(29))/(DL(28)*DL(29)))) 
Write on paper printout 
FRONT BUMP * LOCKED PITCH ANGLES ARE * FRONT 
ANS(ll) AND REAR= ANS12) RADIANS 
REAR BUMP * LOCKED PITCH ANGLES ARE * FRONT 
ANS(l3) AND REAR= ANS(l4) RADIANS. 
t 
I RETURN I 
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SUBROUTINE BUMP (I~J,K,DL,ANS) 
Purpose. Once subroutine BUMP has been called in the main program, this 
subroutine calls the necessary subroutines to calculate, for all the 
required bounce/rebound permutations, the wheel reactions, springrates, 
frequencies and torsion bar stresses. 
Input. I Maximum bounce mm. 
J Maximum rebound mm. 
K Steps for I/J iteration mm. 
DL Data List Array. 
ANS Answers Array. 
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Output. All information that is required for each bounce/rebound condition, 
calculated in subroutines DBUMP, SPRATE, FREQ and STRESS. 
FLOWCHART l SUBROUTINE BUMP (I,J,K,DL,ANS~ 
List all answers calculated for bounce/ 
rebound conditions to enable program to 
be read without referring to the DATA LIST 
AND ANSWER CODE FOR INTERCONNECTED SUSPENSION 
PROGRAM booklet. 
Write on paper printout 
SUBROUTINE * BUMP * HAS BEEN CALLED 
CONTROL INTEGERS I AND J ARE BOUNCE/REBOUND 
FRONT AND REAR. 
CONTROL INTEGER K FOR STEPS OF BOUNCE/REBOUND 
CALL * M FOR FRONT BUMP/REBOUND 
* N FOR REAR BUMP/REBOUND 
I CALCULATE FOR BOUNCE J 
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DOES 
I = 0 Yes 
? 
No 
CALL ZERO (15,32,ANS) to zero all answers 
from 15 to 32 inclusive 
using a Do loop, to iterate M from 0 to I 
in steps of K, front bump. 
using a Do loop, iterate N from 0 to I in 
steps of K, rear bump. 
This is a nested do-loop, so that for each 
value of M the complete range of N from 
0 to I is calculated. 
Using subroutine DBUMP calculate suspension 
angles, wheel reaction etc. 
Using subroutine SPRATE calculate interconn-
ected suspension wheelrates and total vehicle 
springrates. 
Using subroutine FREQ calculate bounce and 
pitch frequencies. 
Using subroutine STRESS calculate the total 
windup angles and stresses of the front, rear 
and auxiliary torsion cars. 
ITERATE N 
ITERATE M 
I WAS ZERO 
I CALCULATE FOR REBOUND I 
DOES 
J = 0 
? 
No 
Yes 
CALL ZERO (l5,32,ANS) to zero all answers 
from 15 to 32 inclusive. 
Using a Do loop iterate M from 0 to J in 
steps of K, front rebound. 
Using a DO loop iterate N from 0 to J in 
steps of K, rear rebound. This is a 
nested do-loop, so that for each value of 
M, the complete range of N from 0 to I is 
calculated. 
Since rebound is negative let 
MM = -M 
NN = -N 
Using subroutine DBUMP calculate 
suspension angles, wheel reaction etc. 
Using subroutine SPRATE calculate 
interconnected suspension wheelrates 
and total vehicle springrates. 
Using subroutine FREQ calculate 
bounce and pitch frequencies 
Using subroutine STRESS calculate 
the total windup angles and stresses 
of the front, rear and auxiliary 
torsion bars. 
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ITERATE N 
ITERATE M 
J WAS ZERO 
I RETURN I 
SUBROUTINE DBUMP (M, N, DL, ANS) 
Purpose. To calculate all the mechanical detail for any front and rear 
(M and N) bump and rebound (+ve and -ve, M and N) condition to enable the 
frequencies and torsion bar stresses to be subsequently calculated. 
Input. M front bump or rebound bump +ve, rebound -ve 
dimensions in rom. 
N rear bump or rebound bump +ve, rebound -ve 
dimensions in rom. 
DL Data list array. 
ANS Answer array. 
Subroutine uses 
DL(25) 
DL(26) 
ALl Arm length 1, front wheel to torsion bar. 
AL2 =Arm length 2, rear wheel to torsion bar. 
DL(27) AL3 
DL(28) AL4 
DL (33) Al 
DL(34) A2 
DL(35) A3 
A4 
Arm length 3, front pitch arm length. 
Arm length 4, rear pitch arm length. 
Initial angle of front arm 1. 
Initial angle of rear arm 2. 
Initial angle of pitch arm 3. 
Initial angle of pitch arm 4. 
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DL(36) 
DL (42) 
DL(43) 
DL(45) 
ANS(l) 
ANS(3) 
ANS(5) 
ANS(8) 
ANS(9) 
A 
B 
Distance front axle to C of G as ratio of wheelbase. 
Output. 
ANS(lO)= A4 
ANS (51)= Gl 
ANS(52)= G2 
Distance rear axle to C of G as ratio of wheelbase. 
Vehicle mass kg. 
Front torsion bar springrate. 
Rear torsion bar springrate. 
Auxiliary torsion bar springrate. 
Cable angle. 
Front pitch arm angle. 
Rear pitch arm angle. 
Static front wheel loading. 
Static rear wheel loading. 
Subroutine calculates the following, 
ANS(l5) Al Instantaneous angle of arm 1. 
ANS(l6) A2 Instantaneous angle of arm 2. 
ANS (21) \ Effective length of arm 1. 
ANS (22) ,Q.2 Effective length of arm 2. 
ANS(23) 9, 3 Effective length of arm 3. 
ANS(24) 9,4 Effective length of arm 4. 
ANS(25) RL34 Ratio lengths 9- 3/9-4 . 
ANS (26) RA34 Ratio angles 83/84. 
Subroutine calculates and prints the following, 
ANS (17) 81 Angle deviation from static for arm 1. 
ANS (18) 82 Angle deviation from static for arm 2. 
ANS (19) 83 Angle deviation from static for arm 3. 
ANS (20) 84 Angle deviation from static for arm 4. 
ANS(27) RATIO = RL34/RA34 = 9,3/9,4. 84/83. 
ANS(28) T Cable tension. 
ANS (29) Fl Front wheel displacement. 
ANS(30) F2 Rear wheel displacement. 
ANS (31) pl Front wheel load reaction. 
ANS(32) p2 Rear wheel load reaction. 
Description. 
This subroutine does the background work for the Interconnected 
Suspension Program, it calculates the position of all the arms, then, 
from these, the instantaneous front and rear wheel loadings as well as 
the cable tension (used for cable size selection and chassis loading) 
for each and every permutation of bounce and rebound, front and rear 
within the limits specified in the main program. 
The subroutine from the wheel displacements inputted, first 
calculates the angular displacement of the front and rear suspension 
arms, which is the rotation of the outboard and of the torsion bars, 
The inboard end of the torsion bars, connected to the pitch arms 
which are in turn connected to each other via the cable, must come to an 
equilibrium position. This equilibrium is dependent on the lengths and 
angles of the pitch arms and the cable and on the rotational springrate 
of the front, rear and auxiliary torsion bars. 
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eLl 
r 
T 
el is the positive for front bounce. 
e 2 is negative for rear bounce. 
cl, c2, c3 are torsional springrate for front, rear 
and auxiliary torsion bars respectively. 
~ 3 ,~4 are effective arm lengths. 
Front torsion bar, cable tension T is 
T 
Rear torsion bar, cable tension Tis 
T 
T 
- [c 2 (e 2-e4 ) + c 3 (o-e 4 l] 
~4 
- c2e2 + (C2+C3)e4 
~4 
Equating the two expressions of T, to find e 3 
~3/~4(c2e2- (C2+C3)e4) 
cl 
However, ~ 3 , ~4 and e 4 are all dependent on e 3 , either directly or indir-
ectly, so that e 3 (and hence e4 etc.) must be found by iteration. 
Using the notation e for e 3 so that en is the nth iteration toward 
finding e. 
en strictly means (e3)n 
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Given 8 we can calculate from equilibrium considerations, as 
n, 
above, what e should be, that is, have e can calculate f(8 ) such that 
n n n 
they should be equal. 
Define F(8 ) = f(8 ) - 8 = 0 and the Newton-Raphson Method of 
n n n 
Successive Approximations can be used, 
F ( e ) 
n 
en+l = en - F I ( e ) 
n 
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If F(8 ) = f(8 ) e then F I ( e ) 
n 
f 1 (8 ) - l, and f 1 (8 ) can be approx-
n n 
imated as, 
n 
f 1 ( e ) 
n 
and making an assumption that 
e 
n 
n n 
though not strictly correct, it does not slow convergence appreciably, so 
that 
then e 
n+l 
or 
THTNPl 
where 
f I ( e ) 
n 
f(e ) - e 
e + n n 
n l-f 1 (8) 
n 
e + FTHT - 8 
l - s 
f(e ) - e 
n n 
e - e 
n n-1 
s FTHT - 8 8 - THTNMI 
Iterations are stopped when f(8 ) 
n 
-8 ABS(f(8 ) - 8 ) < 10 
n n 
e 1 i.e. When 
n 
The subroutine counts and prints out the number of iterations ITS 
for each bump/rebound permutation specified. 
FLOWCHART 
I SUBROUTINE DBUMP (M,N ,DL,ANS)J 
CALCULATES BUMP DETAILS 
CALL * M FOR FRONT BUMP/REBOUND*N FOR REAR 
BUMP/REBOUND 
,_CALC. Fl & F2 I 
Fl = ANS(29) = M/1000 
F2 = ANS(30) = N/1000 
to convert from 
mm to m for Fl & F2 
l CALC. THETAl, Al, Ll I 
81 = ANS(l7) = ARSIN(SIN(Al) + Fl/ALl) - Al 
Note Al = DL(33) 
No 
DOES 
M = 0 
Yes 
I 81 = ANS(l7) = 0 
Al = ANS(l5) = instantaneous Al, which is different 
from Al = DL(33) = original static cond. Al 
which still exists in DL(33). 
Al = ANS(l5) = Al + 81 (i.e. = DL(33) + 81 
Ll = ANS(21) =ALl Cos(Al). [i.e. ALl Cos(ANS(l5))] I 
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I CALC. THETA2 I A2 I L2 I 
t 
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I 
82 ANS (18) ARSIN(sin(A2) - F2/AL2) = = - AL 
Note: A2 = DL(34) 
DOES 
N = 0 
Yes 
I 8 = ANS(l8) = 0 2 
No 
I 
A2 = ANS(l6) = instantaneous A2 1 which is different 
from A2 = DL(34) = original static condition 
A2 1 which still exists in DL(34). 
A2 = ANS(l6) = Al + 8 (i.e. DL ( 34) + 82) 2 
I L2 [i.e. - cos (ANS (16) l] = ANS (22) = AL2 cos (Al) AL2 
r CALC. THETA3 BY ITERATION I 
I SET VALUES BEFORE ITERATING I 
I 
First guess 
83 ANS(l9) = 
(81 + 82) 
= 3 
r IT = 0 I 
A3 = ANS(9) = A3 + e 31. 
CALL FBLANG (9l0 1 DL 1 ANS) 
to calculate A4 and A6 
t 
64 = ANS(20) = A4 - A4 = DL(36) - ANS(lO) 
~ A4 (original static -
instantaneous 
Q, = ANS (23) = AL3 Sin (A3-A6) 3 
Q, = ANS(24) = AL4 Sin (A4+A6) 4 
Q, I Q, = ANS (23) RL34 = ANS25 = 3 4 ANS(24) 
I CHECK ITERATION I 
FTHT 
Check if 63 = FTHT, if it is then iterations 
can stop. If not, estimate new 63 and iterate 
t--------1: IS ABS ( 6 3 -FTHT) < IE-08 I 
Yes 
No 
I IT = IT + l l 
DOES 
IT = l 
No 
Yes 
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Yes 
s 
No 
THTNPl 
No 
No 
(FTHT - 6 ) 
3 
(63 -THTNMl) 
6 + [FTHT-63] 
3 l-5 
Yes 
Yes 
CHANGE "LABELS II FOR NEXT ITERATION I 
Yes 
THTNMl = 6 
3 1--------~----------------------~ 
63 = THTNPl 
L-----~----------~ CALC. RA34, RATIO 
Yes 
No 
lll 
IRA34 ANS(26) 
Yes 
No 
1----..._----1 RA34 ANS(26) 1.0 I 
RL34 9,3 84 
RATIO = ANS (27) = -- = -RA34 9-
4 
83 
P1 = ANS (31) 
P2 ANS (32) 
T ANS(28) 
C1(8
1
-8 3 - (8 0 ) 1 ) 
9,1 
C2 ( (8 
0
) 
2
-8 
2 
+8 
4
) 
9,2 
C1(8
1
-8 3 -(8 0 ) 1 ) 
9,3 
CALC. P/Gl- AND P /G 1 ' 2 2 
Yes 
No 
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ANS(57) - ANS(31)/ANS(51) 
Yes 
No 
ANS(58) ANS(32)/ANS(52) 
Yes 
- I 
I RETURN 
As an option and/or when sorting the program, write on 
paper printout the ans. 
8 
A6 
15 
Al 
16 
A2 
Write on paper printout 
Fl F2 Pl P2 THTl 
T 
cable tension 
THT2 THT3 
ITS 
THT4 
No. of iterations 
I RETURN I 
24 
Q,4 
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SUBROUTINE SPRATE (K, DL, ANS) 
Purpose. To calculate the interconnected springrates, both wheelrates 
and total vehicle rates. 
Input. 
Output. 
FLOWCHART 
Subroutine uses: 
ANS(l) 
ANS(3) 
ANS(S) 
ANS (21) 
ANS(22) 
ANS(25) 
ANS(27) 
Subroutine 
ANS(33) 
ANS(34) 
ANS(35) 
ANS(36) 
ANS(53) 
ANS(54) 
ANS(55) 
ANS (56) 
Front torsion bar springrate. 
Rear torsion bar springrate. 
Auxiliary torsion bar springrate. 
!2, 
Effective length 1 . 
Effective length 9,2 . 
Ratio of effective lengths 9,3/9,4 . 
RATIO 
calculates the following: 
ell front wheelrate. 
c22 rear wheelrate. 
c12 front wheelrate due to rear. 
c21 rear wheelrate due to front. 
2 ell car springrate front. 
2 c22 car springrate rear. 
2 c12 car springrate front/rear. 
2 c21 car springrate rear/front. 
I SUBROUTINE SPRATE (K,DL,ANS) I 
I CALCULATES SPRINGRATES I 
where RATIO 
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t 
ell ANS(33) 
Cl (C2+C3) 
= = 
!<,2 
l Dl 
ANS(34) 
c 2 (Cl +C 3 . RATIO) 
c22 = = 2 
!<,2: D2 
c12 = ANS(35) = 
!<-}4.clc2 
Q,l !<,2°2 
clc2 
c21 = ANS(36) = Q,/!<,4. \ !<,2. 01 
CALC. TOTAL FRONT/REAR/INTERCONNECTED 
RATES = TWICE WHEEL RATES 
ANS(53) = 2 ell 
ANS(54) = 2 c22 
ANS(55) = 2 c12 
ANS (56) = 2 c21 
Check value of K = control integer I 
IS K negative 
No 
Write on paper printout. 
CORRES WHEEL RATES ARE * 
ell = ANS(33) * c22 = ANS(34) 
c12 = ANS(35) * c21 = ANS(36) 
t 
I RETURN I 
Yes 
kN/m. 
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I 
SUBROUTINE FREQ (DL, ANS) 
Purpose. To calculate the bounce and pitch frequencies of the car, 
these frequencies being largely responsible for the comfort of the car. 
The partial frequencies of bounce and pitch and the coupling coefficients 
are also calculated. 
Input. The springrates and vehicle geometry are required. 
ANS (53) 2 x ell 
ANS(54) 2 x c22 
ANS (55) 2 x cl2 
ANS (56) 2 x c21 
where c 11 , c22, c12 and c 21 are individual wheelrates 
DL(41) WB L 
DL(42) A 
DL(43) B 
DL(45) M 
DL (46) K 
Output. 
ANS (41) PF pitch frequency. 
ANS (42) BF bounce frequency. 
ANS(37) PFB partial bounce frequency. 
ANS(38) PFP partial pitch frequency. 
ANS(39) CCl coupling coefficient 1. 
ANS(40) CC2 coupling coefficient 2. 
FLOWCHART 
SUBROUTINE FREQ (DL, ANS) 
CALC. FREQUENCIES FROM SPRINGRATES 
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ANS (43) 
ANS(44) 
ANS (39) 
ANS(40) 
(PFB) 2 
+ 2C ) 103 21 
(PFP)2 (A22C11 + B22C22- AB(2C12 + 2C21)) 103 
MK2 
CC1 
CC2 
L(A(2C11 + 2C21) - B(2C22 + 2C12))103 
M 
(A(2C11 + 2C12) - B(2C22 + 2C21)) 103 
MK2L 
First Term FT (PFB)
2 
+ (PFP) 2 
2 
Second Term = ST ~(PFP)2- (PFB)2)2 + 4.CC1.CC2 
2 
ANS(45) 
ANS(46) 
(PF) 2 = FT- ST 
(BF) = FT + ST 
IS ANY OF 
(PFP) 2 , (PF) 2 , 
NEGATIVE 
No 
Yes 
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ANS(37) = PFB = /(PFB) 
2 
27T 
ANS(38) = PFP = ~PFP) 2 27T 
ANS (41) = PF = ~PF) 2 27T 
ANS (42) = BF = 
~-BF) 2 
27T 
Write on paper printout. 
CORRES FREQ'S ARE * PITCH ANS(41) *BOUNCE ANS(42) Hz 
* PFB ANS(37) * PFP ANS(38) Hz. 
C. COEFFS ANS(39), ANS(40). 
l RETURN I 
Write on paper printout. 
FREQS * C.COEFFS ANS(39), ANS(40) 
PFB**2 ANS(43) PFP**2 ANS(44) 
PF**2 ANS(45) BF**2 ANS(46) 
I RETURN I 
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SUBROUTINE ZERO (I, J, ANS) 
Purpo'se. 
inclusive. 
Input. 
Output. 
FLOWCHART 
To set to zero those elements in the ANS array from I to J 
I lowest ANS(I) to be set to zero. 
J highest ANS(j) to be set to zero. 
ANS = Answer array. 
ANS (I), ANS (I+l) .... ANS (J) 0. 
I SUBROUTINE ZERO (I, J, ANS) I 
I CALLED TO ZERO ANS I TO J I 
I 
lDO K = I 
I 
to J J 
ANS (K) 0 I 
I 
is K :S Jl Yes I 
No 
I RETURN I 
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SUBROUTINE STDEFL (K, DL, ANS) 
Purpose. To calculate the angle of twist of the front and rear torsion 
bars when the vehicle is in its static condition, for subsequent total 
twist and stress calculations. 
From the initial angle of twist is calculated the static front 
and rear wheel deflection and the static wheel loadings. 
Input. K control integer. 
DL Data list array. 
ANS Answers array. 
This subroutine uses, 
Output. 
subroutine ZERO and DBUMP 
DL(25) 
DL (26) 
DL (33) 
DL(34) 
DL(42) 
DL(43) 
DL(45) 
ANS (1) 
ANS(3) 
ALl 
AL2 
Al 
A2 
A 
B 
M 
ANS(31)= P1 
ANS(32)= P2 
Front wheel to torsion bar, arm length. 
Rear wheel to torsion bar arm length. 
Static angle of arm ALl. 
Static angle of arm AL2. 
A x WB is distance of C of G from front. 
B x WB is distance of C of G from rear. 
Vehicle mass. 
Front torsion bar springrate. 
Rear torsion bar springrate. 
Front wheel reaction. 
Rear wheel reaction. 
Subroutine calculates. 
ANS(47) ( 8o)l angle 81 at zero wheel loading. 
ANS(48) ( 8o)2 - angle 82 at zero wheel loading. 
ANS (49) FOl static front wheel deflection. 
ANS(SO) F02 static rear wheel deflection. 
ANS (51) Gl static front wheel loading. 
ANS(52) G2 static rear wheel loading. 
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FLOWCHART 
I SUBROUTINE STDEFL ( K, DL , ANS) I 
I CALCULATES STATIC DEFLECTIONS I 
IS No 
K ~ 0 
Yes 
Write on paper printout 
FOl 
F02 
SUBROUTINE * STDEFL * HAS BEEN CALLED 
Using subroutine ZERO, set ANS (15) to 
ANS(32) inclusive, equal to zero. 
l CALCULATE 81 AND 82 AT ZERO LOAD I 
( 8 o) 1 ANS(47) 
MgB ALl.CosAl 
= = 2000 Cl 
( 8 ) ANS(48) MgA AL2.CosA2 = = 
0 2 2000 C2 
I CALCULATE FOl AND F021 
t 
ANS (49) 
ANS(SO) 
ALl(SIN(Al + (8
0
) 1 ) -SINAl) 
-AL2(SIN(A2 + (8
0
) 2 ) - SINA2) 
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Identify Gl and G2 against Pl and P2 
calculated in DBUMP with M=N=O. 
Yes 
No 
Write on paper printout, 
INITIAL THTl 
INITIAL THT2 
STATIC DEFLECTIONS FRONT FOl 
REAR F02 
122 
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SUBROUTINE STRESS (K, D, A) 
Purpose. To calculate the total windup angles and stresses of the front, 
rear and auxiliary torsionbars for design purposes. 
Input. K control integer. 
D Data List Array. 
A Answers Array. 
Subroutine uses: 
A(l7) 
A(l9) 
A(47) 
A(l8) 
A(20) 
A(48) 
A(2) 
A(4) 
A(6) 
8
1 
front arm angular displacement, bump +ve. 
83 front pitch arm angular displacement. 
(8
0
) 1 = 81 at zero wheel loading (-ve). 
82 rear arm angular displacement, bump +ve. 
84 rear pitch arm angular displacement. 
(8 ) 2 = 8 at zero wheel loading (+ve). 0 2 
Front torsion bar stressrate. 
Rear torsion bar stressrate. 
Auxiliary torsion bar stressrate. 
Output. A = Answer Array. 
A(59) 
A(60) 
A(61) 
A(62) 
A(63) 
Description 
A(59) ~1 
front axle 
centreline 
~1 windup 
~2 windup 
sl stress 
s2 stress 
s3 stress 
8 - 83 -1 
angle for torsion bar cl (front). 
angle for torsion bar c2 (rear) . 
for torsion bar cl (front) . 
for torsion bar c2 (rear) . 
for torsion bar c3 (auxiliary) . 
(8 o)l (8 o)l is negative. 
front torsion bar 
cable 
A(60) 
rear torsion bar 
ca1Jle 
81, 83 are positive for front wheel bump. 
82 , 84 are negative for rear wheel bump. 
rear a:x:le 
centreline 
I 
(8
0
) 1 , (8 0 ) 2 correspond to zero wheel or torsion bar load, so 
that at static conditions when 81 82 = 0, 81 = 
-(8
0
) 1 , is positive and 82 = -(80 ) 2 is negative. 
A(61) 
A(62) 
A(63) 
(stresrate)l . 81 
(stressrate) 2 . 82 
(stressrate) 3 . 84 
For calculating s3 , the angle of twist is 84 , that is, it is equal 
to that of the rear pitch arm. The auxiliary torsion bar is connected 
linearly to the rear pitch arm. 
FLOWCHART 
I SUBROUTINE STRESS (K, D, A) I 
CALL STRESS TO CALCULATE STRESS IN TORBARS I 
Calculate the windup angles t 1 and t 2 of the 
front and rear torsion bars respectively. 
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t 125 
<Pl = A(59) = 8 - 8 - ( 8 ) l 3 0 l 
82 = A(60) = 82 - 8 - ( 8 ) 4 . ·0. 2 
Calculate the shear stresses 
in the three torsion bars 
sl = A(6l) = (Stressrate) 1 * 81 
s2 = A(62) = (Stressrate) 2 * 82 
s3 = A(63) = (Stressrate) 3 * 84 
Write on paper printout 
PHil = A(59) PHI2 = A(60) RADIANS 
STRESSES sl = A(6l) 
s2 = A(62) 
s3 = A(63) Mpa 
I RETURN I 
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I N T E R S U 
C DATA MUST rJt. F01 Lewgo WITh A BLANK CARD 
c 
c 
DIMENSION DLc10QJ,ANS<lOu> 
. 1 CALL ZERU(1,~0,ANS) 
READ (5,,0 (OL C Il d~ba) 
ooz:oo1o:1 rs T~t LOCAJ~ON 
IF<DL<1l•EQ~n>GO fO 99 
READ<S• . O<DL(Od::::9,6:J4) 1 002:oo21:1 yS T~E LOCAJ+ON CALL SORTDT(nL> . ~ 
CALL TORt::~AR<nL,Ai\lS) 
CALL ARMLTH~nL,A~S) CALL STQtFL<n•DLIANS) . 
CALL B0MP(l0n•lOU,50~GL~ANS) 
99 CONTINUE 
ENU 
FOR EXCEPTIONAL ACT ION Of'l THt IIO STATE 
FOR EXCEPTIONAL ACTION ON THE 110 STATE 
SUBROUT li'~E SoRTDl WL) 
C TO SOHT A~9 WRlrE DATA 
DIMENSIGI'i DL c l> 
WRITE(o,~OO) 
200 FORMAT( 11 1 pROGRAM CONT~OL INTEGERS'> 
vJR 1 T E < 6, l 0 o) c DL <1 l ' ~ = 11 S J 100 FORMAT( ;,1 rTf~·, 5~ fRONT TORSION BAR (l=CIRCULAR•2=~ECTANGUL 
TAR) 1 ,1,1 ITR =·.1~, REAR TORSION BAR (l=CIRCULAR,2~RtCTANGULAR) I 
r,;f' IAL ='•r5r' ARM LEt'lGTH DATA'• 
Tl• lAD =''l~' INITIAL ANGLE DATA'• T I., 1 IV G = 1 , c; , ' V E H I C L E G E 0 MET R Y D A T A t , 
TI~6H LBA =• c;,3QH LOAD~~kAKE-ACCELERATION DATA, 
Tl•bH ITA =•l~•44h AUX TURSION BAR (l=CIRCULAR•2=RECIA~GULAR)' 
Tl• (I5> > _ If' (DL(1J .EQ.l>Wf1\ITE<6.I1l>DL(l), <DL <I> d=9d6) 
111 FORMAT( Ll•'rFRON! TORSJUN BAR*-* CIRCULAR** ITF ~I,I5, T/,bX, 1 G!,9X~•L 1 ,~A' D 1 ~1s1X,El0.5,7F10.4) 
IF <DL<U.EQ:2>wt;<pE<6dk2>DL(l),(DL<I>d=9d6) . 
11 aT~~~~!TJt~~~;i[~~~~.T~~~~~~~~~~a~,~N~~~~~~9~~~~~:l~.~{~.~:}f~5.4> 
I~ (OL<2> .c.Q Uvlt~lTE<6ddl)DL(2)' <Dl <I> d=l7.24) 
121 FORMAT' ''''~REA~ TORSIO~ BAR** CIRCULAR** ITR = •,r5, T/,bX, G!•9X• .tL 1 ,._,x, 18 1 ,1:,.1X•E1Q.5,7Fl0.4) 
IF (DL(d) .EO 2)vlii-lTE:<6dd2)0L(2)' (DL <I> d=l7,24) 
12a FORMAT< ;;,•:REA~ TOR~IOI~ BAR** RECTANGULAR** IT~ =•,rs, 
T I ' b X ' G -'· ' 9 .)$ ' I L I ' :1 J.. ' '·AT ' 9 i,\ ' I B I ' 8 X ' I N 2 I • 8 X • I N 3 I .! d X ' E 1 0 • 5 ' 7 F 1 0 • q ) IF <DL(3l.E.W l>W~f-1TE<6d~l>DL(3),(DL(I>d=25,32) 
131 FORMAT( II•' .ARM LENGTH ~ATA * * IAL :I,ISt 
T/.t4X, 1 AL1 1 t7x• 1 AL2 1 ,7.l:<.t 1AL31 •7X, 1 AL4' t7X• 'ALS'.7Xe 1 AL61 ,sx, 1 L3 1 ' 
T;,8FI0.4l . 
IF <DL(4) .EQ~l)Wt-K1TE<6,1~~)0L(4)• <DL <I> ,1=33,40) 
141 F 0 R MAT ( I I ' 1 •. IN Ill A L AN G L. t DATA * * I AD = t , I 5 , . 
T I ' 5 X ' ' ~ :k 1. ' 8 X • I A 2 I 1 a X,.·'· I A 3 .! ' 8 X ' I A4 ' ' a X ' I A 5 I • a X ' I A 6 I ' I ' q F 1 0 • 4) 
I F. <D L ( 5 ). • E(~ • 1 ) 'viR l T E. < 6 ., 1 5 ·1 ) D L < 5 ) , <D L < I ) , I= 41 , 4 a ) 
151 FORMAT< l/t 1 . VEHlCLE ~EOMtTRY DATA*·* IVG = 1 ,IS, 
T I ' ~X ' I 1'1 l;j '· ' 9 X • I A I ·' y X '· I 8 I . ' )i ?\ ' I H I ' 9 X • I ~ I ' 9 X ' I K I ' " 8 F 1 0 • ft ) IF<DL(42J+DLc43),NE~tl•O)WkiTE(6,159) 
159 FORMAT< J(/~J3H ~*A+~ UOES NOT EQUAL UNITY**>> IF<DL<6l·EQil)WRllE<6•l6~)DL(6),(DL(I) tl=49t56) 
161 FOkMAT< II,JqH LVAU-SR8K~-ACCELE~ATION DATA * * LBA ~,15, 
T/t4X,3HufL,7x•3HMFL•7X,3~URL•7X,3HMRL,aX,2HDB,8X,2h~~'8Xt2HDA• TaX,2HMA,/,aF,0.4) 
I F <D L Cll • E Q 10 1 > W R ~ T E < t;> ., l 7 t > D L <7 > , <o L < I> , I= 57 , 6 4 > 
171 FO~MAT' /1•4~H AU~ILIARY fOR~ION BAR * * CIRCULAR * V ITA =ti5• T/,bX,•G~t9X~•L',9A,'UI~/JlX,E10.5,7Fl0.4> 
I F W L (7 l • E Q ~ ? ) W R l r E < a., 1 7 C: ) D L ( 7 ) , (0 L ( I > , I =57 , 6 4 ) . 
172 FORMAT< 1/•~aH A0XIL1ARY TORSION BAR * * RECTANGULAR * * ITA :,Is, 
T/•6X,•G,I,t9Xt.rL 1 ,Q;-\, 1 A' .. ,9~• 191 ,ax, 1N2' ,ax, IN3' ,;,lX,E·~0;5,7Fl0.'+) 
RETURN 
END 
SU8ROUTINE TnRBA~<DL~AN5~ 
C TO CALCULAT~ * * TOR~!ONAL R.~TE * * STRESS RATE * * 
. D ltv! ENS 101-.J DL c 1> , !1HS (1) . 
c 
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C * ~RONT TORATE rl ~TR~SSRATE * * REAR TORATE C2 SJRESS RATE * C ANS <l)' ANS.'2) ANS <3> ANS (4) 
c 
If (OL<l>.EQ~O) 00 TO 2 
IF. (DL 'U .EU.2) ~~0 JO l 
C CI~CULAR . . ANS(1)=3.14ls926~J6f(PLCll>**4)*0L(9)/(32*DLC10)*1.E~03) 
ANS(2)~9L(lll*0Ll9)/(a*0~(10)*l.E+06) 
GO TO 2 
1 CONTINUE 
C RECTANGULAR ANS(l)=OL(l4J*DL<ll)t0LC~l)*DL<ll>*DL(l2)*0L(9)/(0L(.0)*l·E+03) 
ANS(2)=~L(l4)*DL<ll)fDLC~)/(DL<l3>*DL<lO)*l.E+06) 
2 CONTINUE . .. 
IF <oL<2>.EO.O} ~U TO 4 
. IE' <DL (2) .EQ.2) ~U JE> 3 
C Cl~CULAR . ANSC3)=3·14ls9a6~36flOLCl9>**4>*DL(l7)/(32*DL<l8)*1•~+03) 
ANS(4)~9L(l9)*0Ll17ll<2tUL(l8)*l~E+06) 
GO To 4 
· · 3 .CONTINUE · · ·· · · 
C RECTANGULAR .. 
ANS(3)~UL(2ij)*0L(l9)~0LC19)*0L(l9)*DL<20)*DLC17)/(0Ljl8>*l.E+03) 
ANSC4)=0LC22)*0Lll9)fDLC~7)1(0LC2l)*DL<l8)*l.E+06) 4 CONTINL.Jg . 
If<DLC7l.EO•n>GO TO 6 · 
IFC0L(7).EO.?>GO TO~ 
C CIRCULAR . . . 
ANSC5)=j.l4ls926~J6t<OL(b9)**4)*DLC57)/(32*DLC58)*l.t+03) ANS<6>=ULC59l*DLl57)/(2~0L(58>*l•E+06) 
GO TO 6 5 CONTINUE C R[CTANGULAR 
ANS(S)=Q~(62)*0Ll59)fOL<~9)*0L(59)*CL<60)*0LC57)/(0Lj58)*l.E+03) 
. ANSC6>=0LC62)*DL~~9)fDLC~i)/(DLC6l)*DL<58)*l.E+06) 
6l CONTIN~E 
WR~TE(6~100) cANSq)_,l::;:l,c;>) 
100 FORMAT( /, 1 FACH ~kONT JUHSION BAR* TORSION RATE Cl = 1 ,Fl0.3, 
T' KNMIRAU 1 ,/.23X•' * STRcSsRATE = •,Fl0.3,' ~PA~RAD'• 
Til~' EACH REAR TURSIQN BAR * TORSICN RATE C2 =',FlO~J,t KNMIRAD 1 , 
T!,23X•' *STRESS kATt :!,fl0·3'' MPA/RAD'• 
Til•' EAGh AUxlLIA~Y TOR ~AR *TORSION RATE C3 ='lFl0~3'' KNMIRAD 1 , 
TI,23X,! * STpESS~ATE ='•Fl0.3'' MPAIRA0 1 ) . 
99 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENtJ 
SUtjROUT 11'-JE FnLANI~ (Kl 1.)., A l · 
C SU~ROUTINE TU FIND TH~ ~OUR-~AR-LINKAGE ANGLES GIVEN ONE ANGL~ AND THE 
C K lS A CONT~UL INTEG~~ 
DlfviENSlUN D<1) ,AU) 
C DATA LIST 27 ~8 ~9 30 35 36 38 CORRES TO ALJ A1 4 ALS AL6 A3 A4 A6 
TOP=D(29)*Dl?9)+UI21>*D<~7)-2*0(29)*0(27>*COS(A(9)) 
ENDTM=ATAN<Or27>tSIN<A<9,)1(0(29)-0(27)*COS(A(9)))) 
CABL[ ANGLE Ab = PHI = AN$(8) 
A(8)=ARGUS((T0P+0130)~0(~U)-0(28)*0(28))1(2*0(30)*SQ~T<TOP))) 
T-ENDTM CALC ANGLE4 ~ AC10) A(10)=ARCOS<rTOP~0(38)*0~28)-0(30)*CC30))1(2*0(28)*S~RT<TOP))) 
T+ENDTM 
99 RETURN 
END 
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SUbROUTINE AgMLT~<DL~ANSl _ 
CALL ARMLTH TO CALr PilCH ARM ~ENGTHS * CABLE LENGTH ClVE~ JNlTIAL PIJC~ AN0LE$ ANg PJTCH A~M CFFSETC3) C DA, ·A LIST 25 ;:>6 27 2S 29 30 35 36 CORR S TO · ALl AI 2 AL3 ALA AL5 AL6 A3 A4 
C ANS . 7 9 10 CORR[S . ~L34 ANGJ ANG4 
* CABL..E ANGLE * 
38 f\:2 43 
A6 A B 
DIMENSION DLc1),&NSJl) ... 
WR1TE(6.,104)· -·· · 
104 FORMAT(/./,38H SUBKOU.TINE * ARMLT~ * HAS BEEN CALLED> AN5(7)~8LC43)*0LI25)*COSjUL(33))/(DL(42)*DL(26)*COS<~L(34))) 
CALC L4 FROM L,.i=DL..c31) =,:ANS (231 ANS(23)~ULC31) . -
ANS<24>~ANS(;:>3l/ANS(7) 
CALC A6 . DL(38)=AkSINc<ANi(24J-AN~<23))/DL(29)) CALC AL3 AL4 AL6 -- · ·· - ·· ·· -
DL<27)~ANS<a1>1S1N<SL(35l-DL(38)) DL<28)7ANSC24>t.SlN<OLC~6t+DLC38)) -DL<30J~lULCag>~D~I27)*CO~(DL(35))-DLC28)*COS<DL(36))~/COS<DLC38)) 
WRITE ( 6, l 0 0) a NS ( ~'±) '! DL ( 2 k>., DL ( 28) , DL < 3 0) , DL ( 38 > 
100 FORMAT( /,22~-; EH:EC.IIVE 4tNGTH L4 =,F10.4t/' . T2~H ARM ~ENGrHS f ALJ =i~lo.4,11H AND AL4 =•F10e4t7~ METRES•/• 
Tl9H CABLt LENGTH AL6 ~,~10.4t29H AND INITIAL CABLE ANGLE A6 =, TF10.4,81i RADrANS>. · · ·· -
CALCULA~E LOGK~D 8rTCH ANGL~S f UNEQUAL PITCH ARMS 
CALC FRONT BUMr ll t2 * REAR BUMP 13 14 CORR[S ~OCKED ANGbF fRWNT REAR . FRONT REA~ ~~~8[~j~~=~Q:j!yt~~g~~~~~~~:~iN5~5C<~l~~~§~j~~~15926~36/2·> RETURN 
s~<DL(27l+DLc28)~0LC29>•8L(30))/2 . ANS<ll1=2*ARSINl~Q~TC<S~UL(27>J*(S-DL<29))/(DL<27)*~L<29)))) 
ANSC12l~~*ARr0S(~URT<S*<~-DLC27))/(CL(29)*(DL(30)+0LI28))))) ANS<13l~~*AR~05(~~RTCS*<~-DL(28))/(CL<29)*(DL(30J+DLJ27))))) 
ANS<14)~~*AR~IN<S~RJ<<S-~L(28J>*<S-DL<29))/<DL(28)*0~(29)))) 
WR~TE(6.,l05) cANS.(i) d=11d4) 
105 FORMAT ( /,47H f:RVi'H l'UMI? * LOCKED PITCH ANGLES ARE * FRONT =• TF10·4~11H ANn REAk ~aflOt4,8H RADIA~S./,46H REAR BUMk * LOCKED PIT 
TCH ANGLt~ ARF * ~RONT ~~hlQ.4,11H A~D REAR =,Fl0.4•8~ RADIANS) 
RETURN 
ENIJ 
SUI;jROUT H~E B11MP ( l 'J1K,, DL tANS) CALC BUMP CONf lGURa T I01.1h h<I:.ACT 4,0NS, 
DIMENSIOI'I DLrU,I-\t'~S(l) 
CODE ANSWERS b 9 10 15 16 CURRES TO Ab n3 A4 Al A2 
c CODE ANSWERS 2~ ?5 ~6 . 27 . 28 CORRES TO L4 RL~4 RAJ4 RATIU T 
c 
SPRINGRATES, FREQUENCI~S 
17 18 19 20 41 
THT1 THT2 THT3 THT4 L1 
29 30 31 32 ~3 
F1 F2 P1 P2 Cll 
41 42 47 4~ 49 
PF BF ITH1 ITH2 FUl CODE ANSWERS Jb 17 J8 39 40 COKkES TO Cd! PFB ~rP CCI CC2 
c CODE ANSWERS 51 ~2 ~3 54 55 56 57 58 CORRES TO G1 G2 2Lil 2C22 2C12 2C21 P/Gl P/G2 
c WRlTE(6,103) 103 FORMAT< ;,3bY SUbKOUTINE * BUMP * HAS BEEN CALLED) 
CONT~OL lNTEGEKS I A~D J ARE 80UNCE/REBOU~O FRONT AND REAR 
CONT~OL lNTEG~k K FOR ~TEAS Of ~OUNCE/REBOUND CALL * M FOR tRONT BUMR/REBOUN~ * N FOR REAR BUMP/REBOUND 
CALCULATE FOR ~OUNrE ANO ~EBOUNU 
IFCI.E~,U)GO ·To 1 
CALL ZERU(15.32,ANS) 
DO 1 M=~J,I'K 
DO 1 N'T-:J'l'·'< CALL DBUMP<M.NIDL,ANS) 
CALL SPR~TEiK•UL•ANS) CALL FREW<DL.ANS) 
CALL STRI:.SS<n•DL?ANS) 
l CONTINJG: 
RETURN 
END 
22 23 
L2 L3 
34 J5 
C22 Cl2 
so 
F02 
SU8ROUTINE DRUMP(M,N,DL~ANS) 
CALCULATES BUMP DfrAIL~ 
·cALL-* M-FOR ~RONt BUMR/R~BOUNP * N FOR REAR BUMP/REBOUND 
- DIMENSION DLcl),~NS(l) 
CALC Fl AND F2 , 
ANS (29) ==-f"illOoO • 
ANS(JQ)=;:N/lOoO' 
CALC THETA!, A1, L1 - · 
ANSC17)=;:ARS1N<$IN<DL(3Jll+ANSC29)/DL<25))-0L(33) 
IF<M.EQ;U>AN~<17l=O•O 
ANS<l5)~UL(31)+ANS(l7) 
ANS<2I>~DL<2s>tCVS<ANS<l~>> CALC THETA2, A~, L? . . -
ANS(l8)=;:ARS!N<SIN<DL<3~}l-ANS(30)/DL(26))-DLC34) 
If(N.EQ;O>AN~<l8l=Or0 
-AN$ {16) ~I)L (34> +Ai~S (..Lt)) - ---- ·- - · 
ANSC22>=;:ULCaA>~COS<ANS(lQ)) 
CALC THETA3 9~ ITERAt~I 11 ~ 
. c S~T-VALUES t3EFOpE I Tt:RAT ING" - --.--
ANS<19)=;:(AN5cl7>•ANSC}81~/3.0 I T-:::0 _ _ _ . 
1 CONTINuE 
ANSC9)=;:9LC35)+ANS<l9) CALL· FBL~NG1qlO,QL,ANS) 
CALC THETA4, L~, L4, RG34 - --
AN5(20)::UL(36)~ANSC10) 
ANS(23)::ULCaj>•st·NCANSC9l-ANS(8)) 
ANS<24)~DL(2R)fS.NlA~S_<lU>+ANSC8)) 
ANSC25):;:ANS.b31/M-JS(44>'" - -
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CHEC~ ITERATION · 
FTHT= ANSC17)+ANS<25)fj~NS(3)*AN$<18)-(ANS(3)+ANS(5)l*ANS(20))/ 
TANS(l) . .. 
IF<ABS(ANS(lq)-ffHT>•LT.lt-08)GO TO. 2 
IT=IT+l 
IF<IT.EQ.l)0n TO ~ 
IF (ANSll9>•FQ•T~l-NMl>GG To 5 
S==-<FTHl-ANS(19})l(AN~(l9l-THTNM1) 
IF<5.EQ.1.0l~O TV 5 
GO To 6 S S=O.Q 
~ COf'HINU6 
THTNP1;ANS(1q)+(~lHT-ANSJ19))/(1~0-S) 
CHANGE FOR NE~J I TEpAJ I0t'-l5 
THTNM 1 ;AN5 <lq) 
AN5 ( 19 ). =THTf\1Pl 
GO TO 1 
a CONTINUE 
CALC RA34,RAT10 
IF<ANS(2U>>3.7~3 
7 ANS(26)~!~0 -
GO TO '+ 
3 COf\IT IN\.JE 
ANS(26);:ANS(19)/Hd5(20> 
IF<AN5(2b) .Eo.O.vlAN~C26~=1.0 
4 COi"HINJt. 
AN5(27)~AN5(?5)/A~5(26) 
CALC P1,P2,T _ 
AN S ( 3 1 ) =AN 5 ( 1 ) i_t UH·i S ( l 7l - A I'J S ( 1 9 ) -AN 5 ( 4 7 ) ) IAN S ( 2 1) 
AN5(32)=AN5(1)¥(AN5(4dl-AN5(18)+ANSC20))/ANSC22) 
ANS ( 28) ::;AN5 ( 1 ) t ( ~l\!5 <l 71'"' Al'-lS <19) -AN5 ( 4 7) ) I ANS ( 23 l 
CALC PltG1 A~U P2/~2 
IF<M.E~.u~ANn.N.~W.O>ANS,~ll==-ANS<Jl> ANS (57) =;:AN5 h 1) I t\1\15 ( ~ 1) . 
IF<M.EQ.U.ANh.N.~u.O>A~S!52)=ANS(32) ANS(58)=ANS(l2)1AN5(b2) 
IF<K.LT.O>RErU~N C WR1TE(6,l00)R9,0.,I=15,,21.ft 'AN5(8)., CAI\5(1) d=15,24) 
100 FORMAT< l1Iln•l,llF10.4l 
WRITE(6,!0l> cANS~I>-d::::;:69.,32)' <ANS<l) d=17,20), 
TANS<57! ,AN5(t:;cH ,AI'lS(2"l)1Ai'JS(28) ,IT 
101 FORMAT( ;,2H *~6Xt'2~F1~~~•2HF2,8l.2~P1,8X,2HP2•6X,4H~HT1•6X,4HThT2 
T ' 6 X ' 4 H T H T 3 ' Q X ' ~ H- H T ~u oX·' 4t. H PIG 1 , 6 X., 41-- PIG 2 , 5 X , 5 H RAT I 0 , 'd X ' 1 H T , 7 X , 3 h 1 T TS•f•12fLU~4~ylQ) 
R~ URN . -
END 
SUBROUTINE $pRAT~<K~PL~~NS) 
CALCULATES sP~lNG~~TES 
DfMENSION DLcl> ,ANS(l) .. .. . . . . ___ _ 
....... D =ANS(3H·ANc;(5J+AN$(l)I.ANS(27). 
D2~ANS<1)+ANc;<27>*<ANS<ll+ANS(5)} 
Cll ANS (33) ;;:ANS( l) f (~i'JS (~) +~NS (5)) I CANS (21) nANS (21) *Dl > 
C22 ANS(34J;;:ANSl1),(8NS(l)+ANS(5)*ANSJ27))/(AN5(22)*ANS(~2)*02) 
SUBROUTiNE ~REQ(~L,ANS) 
CALC FREUUENCitS FROM ~PRINORA1Es 
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DIMENSION DLcll,ANS(l) CALC ANS 31 18 . 39 40 .. 41 . ~2 43 44 45 46 
CORRES TO P~b RFP GCl ~C2 PF ~F PFB**2 PFP**2 P~*iz BF**2 
c CALC ANS 53 ~4 SS 56 
CORRES TO 2Cll 2C?2 2Ci2 2C21 
c ANS(~3);;:(ANSc53)+ANS(o4l!ANS(55)+ANS<56)){~1E3/DL(45) 
ANS<44)~~DL(42)*UL(42)~~NS(53)+DL<43)*DL(43)*ANS(54),0L(42)*DL<43) 
T*(ANS<SS>+AN~(56J ll*lE3/,0L(45)*0L(46)*DL<46)) . 
ANS (39) =UL <4i) "\1" (lJL <4a> \} .(AI'JS (53) +ANS (56)) -DL (43) * <ANSJ54) +ANS (55))) 
T*lt3/DL<45) . . ANS(40);;:(DL(42)*lAN$CS3ltANS(55))-0L(43)*(ANS(54)+AN~(56)))*1EJ/(0 
TL(45)*DL<46)*DL(46)"\I"DL(4~)) 
FT=O.S*i~NSJ43)+ANS(44)~ · ST=0.5t5URTicANS~44I-AN$l43))*(ANS<44)-ANS<43))+4.*ANS<39)*ANSC40) 
T) 
ANS(45l~<FT~,Tl 
ANS(46)~(FT+c;Tl 
DO 2 I=4~h4o 
IF.(ANS<l>.LT o.oJC.,O TO 1 
a CONTINuE . 
AN5(37>=5QRTrANS(43))l(2~*3.1415926536) 
ANS<38)=5QRTrANSl44))/(2~*3.1415926536) 
ANS<4l>=~QRTcANS(~5))L(~p*3.1415~26536) 
ANS(42);;:5QRTrANSl~6))/(~p*3.1415926536) 
WRITE ( 6 ., .l. 0 0 ) AN S Ut l ) ,, AN S ( "~ ) , ( AN S ( J) , I= 3 7 , 4 0 ) 
100 FORMAT( ~SH rORR~~ f~EQS_ARE * PlTC~,Fl0.4,9H * BOUNCE,Fl0.4,3H HZ 
T,SX,6H HfB =.FlO~~·~H Pf~ =•Fl0.4,3~ ~z,sx,llH C COEfFS =,2Fl0.4> 
RETURN 
l CONT INL.Jc · 
vJRITE (6., 101) 1.1NS (jSl) ,,ANS (4:Q> • <ANS <I), I=43,46) 
101 FO~MAT( lBH rREQ~_* ~ CC~~FS ,2Fl0·4,10H * PFB**2 ,F1o.4,lOH * PFP 
T**2 ,Fl0.4,9H ¥ R~**~ ~F~0.4,9H t BF**2 ,Fl0.4,8H SE~**-2) 
RETURN 
ENU 
SUbROUT li'.JE LFRO < 1, J, ANS) CALLED TO ZE~O AN$ I TU J 
D I HENs I 01'-i AN, 0) 
DO 1 K:;;:l•J 
ANS<K>=O .. O 
1 CONTINuE 
R6TURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SiDEFLlKtDL~ANS) CALL STDEFL TO CALcULATE ~TAll~ DEFLECTIONS 
_____ -· _ DIMENSIOI-.J DL cl), ~NS ( 1) 
100 f~~~i~~~~~~~~T~j~~~8¥l~~ ;~~~EFL-~ HAS BEEN CALLED> 
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. CALL ZERU(l5.32,~NS) .. 
CALC THTl AND THT2 AT lERO LO~~ ANSC47)~-0L(~5}*~.806~5f0L(43>*DLC25)*COSCOL(33))/(2QOO*ANS(l)) 
- -- ANSC48)~ULC~sJ¥9,B066~,D~(42)*0L(26)*COS(DLC34))/(20YO*ANS(3)) 
CALC FOl AND ~U2 _ . AN5(49)~PL<i~>¥<SIN<DLJJJ)+ANSC47>)-SINCOLC33))} ANS(50)~-DL(?6)*1SIN<DL(J4)+ANSC48))-SIN<DLC34>>> 
CALL DWUMPCo.o~oL,AN$> CALC Gl AND G2 . -- - -- --
ANS<Sll:;;:ANS(Jl) 
ANSC52)~ANS(~2)- .. 
If<K~L T~O) RErURN ·-- _,. · ·-·· _ 
.. ··-· - WRITEC6.,10l> cANS~l>tJ.l~47.t~0) . ·-
_____ 10..1 LOR
2
MAT(l.bA.H. lt-..t 0Itri~l, ;p1:iJtl ;: ,flQ.4,.181-' * INITIAL THT2 :;:.F'Fl0.4t T/• 9H ST. TIC tF...,t.C.,, ONS * FRONT =tfl0.4,9H * REAR =·'- 1Q.4,2H M> 
· -- RETURN -·· · · .. - ... 
··-- -· .--. · - END--· ............ ---.---- -" .. -- ... -· ·- ·-- -
SUBROUTli'IE $jRESb <KJL),,A) 
CALL STRESS TO CALr ST~ES$ IN ~ORBARS CALC WINDUP AN0LES_P~Il AND P~~2 
DIMENSION A(1)~D\l) 
A(59>=A(l7)-~(l9i-A{47> 
A(60)=A(i8)-~(20~-A(4~) 
CALC STRESS Sl• Sa AND SJ A(6l)=A(c)*Ac59) 
A(62)=A(4)*Ac60) 
AC63):A{6)*Ac20) /" WR1TEC6,J.00) CA(l) .!~59,93) 
100 FORMAT( ~ CO~RES AN~LES f PHil= 1 tfl0.4t 1 * PH12 = 1 • 
TFlU.4, 1 RAD AND STRESS~ Sl = •,Fl0·4•' *52= •,Fl0~4' 
T1 *53::;: ''F:10•4' 1 MP.A'l 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX 3.2 
WISHBONE ANALYSIS PROGRAM, WISHANAL 
Purpose. To calculate suspension geometry for a standard four-bar-
linkage type wishbone suspension, under static, bounce and rebound conditions. 
Input. Seven sets of x,y coordinates that describe the suspension are 
inputted. The y-axis is the vertical centreline and the x-axis is the 
groundline. The limits of bounce and rebound are also inputted. 
Output. The lengths of the upper and lower suspension arms are printed. 
The lengths of various arms and linkages Ll2, Ll3, L24, L34, L35, 
L36 and L37, where for example Ll2 means the length from the point (x1y 1 ) 
to the point (x2,y2), are printed. 
Various angles of linkage to the x-axis are printed, i.e. AX12, 
AX13, AX24, AX34, AX35, AX36 and AX37, for the static condition. 
Angles A435, A436 and A437 are also outputted, where for example 
A435 means the angle at point P3 subtended by the line from P4 and P5 in 
the triangle made up of points P4, P3 and P5. 
The kingpin angle is calculated and printed. 
Then for each bounce or rebound condition the following output is 
provided. 
K 
Y7 
RY 
RY-Y7 
The deviation in x-coordinate of the upper-outboard balljoint 
(P3) from its static condition. Bounce is positive, rebound 
negative. 
The y-coordinate of the lowest point of the tyre (i.e. tyre/ 
road contact point) . 
Instantaneous roll, centre he'ight relative to the chassis of 
the car (i.e. relative to the axes system which assumes that 
the wheel moves relative to 0,0). 
Roll centre height relative to the tyre (the y-coordinate of 
which is Y7). 
CAMBER 
SCRUB 
SARM 
RATIO 
The camber angle of the tyre, that is, the angle the wheel 
centreline makes to vertical. Negative camber is the top 
of the tyre leaning towards the centre of the vehicle. 
CAMBER assumes no body roll. 
The lateral (sideways) displacement of the bottom of the tyre 
(road interface) from its static position. 
outwards. 
Scrub is positive 
The instantaneous swingarm length. That is, the length of the 
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line (perpendicular to the wheel centreline) from the instantan-
eous swingarm centre (where the top and bottom suspension arms 
geometrically intersect) to the wheel centreline. 
SARM 
TRACK 
swingarm length 
distance between front wheels 
Terminology 
Pl 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 
P6 
P7 
coordinates (x1 ,y1 ) is the top pivot affixed to the chassis. 
coordinates (x 2 y 2 ) is the bottom pivot affixed to the chassis. , 
Pl and P2 can be actual pivot points or the intersection of the 
pivot axes with the vertical plane through the front axle centre-
line. 
coordinates (x3 ,y3 ) is the top pivot or balljoint of the kingpin 
axis. 
coordinates (x4 ,y4 ) is the bottom pivot or balljoint of the king-
pin axis. 
coordinates (x5 ,y5 ) is the intersection of the stub axle with 
the kingpin axis. 
program to run) . 
(Note x 5 ,y5 need not be defined for the 
coordinates (x6 ,y6 ) is the intersection of the stub axle with the 
wheel centreline. 
coordinate (x7 ,y7 ) is the intersection of the wheel centreline 
with the groundline. i.e. the theoretical centre of the tyre 
contact patch. In static conditions y
7 
= 0 and the front track 
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FLOWCHART 
Read data from cards and 
write on paper printout 
Calculate lengths Ll2, Ll3, L24, L34 and 
angles AX12, AX13, AX24, AX34 using sub-
routine LENGTH which are suspension arm 
lengths, chassis pivot centres and steering 
knuckle balljoint centres. 
Calculate lengths L35, L36, L37 and angles 
AX35, AX36, AX37 using subroutine LENGTH 
which are the distance and angles relative 
to P3, the upper steering knuckle ball joint. 
Allow for lower arm to be infinite, that is 
for P4 to pivot from a lower leading arm 
attached to the car chassis. 
For infinite lower arm, input data X2. is 
negative; and hence find Ll2, AX12, L24, 
AX24 assuming (X2 I Y2) is (Xl,Y4) using 
subroutine LENGTH. 
A A A 
Calculate the angle 435, 436, 437 as 
A435 = AX35 - AX34 
A436 = AX36 - AX34 
A437 = AX37 - AX34 
so that with L35, L36 and L37 from above, 
the position of points PS, P6 and P7 in 
any bump or rebound condition can be 
found when P3 and P4 are known. 
Write on paper printout lengths and angles 
calculated. 
Starting with the static condition 
calculate the coordinates and suspension 
properties at 25 mm increments up to the 
maximum bump condition as inputted in the 
data . 
..---111---11 Do I = 0 to IBNCE STEP 25 K = I I 
Y3 = Y(3) + K 
Y3 = new x-coordinate for P3 
Y(3) = original x-coordinate for P3 from 
input data. 
K = value of bounce (K will be negative 
for rebound). 
Suspension angles A213, AG34 and AG24 corres-
pond to subroutine FBLANG angles THETA, PHI 
and PSI. AG24 and AG34 depend on A213. 
Using FINDXA calculate x3 and AX13 from X(l), 
Y(l), Ll3, Y3. 
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Check for lower arm infinite ~ Yes ]_..1.--------, 
No X4 = X (4) [ J 
Y4=Y3-L34 Cos(ASIN X~~:3 ) 
I A213 = AX13 - AX12 --1 
Calculate AG34 and AG24 
using FBLANG 
from Ll3, Ll3, L34, L24, A213 
A213 = ~ - A213 + AG34 
AX24 = AG24 + AX12 
Calculate X4 1 Y4 using 
FINDXY from X(2) 1 Y(2) 1 
L24 1 AX24. 
Find coordinates of P5 1 P6 and P7 I 
Calculate new angle AX34 using 
subroutine LENGTH from X3 1 Y3 1 
X4 1 Y4. 
AX35 = A435 + AX34 
AX36 = A436 + AX34 
AX37 = A437 + AX34 
Using subroutine FINDXY 
calculate X5 1 Y5 from X3 1 Y3 1 L35 1 AX35 
calculate X6 1 Y6 from X3 1 Y3 1 L36 1 AX36 
calculate X7 1 Y7 from X3 1 Y3 1 L37 1 AX37 
Scrub = X7 - X(7) 
where X7 is the new coordinate in the deflected position 
and X(7) is the original position as per input data. 
l Calculate suspension characteristics I 
I Calculate effective swingarm centre I 
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l Check if lower arm is infinite 1·-- No 
Yes 
Calculate SX, XY 
using INTSCT 
SY = Y4 J 
Calculate slope and intercept RM13 and 
Cl3 using MCTH'I'A from X(l), Y(l), X(3) 
Y3. 
IS RM13 = 0 -Yes 
sx = 
No 
Y4 - Cl3 
RM13 
l SX is at 00 I 
from X(l), y (l) ' 
X3, Y3, 
X(2), Y(2), 
X4, Y4 
Calculate roll centre height RY, using INTSCT from (0,0) 
(0,1000) (SX, SY) (X7, Y7), i.e. point of intersection 
between Y-axis (car centreline) and the line through 
(SX; SY) and (X7, Y7). 
I Calculate camber angle I· 
Calculate slope RM67, intercept C67 and angle to 
X-axis AX67 using subroutine MCTHTA from (X6, Y6) 
and (X7, Y7). 
IS 
Yes 
AX67 ~ 0 l I RADCAM =~ - AX67 
t 
., 
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I RADCAM = -% - AX67 _I 
CAMBER 180 x RADCAM = 
7T 
I Calculate effective swingarm length I 
Find the point of intersection (RNX 7RNY) of the 
line perpendicular to L67 and passing through 
(SX,SY). Hence find the length from (SX,SY) 
to (RNX,RNY), the angle AY76 and the ratio of 
swingarm length to the front track. 
Intercept of swing arm with Y-axis 
SC = SY + SX/RM67 
Note: Slope of line through P6 and P7 is RM67 
from MCTHTA above. Slope of SARM is there-
fore- l/RM67. 
Calculate RNX,RNY using INTSCT, from 
(SC,SY) (O,SC) (X6,Y6) and (X7,Y7) 
Calculate SARM length using LENGTH 
from (SX,SY) and (RNX,RNY). 
SARM = length of swing arm. 
RATIO 
·sARM swingarm length 
= = 2. X(7) front track 
Write on paper printout 
K1 Y7 RY RY - Y7, CAMBER, SCRUB, I I 
SARM, RATIO, 
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Go back and repeat calculations for 
next bounce condition. 
I Repeat calculations for Rebound conditions I 
' END 
SUBROUTINE FINDXY 
Purpose. To find the coordinates of a point given the length and angle 
of a line from another known point. 
Input. 
Output. 
FLOWCHART 
Coordinates of known point (A,B) length RLNGTH and angle ANGLE. 
Coordinates (C,D) 
y 
R:GNGTH 
(A,B) 
(? '?) 
I Input Data A, B, RLNGTH, ANGLE I 
I C A + RLNGTH * Cos (ANGLE) I 
I D B + RLNGTH * SIN (ANGLE) I 
I RETURN I 
X 
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SUBROUTINE FINDXA 
Purpose. To find the x-coordinate of a point, given the y-coordinate, 
and the length of the line from another known point. 
angle to the x-axis of the said line. 
Also to find the 
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Input. The y-coordinate D, the length of the line L and the coordinates 
of the known point (A,B). 
Output. The x-coordinate, x and angle THETA. 
(?,D) 
X 
FLOWCHART 
I Input data (A, B, L, D) I 
t l ANGLE ARSIN ((D-B) /L) 
l X A + L Cos (ANGLE) I 
I RETURN I 
SUBROUTINE FBLANG 
Purpose. To find the output angles for a Four-Bar-Linkage. 
Input. 
Output. 
phi 
theta 
a 
d 
Tl~aohine Design 
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p 94. 
psi 
-1 
± cos 
(a +b - 2abcos8) + c 
{ 
2 2 2 
- tan 
-1 
{ 
b sine } 
a-bcos8 
-1 
± cos 
2cl'a2 + b 2 - 2abcos8 
{ 
ia
2
+b
2 
- 2abcos9) + a2 - c 2 }-
2d/ a 2+b2 - 2abcos8 
FBLANG means Four Bar Linkage Angles. 
-1 
tan { 
b sine } 
a-bcos 
Four lengths A, B, c, D and input angle 8 (THETA). 
Angles t(PHI) and ¢(PSI). 
FLOWCHART 
I Input data A, B, C, D, THETA I 
TOP 
BOT 
ENDTM 
A2 + B2 - 2AB cos(THETA) 
2 2 SQRT (A + B - 2AB cos(THETA)) 
ATN(Bsin(THETA)/(A-Bcos(THETA))) 
t 
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PHI 2 2 ARCOS((TOP+C -D )/(2C.BOT)) - ENDTM 
PSI -ARCOS((TOP-C2+D2 )/(2D.BOT)) - ENDTM 
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SUBROUTINE LENGTH 
Purpose. To find the length of the line between two points and the angle 
that line makes with the x-axis. 
Input. Two pairs of coordinates (A,B) and (C,D). 
Output. The length and angle. 
Discussion. y 
length (c,n) 
angle 
(A,B) 
+-----------------------------------------~- X 
angle = ATAN (D-B) C-A 
must check for 0 < angle < 360. 
l. If (D-B) > 0 + (C-A) > 0 then 0 < angle < 90. 
2. If (D-B) > 0 + (C-A) < 0 then 270 < angle < 360, or -90 < angle < 0 
3. If (D-B) < 0 + (C-A) > 0 then 90 < angle < 180. 
4. If (D-B) < 0 + (C-A) < 0 then 180 < angle < 270. 
Given the angle, then 
Length = 
sin(angle) 
(D-B) 
except that if sin(angle) = 0 then length (C-A). 
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FLOWCHART 
"'>---Yes 
No I angle = TI2 
angle a tan (D-B) C-A 
j 
Is (C-A) :S 0-and (D-B) < 0 Yes 
I angle = angle - 7T I No 
I Is (C-A) < 0 and (D-B) > o I I Yes 
I angle = 7T - angle I No 
I Is sin (angle) 0 1-----
~-------~------
Yes---, 
I length C-A No 
(D-B) 
Length 
sin(angle) j---------..1 
RETURN 
SUBROUTINE MCTHTA 
Purpose. To find the slope and intercept of a line y = Mx + C defined 
by two points. From the slope find also the angle to the x-axis. 
Input. Two pairs of coordinates (A,B) (C,D). 
Output. Slope RM, intercept DY and angle THETA. 
Discussion. 
From coordinates (A,B) and (C,D) find the line y = Mx + C. 
D-B The slope RM = --- , so that the angle THETA = ATAN (RM) and the y-
e-A 
intercept is found using subroutine INTSCT. 
FLOWCHART 
I Input Data 
t 
I Check for infinite slope I 
Denominator for slope 
DENM = C-A 
~ 
I Is DENM = 0 I ,... Yes~ 
I Slope RM is 00 I No 
[ THETA IS n/2 I 
Slope RM D-B = ----DENM 
I THETA = ATAN (RM) I 
1 xo = 0, YO = 0, YE3 = 1000 1 
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CALL SUBROUTINE INSCT 
(XO,YO,XO,YE3,A,B,C,D) 
TO FIND CY 
I RETURN I 
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SUBROUTINE INTSCT 
Purpose. To find the point of intersection (x,y) of two lines. Each 
line is defined by two pair of points. 
Input. 
Output. One point of intersection (x,y). 
Discussion. 
Define the two lines in the form of y mx + c and solve for 
x and y. y 
y:=M X + c 2 2 
(x2-xl) (x4y3-x3y4) - (x4-x3) (x2yl-xly2) 
(x4-x3) (y2-yl) - (x2-xl) (y4-y3) 
or as in program 
X 
(x3-x4) (ylx2-xly2) - (xl-x2) (y3x4-x3y4) 
(yl-y2) (x3-x4) - (y3-y4) (xl-x2) 
X 
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From 
y -y 
2 
x 2-x 
similarly 
FLOWCHART 
yl (x-x2) - y2(x-xl) 
(xl-x2) 
y3(x-x4) - y4(x-x3) 
(x3-x4) 
0 then x is at infinity. 
0 if both then y is at infinity. 
I INPUT DATA I 
I Test for x at infinity I 
Denominator of x 
DENX = (yl-y2) (x3-x4) - (y3-y4) (xl-x2) 
IS DENX = 0 Yes IX I = 
00 
No 
(x3-x4) (ylx2-xly2) - (xl-x2) (y3x4 - x3y4) 
X = DENX 
l Test for y at infinity I 
I Denominator of y. DENY = x3-x4 I 
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y 
Yes 
Denominator of Y 
~NNY 
No 
Yl (x-x2) - y2(x-xl) 
DENNY 
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8 PRiLIMlNARY ANAL~SlS UF WIS~~UNE SUSAENSION 6EOMETRY 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DIMENSIOI~ X<7>.,yn) · 
DATA kEAD !N ON ONE CARP SEeERATED BY CO~MAS 
PLUS ANOT~EK CARD FOR BOUNC~•REBOUND 
MUST HAVE CARD wiTH 14 COM~AS AFTER DATA AND BEFORE 
~OR LOWER ARM yN~INlTE ~ SHEciFY X2 AS NEGATIVE 
1 COI'H INUE. REA0(5•1> (X(y) ,y<l>,l=tl.tl.> 
END JOB 
002:oo12;1 rS T~~ LOCAJlON FOR EXCEPTIONAL ACTION ON THE I/0 STATE 
IF<XO>-t.Q.O.O) uO TO 99 
REA0(5•/.IIBNr.E,IklBND 
002:oo1~:1 iS T~E LOCAJ!ON FOR EXCEPTIONAL ACTION ON THE I/0 STATE 
WRITE (6d0ll 
WRITE (6• 103) 
WRITE (6tl0Gll (l,I).(Ih.Y<Ibi=l•7> 
WRITE (6 . .100) 
WRITE(9,107)y8NCt~IREBNG 
L13 IS THE UPPER WISH80NE L~NGTH, L24 IS THE LOWEE WIS~~ONE LENGTH 
A , 8 , C ' 0 ARE LENGTHS lN A FOUR BAR LINKAGE CORRE~ TO LENGTHS 
Ll2,Ll3,L34•L24 fOR THE suseENSION 
NOTE ALL AN0LE5 IN ~ADlANSi EXCEPT CAMBER AND AKPIN 
Ll2,Ll3,L34•L24 REMAIN CONStANT THROUG~OUT 
ANGLE AX12 RFMAINS CONSTANT THROUGHOUT 
. CALL LEI:-JGTH.CX (l) ,y (l) ·,x·<i:i> ,y (2) ,Ll2,AX12) 
CALL LEN0TH<x<l> ,y(l),.X(4> ,Y(3) ,L13,AX13) 
CALL LEN0TH (x (/3) ''( (2) •X (!:!:), Y (4) ,L24•AX24) 
CALL LENGTH<x<J> •Y<3) •X(t,U ,Y(4) ,L34•AX34) 
W R I T E ( 6 , l 0 6 h. 1 3 , L 2 4 . 
TO CALC A43~ ETr. AN~ L3o EJG CALL U:.r..JuTH (X (3) 'Y (3) .,X(~), Y (5) ,L35tAX35) 
CALL LENGTHCx<3>•Y<3>~X(~),y(6),L36tAX36) CALL LEN0THlx<J>~Y<3>~8<l>,YC7),L37tAX37) WRlTE(6.JOOl . 
WRITE < 6., ~ 1 0 ) i La , L.l3 (' L 24 ;1 L: 3 4 , L 3 5 , L 3 6 , L 3 7 
W R I T E < 6 ., .J 0 l ) 
WRITE(6,~10)aXl2tAXlJ,A~~4,AX34,AX35,AX36,AX37 
ALLOW FOR INFINrTE LOWER ARM 
IF (X(2))7t8.8 
7 CONTINt.Jt: CALL L E bJ G T H .< x ( 1) ' Y ( 1> . .,. X 0· ) • Y ( 4 ) , L 12 , A X 1 2 > 
CALL L Ei'~GTH ( x ( l) '- Y ( 4) 'X ( 4:) , Y ( 4) , L 24' AX 24) 
vJ R I T E ( 6 , J 0 7 ) 1 12 , L C.: 4 ' A X 12 '-A X 2 4 
!;) COI'H IN LJE 
A435:AXJ~-A><.i4 
A436:;:AX3o-AXi4 
A437:AX.37-AXi4 
W R 1 T E < b., 3 0 3 ) · 
WR1TE<b~C.:l1)a435,;436,A441 
C CALCULATE A K t-' I N :;: K I 1 < ',) P I N A~ 8 L E C ALL L EN u T H ( x ( 6 ) ., Y ( 6 ) , X ( U , Y ( 7 ) , L 6 7 , A X 6 7) 
AKPIN=ldU.O*cAX3~-AX67)/~·141592o536 
WRlTE(b.,~l3) nKPII'~ 
c 
. WR1TE(6,~12). . 
ABOVE THIS POINT t VALUES A~~ CONSTANT 
'v C CALCULATE NeW SU~PEN~lON GOC~DINATES 
c 
c 
c 
G 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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c 
c;; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SU~ROUTINE M~THT§<A~B~C~~~RM,cY,THETA> 
M~ c, THETQ ARE 'SLOn~' INT~~CEPT. THETA RESP. 
A,s,c,o L\Rt. Tl;iF C00RD~ Of l1HE TWO POll\ TS OENM:(C-,A) 
IF (DE \JM ) 2. 1., 2 
1 CONTINU&: 
RM=lE40 
TH[TA=l~5707q632Q8 
GO TO 3 
a RM=(0-8}/0ENM 
THET A=AJ,AN <f~M) 
3 COl'-lT INUE 
xo=o.o 
vo=o.o 
YE3=IOOO.O CALL I~T~CT<xO~Yu,xo~YE31A,B•C•D'CX,CY) 
RETURN 
ENIJ 
SU8ROUTINE LFNGT~tA~~•Gj~'RLNGTH'A~GLE> LENGTH FI~U~ LENGTH, ANGLE ~lVEN TWO POINTS 
A,s,c,o ARt. THF. COV"'OS OF l.HE TWO POlt\ TS 
IF < <C-A) .Ea:o.ol GO TO ~ ANGLE=ATAN((n-8)/(C-A)) 
GO TO 2 
1 ANGLE=l.~707q~326d 
2 CONTINJt . 
IF<<C-A).LE•n•O.tH>i0.<8-B~·LT.o.o> GO TO 3 
I F < ( C- A l • L T • n • 0 • f\ r-J lJ ~ (f)- 13 l. • G T • 0 • 0 ) G 0 T 0 4 GO TO 9 3 ANGLE=ANGLE-,.14,~98~536 
GO To 9 . 4 ANGLE=3.1415q265~D-ANGLE 
9 CONTINJ6 
IF<SIN<AI~GLE) )5,t,>,5 
5 CONTINUE 
RLNGTH~(U-B);SlNt~N0LE> 
GO TO '-;9 
(I; RLNGTH:;::C-A 
99 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBRoUTINE FrNOX¥<A~B«RLNGTH,ANGLE,C,O) 
FINOXY CALG~ COnRDS GIV~N ~ POINT, LENGTH AND ANGLE A,s,c,o AR~ T~F COukO$ OF ~rlE TWO POI~TS . 
C~A+RL~GfH*CnSiAN0LE) 
O::;:I:3+RL'~G-I H*S rN ( AI'~GLE) 
RETURN 
END 
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PREL 11"1 I NARY 
1 
AWI-\LY~rS 
X-COO~,:>D 330'0 
262-0 
522"0 
555"0 
Of WIS~BGN~ SUSPENSION 
y-.CuoRD 
fdY.O 
~ 19.0 
4.1A.O 
~vr.o 
GEOMETRY 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
o·o 
632"0 
637:0 
v.o 
;z~u.o 
u.o 
TO CALCULATE FuR ROUNCc 
1UV 
ANG REBOUND 
100 
L~NGTH Of UP?Ek A8M 
LENGTH OF LO~lk ARM 
Is 
IS 
192.06~ 
29J.2f+9 
L~NGTHS 
ANGLftS 
ANGLES 
L12 
211.244 
AX12 
'""T1.89q 
A43t:; 
-1. 05p 
Ll~ l'-i2,0 5 
AX-13 
-O.Oa6 
A436 
o.sag 
L24 
293.246 
AX24 
-0.041 
A437 
0.113 
L34 
209.614 
AX34 
-1.413 
L35 L36 666.24~~ 173.367 
AX35 AX36 
-2.47;b -0.883 
429':~t5 
AX37 
-1.300 
KlNGRIN ANGLE q.OJ5 
SCRU~ IS 
·K 
~~ 0 
* 25 
* 50 
* 75 
* 100 {~ 0 
* -25 
* -50 ~- -75 
*-100 
POSlTlVE nUTWAHOS 
Y7 RY ~Y-Y7 CA~8ER SCRUB SARM RATIO 
o.ouu ~5.*18 3~·418 -1.023 o.ooo 13~87.968 10.901 
25.p2l ~4.1~2 Q.631 -1.280 0.880 3~98.710 2.825 51.10~ ~4.~23 -ll•483 -1.851 0.691 2U67.577 1.623 
78.701 37.467 -~1.413 -2.771 ~-0.571 1~13.204 1.109 
106.821 45.~~3 -6~-268 -4.121 -2.866 1~31.493 0.810 
o.oou 35.rtl8 3~·418 -1.023 o.ooo 13b87.968 10.901 
-24.89U 36.3.60 6~·250 -1.078 -1.896 6~99.862 5.023 
-49.o&e 34.~~7 84.625 -1.481 -4.674 2Z58.269 1.773 
-72.2~U 25.~26 97.315 -2.321 -8.043 1~59.415 0.910 -93.97~ -6.~U4 81.570 -3.786 -11.351 ~16.642 0.484 
~ 
~ 
~ 
APPENDIX 4.1. 
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE 
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY 
AND 
UNIROYAL LIMITED. 
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Sales Engineering Department 
(PovTergrip HTD) 
Uniroyal Limited 
82 Horseferry Road 
IJondon SWIP 2AH 
ElifGLAND 
Dear Sir 
Christchurch 
NEhJ ZEALAND 
5 - 7 - 77 
At the University of Canterbury He are very interested in your 
compaey's PoVJergrip H'D:D Belts. I am currently carrying out 
postgr,aduate t•rork on the design of a prototype electric tovm car, 
to replace the interim vehicle currently running at the University. 
This project has come about from the development of a variable 
speed AC Motor-drive system, patented by ~'fr D.J!.Byers of our 
electrical department. 
The existing vehicle - using motors rated at 2. 2 k\IJ - has t1vo 
Synchro i" pitch belts ob·tained locally. The first, a 1~ 11 belt, 
ratio 2.4 and the second a 2" belt, ratio 1.85, for each of the 
tHo driven vlheels. 
to 
The protype vehicle will, l'Ti th one belt require a ratio of 6. 0 
" or 5. 54 (because of ·the <lifferent ·tyre diameter being used) for 
,,rhich the Synchro ~" pitch belt tvill be unsuitable, especially 
with tooth jumping under regenerative braking. 
The larger of the two motors ·that ccm be used is rated at 4.1 kvl 
at 1500 rpm. Hmvever the AC System provides a constant torque 
of 26 Nm up to 3000 rpm, whereupon the torque drops until the 
maximum speed of 4500 rpm is reached. The power therefore is 
8. 2 klof at 3000 rpm. A dropout torque of 2 to 2. 5 times the 
rated torque is available if required. Hov1ever, the belt "~>Till 
not be subjected to this dropout torq~e continuously, but only 
during maximu.m acceleration, hill climbing etc •• 
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Would an 8 mm pitch 50 mm wide belt with a ratio of 6.0 and 
pulleys 24/144 at a centre distance of 257.1 mm and belt length 
of 1280 mm be satisfactory? Is there a pitch size available 
between 8 mm and 14 mm? Using a borrm'led 1974 PmrJergrip HTD 
hanclbook and amendment, ana_ accounting for the additional 0. 4 
speedup factor (regenerative braking) it appears that an 8 mm 
pitch 50 mm wide belt may just suffice. If this is the case, 
could it be run at 4500 rpm on occasions? (1000 rpm corresponds 
to 19.5 kph; 3000 rpm to 58 kph- speed limit is 50 kph and 
4500 rpm to 88 kph - open road speed. lirni t is 80 kph) 
Could lrJe expect any trouble vli th the belt jumping teeth under 
regenera·bive braking? 
The belt life is not very critical. It 1vould be reasonable, 
(depending on the belt cost) for a production model, to replace 
the belts when the tyres are replaced. 
The larger pulley of cast iron is unacceptable, as it is unsprung 
weight on the rear "l'lheel. I understand that filled nylon is the 
latest development in pulley material, and this would be accept-
able. Is your company in a position to make special pulleys ? 
We would gTeatly appreciate any information and aid your company 
is able to give us on this project (v•hich may lead to production). 
r,ooking forvrard to your reply and to doing business 1'/i th your 
company in the future. 
Yours faithfully 
~gar Vandendungen 
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RTC/SMP 
Registered in Edinburgh 
Registration Number 1771 
Registered Office: Newbridge, Midlothian, Scotland. 
19 July 1977 
Edgar Vandendungen, Esq., 
Mechanical Engineering, 
P.o. Box 2261, 
Christchurch, 
New· Zealand. 
Dear Mr. Vandendungen, 
UNIROYAL LIMITED 
62 Horseferry Road 
London 
SW1 P 2AH 
Telephone: 01 -222 5611 
Telex: 22814 
cc. Mr., A.S., Forgas, 
PowerGrip Industries 
'l'hank you very much for your letter of July 5 giving details and 
enclosing pho'bographs.of "the proto-type electric town oar on which 
you are vsorking., 
This is extremely interesting and we \dll be only too happy to 
assist you in this project., He have sent a copy of your letter to 
our Product Engineering,Department for study and we hope to have their 
comments on this in the course of the next fevr days. 
I ldll therefore, be \'l!'i'l:;ing to you again as soon as these comments 
come to hand., 
In the meantime, vre vrould advise that our distributor in South East 
Asia is: 
PowerGrip Industries, 
37-39 Lexton Road, 
Box Hill, 
Victoria 3128, 
Australia, 
to vJhom vie are sending a copy of your letter as we believe that it 
will probably be easier and cheaper for you to obtain your pulleys 
directly from them. 
However, 111e will be able to let you have fur·ther information concerning 
our recommendations for pulleys when we ans\..rer your letter in detail.~o 
Assuring you of our best attention at all times., 
Yours faithfully, 
UNIROYAL LIM[TED 
R. Te Chalk 
European JJ.1arketing Manager 
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RTC/SMP 
Registered In Edinburgh 
Registration Number 1771 
Registered Office: Newbrldge, Midlothian, Scotland. 
27 July 1977 
r~. E. Vandendungen7 
Mechanical Engineering, 
P .. 0., Box 2261, 
Christ church, 
Ne'VJ Zealand., 
Dear Mr. Vandendungen, 
UNIROYAL LIMITED 
62 Horseferry Road 
London 
SW1 P 2AH 
Telephone: 01 -222 5611 
Telex: 22814 
co. Mr. AeSe Forgas 
Further to my letter of July 19 I h<:we no'VJ ;received a reply from our 
Produc·li Engineering Department concerning the proposed application 
of our PovmrGrip HTD drives to your proto-type electric "tmm car. 
Details are as folloviS: 
1 .. Drive specifica:bion 
Driver pulley 
Driven pulley 
Max pmver 
Rated torque 
Max torque 
Max: rpm 
24-8M-50F 
144-BM-50 
4.,1 KH at 1500 rpm 
26 nm 
26 x 2. 5 = 65 nm 
4,500 
2.. The 50 mm wide drive \vhioh vle have recommended will be running vrell 
within its limits proViding the torque during regenerative braking is 
not more than approximately 80 nm., 
3. vle note that the driven pulley is unsprung mass on the rear wheel,.. The 
drive "Vdll have to be arranged so that the suspension movement does not 
affect belt "tension or alignment of ·bhe pulleys, i .. e., suspension centre 
of rotation will have ·to coincide wi·th driving pulley centre .. 
4• The drive mus·l:i be guarded against stones, etc., from the road. 
5.. H is highly unlikely that the driven. pulley could be injection. moulded 
in any sort of plastic to the required ·coleranoes although it could be 
machined from nylon if a big enough piece could be obtained or a fabric 
filled phenolic, particularly if this were graphite loaded could also be 
used.. Alternatively., an. aluminium alloy pulley hard anodised \'i'Ould 
probably be the easiest and most suitable material for the driven pulley 
'I'd th mild steel being used for the drive pulley., 
Cont .. / ..... 
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Mr. E., Vandendungen 
27 July 1917 
( 2) 
6., If it is possible to consider a tv10 stage drive reduction, this would 
give a more compact drive using 26 and 64 groove pulleys on both primary 
and secondary drives., A 50 mm wide belt vmuld be used on the primary 
drive and a..n 85 mm vdde belt would be needed for the secondary drive., 
The rnaximum pulley OD of 161.6 mm would then be a more reasonable size 
for moulding., 
vle hope that these comments vdll be of assistance to you and we vri.ll be 
most interes·ted to learn of future developments with this electric vehicle. 
Hovrever, if thereis any further informaUon we can give you on this matter, 
please do no·t hesitate contact us. 
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Mr R.T. Che,lk 
Uniroyal Limited 
62 Horseferry Road 
London S\t/'!P 2AH 
ENGLAND 
Dear Mr Chalk 
Edgar Vandendungen 
P.O. Box 2261 
Christchurch 
NElfJ: ZEALAND 
21 Sept. 77 
Thank you very much for your letters dated 19 and 27 July. VIe 
found the information very helpful and the offer of assistance" 
most gre,tifying. ltle intend to use your companies belts for the 
electric to-vm oar and have altered the design 'I'Tidth of the chassis 
and body>vork to suit the narrovJer 50 mm beHs. 
The driven pulley, as you point out, is in fact unsprung mass on 
the rear wheels, as is the motor and driver pulley, thus ensuring 
a fixed pulley-centre distance. However the effective unsprung 
mass of the motor is approxiamately 4o% of the actual mass, and 
\'lhen calculated, the unsprung mass is approxiamately 7o% that of 
a Ford Escort live axle, for instance. 
Of some concern is the amount of flex of the rear suspension arm 
that can be tolerated, ie: how much angule~r misallignment between 
one pulley and the other can be tolerated before the belt Nill 
start running off. Do you have any figures on this ? 
Taking your advice, we nmv have a local company that is prepared 
to hard anodize our aluminium driven pulleys. i'lould it be possible, 
1-1hen the time comes, for us to machine the driven pulleys in 
Christchurch to your specifications, or would it be advisal)le 
for your distributor in Australia to do the required machining. 
A t'\'10 stage drive reduc·tion was considered at one time, but "Vms 
rejected on the grounds that it required an extra belt and ·tavo 
pulleys, plus the extra layshaft and bearing on each end, as vJell 
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e,s taking up extra space. The motor located near the pivot on 
the swingarm, appears the best compromise. 
Thank you once again for your assistance. He look for"'rard to 
hearing from you, and \-Jorking vTi th your company in the future. 
Yours faithfully 
Edgar Vandendungen. 
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Registered In Edinburgh 
Registration Number 1771 
Registered Office: Newbrldge, Midlothian, Scotland. 
Mr. Edgar Vandendungen, 
Mechanical Engineering, 
P.o. Box 2261, 
Christchurch, 
NEW ZEALAND .. 
Dear Mr. Vandendungen, 
UNIROYAL LIMITED 
62 Horseferry Road 
london 
SW1 P 2AH 
Telephone: 01-222 5611 
Telex: 22814 
c.c. Mr. A.s. Forgas, 
PowerGrip Industries 
Our Ref: RTC/MYB 
20 October 1977 
Thank you for your letter of 21 September 1977, raising points concerning 
potential angular misalignment on the proposed PowerGrip HTD Drive, which 
you are considering for your electric car. 
I have raised this matter with our Product Engineering Department, and 
thei;r comments are as follows:-
'%'" misgivings about mounting the driven pulley as unsprung weight 
on the baCk axle were due mainly to the possibility of drastic 
variations in belt tension. This could be due either to the centres 
of rotation of the axle and driving pulley not coinciding, or to 
compliance in the suspension bushes permitting longitudinal movement 
of the axle. The compliance of the belt will almost certainly be 
lower than that of rubber bushes, which vmuld result in the belt 
acting as a sort of radius arm. 
The effect of angular misalignment is to elongate the outside edges 
of the belt with respect to the centre by an amount equal to: 
where vl = 
e = 
c = 
Belt Width 
Misalignment 
Belt Span between Pulleys 
This is not too serious if C is reasonably large and W reasonably 
small. 
These comments notwithstanding, unorthodox things often work9 but it 
is better to be aware of possible difficulties". 
cont ••••• 
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I hope that these comments will be of help to you. However, I 
be most interested to learn of your developments, and if there 
further information you may require at aP~ time, please do not 
hesitate to let me know. /") I , 
/ / 
YJurs si11cerely7 // 
•\ I j I I 
1\. ! I , 1/ 
:·.· \\, I / jl V l ,! ',, f j 
. . X/ ···\!If\~· jt 
~i \ ... / \\.\ !' ··, "tL "'J\} .. 'Z. ··T'i T Ch' Llk('•., / ·, j • n • u,.... f, ~" -~»·,- \ ! ·, ""-~,...,.~...- \ 
~ropean Ml:trketing Manager, 
P'ower Transmission Division,. 
should 
is any 
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Power Grip Industries, 
37-39 Laxton Rd., 
Box Hill, · 
Victoria 3128, 
AUSTRALIA. 
Dear Sirs, 
168. 
May 10, 1978 
University of Canterbury, Elect.dc Vehicle Project 
I am writing to follow up some correspondence bet'lleen Mr. R.T. Chalk of Unirc;:;~ 1 
Ltd. , London and a student whom I supervise, Mr. E. vandendungen. Mr. Chalk gave ~ 
your address and said he would send you a copy of the correspondence. I confirmet 
our continuing interest to Paykel Bros.Ltd., Christchut'ch on October 28, 1977, in 
response to a query from you as I understand it. 
The design of our 1>1k. II vehicle is well under way, and we are now in a posit::.-".;; 
to order belts and pulleys for it. There will be onll' one car at first but there ~ 
the possibility of a very small production run of eval\\ation vehicles to the same 
design. Each car will have two belt drives as followel 
Belts - Uniroyal Powergrip HTD, pitch 8 mm 
width 50 rom 
length 1280 mm 
Drive N pulleys - 144-BM-50, ,hard anodized al\U inium 
Drive R pulleys - 26-8M-50F or 28-8M-50F, iro!\ or steel 
While the belts and driver pulleys are standard, ~e are interested in means 
of obtaining suitable lightweight driven pulleys to mo\mt beside the rear wheels. 
The form required will be a simple toothed ring with a central internal attachment 
flange, as sketched below. Three are required, to include a spare in case of tr~~~ 
Would you please advise on the following z :. · 
1. Price and availability f.or the belts and the opti,mal driver pulleys as list&( 
above. 
2. Price and delivery date for three rings as sketch~d for the driven pulleys, 
fully machined and anodised. 
3. The possibility of your supplying a tooth profile cutter and machining 
instructions so we may arrange our own driven pulleys. 
Looking forward to your reply. 
Yours sincerely, 
.~. R.T.C. Harman 
Senior Lecturer in Mechanical ~ngineering 
c.c. Mr. T.J. W.hCll.l, Paykel Bros. Ltd., P.O. Box 382, Christchurch 
(J' 
~ 
. i ....!} 
...p • J 
l"\ J 
A lfl 
v (\11. In 
0,.. 
,/ 
I {'1\ ~ ~ - ~I -e-, ~.1 c... I 
RS/Bf 
PO ERG R I p INDUSTRIES (AUSTRALIA) PlY. LTD. 
POWER TRANSMISSION & CONVEYOR DEL1 MANUI'ACTURERS 
IMPORTERS & EXPORTERS 
37-39 LEXTON ROAD, BOX HILL, VIC., 3128, AUSTRALIA. 
f.O. BOX 223, BOX HILL, 3128. Phone: 89 0344 (7 lines). Telex: AA33610 
IN N.S.W.: Powcrgrlp (N.S.W.) Pty. Ltd., 51 Crystal Street, Petersham, 2049. 
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Dhlribulor• of 
\Jnlro,·nl, l'o»crgrip Tlmin~ Jlelt, U.S.A. I Telegrams & Cables: "POWERDELT," MELBOURNE. IN QLD.: Powergrlp Industries (Qid.) Pty. Ltd., 237 Montague Road, West End, Queensland, 4101. Distributors: South Australia, Western Australia, Tnsmnnia, 
Canterbury, Bth June, 1978. University of 
Department of 
CHRISTCHURCH. 
NEW ZEALAND. 
Mechanical Engineering, 
1. 
for Attention: Mr. R.T.Co Haxman, 
Senior Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering. 
Dear Sir, 
We are writing to apologize for delays in our 
quotation for the supply of Uniroyal Powergrip HTD Drives. 
The problem at this end has ~een finding a suitable supplier 
for the hard anodized aluminium from which the driven pulleys 
are to be machined. We assure you, however, as soon as we are 
able to obtain a price for this material our quotation for the 
drives will be forwarded to our New Zealand Agents, Paykel Bros. 
Ltd. who in turn will be in touch with you. 
c.c. Mr. T.J.· Whall, 
Paykel Bros. Ltd., 
P.O. Box 382, 
CHRISTCHURCH. N.Zo 
Yours faithfully, 
POWERGRIP INDUSTRIES (AUST.) PTY.LTD. 
Powergrip Industries (Australia) Pty.Ltd., 
P.O. Box 223, 
Box Hill, 
Victoria 3128, 
AUSTRALIA. 
Attention: Mr. R. Smith, Purchasing Officer 
Dear Mr. Smith, 
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June 14, 1978 
Many thanks for your letter of 8th. June. I am replying quickly 
because your letter implies that the material of the pulleys would be hard 
anodized before machining. In fact, they need to be machined in an as cast 
state, and then anodized to harden the wearing surfaces of the teeth. My 
apologies if I have misunderstood you on this point. 
I am not sure which particular aluminium alloy is required for this 
process, but it is used and hard anodized here for the manufacture of tyre 
moulds. If necessary, we could have much of the manufacture completed 
locally. 
We are hoping to have this material to hand in early August. The 
pulley sizes required are st~ll as requested but the belts will change to 
the next longer size, becoming 1360 mm long. 
Hoping that this gives you adequate time to obtain and make the 
required parts. 
Yours faithfully, 
R.T.C. Harman 
Senior Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering 
c.c. Mr. T.J. Whall, 
Paykel Bros. Ltd., 
P.O. Box 382, 
CHRISTCHURCH 
/ HD/BF 
. ''"·-~ . 
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'INDUSTHIES 
1'011'1'1! 'i'HAt-.:S,\II.~SION f.. CON\'I·:YC>I! HU.T 1-IANUFACrUHI'IlS ·· 
I~IPOI('J FitS I< I.:XI'Ol!TEllS '' · · · ' 
' . . 
. ~ ,· 
/ 37-39 LEXTON ROAD, BOX HlLL! VIC., ~12H, AUSTRALIA 
P.O. 130X 223, BOX HILL, 3121l, 1\USTI~AUA. Phone: R9 0344 (7 lines) . 
. . , 
'fclq!lnlllS & Cnhlos: "POWERill!lT" •. MELIIOUHNE, AUSTRAl.!/\. 
' ' ' _' •) I , 
P~ykel Bros. Ltd.t ;, ' . ~ ; . '·. ~·17th July, 197~ ~ P.O. Box 5046p 
AU_CJ<L!iNJ2.!_ NEVI ZEALAND o. · · · . ······': 
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t I o I' • ~ 
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w •••• • 
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' •.· ·.J 
B • ~1 it c h e 11 , . t·1u n i3 g e r , T ran s rn is s i o 11 D i vi s ion ~ _ 
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Dear Barry, 
. ) ' . t: . ·. :- : ·· .. · r. ~::. ..... . . . .. ... . '·':· .. ·1·· ;:: ... ~·-", I '.! '" 
I.:. 'j .. I , . . '~·· .-~ ~' 
Enclosed is a·lette~ r~ceived from Mr. RoT.C.Harman 
. . . .. :: .. · .
:':.· - . ·,._ 
of the Department of Mechanical Engineeringp University of Canterbury, 
Christchurch.. .Furthe.r to this lette.r \1B have much pleasure in _5.4--(!6 
quoting the following. 
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APPENDIX 4.2 
FINITE ElLEMENT ANALYSIS USING PAFEC 7 5 ON 
A B6700 COMPUTER. APPLICABLE TO THE REAR 
SUSPENSION ARM OF AN ELECTRIC TOWN CAR 
FLOWCHART 
The data is read from cards (or file) and 
stored in the arrays DLIST and CPDDC 
The data is drawn at this stage to ensure 
that the input data is correct. 
The elements are analysed individually and 
merged into the system equations. 
The system equations are solved in order to 
find the primary unknowns, which are usually 
the displacements. 
The deformed shape of the structure is now 
drawn. 
The stresses within the structure are cal-
culated from the displacements. 
Discussion. The finite element program PAFEC, which stands for Program 
for Automatic Finite Element Calculations, is run in 10 separate steps 
called phases. Each step has a different function to perform which is 
summarised below. 
Phase l 
Phase 2 
Phase 3 
Phase 4 
Phase 5 
Phase 6 
Phase 7 
Phase 8 
Phase 9 
Phase 10 
Data input and expansion. 
Mesh generation using Pafblocks. 
Draw finite element mesh. 
Allocates degrees of freedom to nodes. 
Draw degrees of freedom. 
Generates element stiffnesses. 
Merging and solution routines. 
Displaced shape or temperature contour plots. 
Calculates element stresses. 
Stress vector or contour plots. 
Data for PAFEC is divided into separate blocks called Modules 
(ref. PAFEC 75 EASIDATA MANUAL DEC. 1977). The type of calculation to 
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be performed (e.g. static or dynamic analysis) and the number and type of 
Phases to be run may be specified in the CONTROL MODULE which is one module 
of the data file. 
The program as set up uses the control module and phases one, three, 
four, six, seven, eight and nine. This is reflected in the flow chart 
above. The drawings from phases three and eight are included in Chapter 
4. Phase one interprets and lists the input data. The output from 
phase four is a list of all 408 degrees of freedom for the 68 nodes, plus 
the addresses and tags for each degree of freedom. The output from phase 
six is a list of the group number, element type, property number and 
material number for the 83 elements. 
The output from phase seven tabulates the reactions at the constrained 
nodes, the trailing arm pivots, for each of the three load cases analysed. 
It also tabulates, separately for each load case, the coordinates for each 
node and the displacement of each of the degrees-of-freedom, that is, the 
x, y and z displacements and the rotations about the x, y and z local axes. 
The output from phase nine lists all the stresses for each element and/or 
each node of each element for each load case. For the 3-node triangular 
elements, the maximum stress, the minimum stress and the angle between them 
for each of the positive surface, the neutral surface and the negative 
surface for each of the load cases is listed, while for the four node 
elements this is done at each node of each element for each load case. 
For beam elements, the axial force and shear force in both directions and 
the tQrsional moment and bending moment in both directions is listed for 
all load cases. 
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Data Preparation 
Figure A.l illustrates the rear suspension arm, with the motor 
omitted for clarity. Drawings 7937/1 and 7956 in Appendix 6.1 provide 
the detail dimensions. Figure A.2 illustrates the rear suspension arm 
in exploded view, showing the finite elements, while Figures A.3 to A.6 
inclusive illustrate the mode numbers and element numbers, prepared in 
accordance with the appropriate PAFEC 75 Manuals. The list of FINITE 
ELEMENT DATA is based on Figures A.3 to A.6 with element types, proper-
ties and topologies and other data in accordance with the appropriate 
PAFEC 75 Manuals. 
FINITE ELEMENT DATA 
Node numbers not punched, assumed consecutive. 
/ TITLE*ETC*REAR*SUSPENSION*STRESS*ANALYSIS NODES X y z 
1 -.02 0 .46 
2 -.02 0 .22 
3 0 -.02 .46 
4 0 -.02 .22 
5 0 0 .54 
6 0 0 .46 
7 0 0 .22 
8 0 0 .075 
9 0 .02 .46 
10 0 .02 .22 
11 .067 -.092 .46 
12 .067 -.092 .22 
13 .082 -.078 .46 
14 .082 -.078 .22 
15 .082 -.078 .145 
16 .078 -.082 .22 
17 .05 0 .46 
18 .05 0 .22 
19 .05 0 .145 
20 .082 .078 .46 
21 .082 .078 .22 
22 .082 .078 .145 
23 .067 .092 .46 
180 
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TITLE*ETC*REAR*SUSPENSION*STRESS*ANALYSIS NODES 
24 .16 -.13 .46 
25 .16 -.13 . 22 
26 .16 -.11 .46 
27 .16 -.11 .22 
28 .16 -.11 .145 
29 .16 -.115 .22 
30 .16 0 .46 
31 .16 0 .145 
32 .16 .11 .46 
33 .16 .11 .22 
34 .16 .11 .145 
35 .16 .13 .46 
36 .238 -.145 .46 
37 .238 -.145 .22 
38 .238 -.078 .46 
39 .238 -.078 .22 
40 .238 -.078 .145 
41 .242 -.082 .22 
42 .270 0 .46 
43 .270 0 .22 
44 .270 0 .145 
45 .238 .078 .46 
46 .238 .078 .22 
47 .238 .078 .145 
48 .238 .145 .46 
49 .33 -.168 .46 
50 .33 -.168 .22 
51 .33 -.08 .46 
52 .33 -.08 .22 
53 .33 0 .46 
54 .33 0 .22 
55 .33 .160 .46 
56 .45 -.195 .46 
57 .45 -.195 . 315 
58 .48 -.175 .4 
59 .51 -.155 .46 
60 .51 -.155 .36 
61 .51 0 .62 
182 
TITLE*ETC*REAR*SUSPENSION*STRESS*ANALYSIS NODES 
62 .51 0 .46 
63 .51 0 .36 
64 .51 .195 .46 
65 .57 -.195 .46 
66 .628 -.138 .46 
67 .648 .138 .46 
68 .705 0 .46 
ELEMENTS 
PROP = 1 
ELEMENT. TYPE 41320 
NUMBER TOPOLOGY 
1 1, 3' 6 
3 1, 6, 9 
9 3, 17, 6 
11 6, 17, 9 
21 13, 30, 17 
22 17, 30, 20 
30 13, 26, 30 
32 20, 30, 32 
42 26, 38, 30 
44 38, 42, 30 
46 30, 42, 45 
48 30, 45, 48 
63 45, 55, 48 
72 56, 65, 59 
80 65, 66, 59 
82 62, 68' 67 
83 62, 67' 64 
183 
ELEMENT. TYPE 44200 
NUMBER. TOPOLOGY 
13 3' 11, 17, 13 
16 17' 20, 9, 23 
25 11, 24, 13, 26 
36 20, 32, 23, 35 
37 24' 36, 26, 38 
56 32, 45' 35, 48 
57 36, 49, 38, 51 
60 38, 51, 42, 53 
62 42, 53, 45, 55 
66 49, 56, 51, 59 
69 51, 59, 53, 62 
7l 53, 62' 55, 64 
81 59, 66, 62, 68 
ELEMENT. TYPE 41320 
PROP = 2 
NUMBER TOPOLOGY 
73 56, 59, 58 
74 56, 58, 57 
75 58, 59, 60 
76 58, 60, 57 
ELEMENT. TYPE 41320 
PROP = 3 
NUMBER TOPOLOGY 
2 2' 4, 7 
4 2' 7' 10 
10 4, 18' 7 
12 7, 18, 10 
184 
ELEMENT. TYPE 41320 
PROP == 4 
NUMBER TOPOLOGY 
23 15, 31, 19 
24 19, 31, 22 
31 151 28, 31 
33 22, 31, 34 
43 28, 40, 31 
45 31, 40, 44 
47 31, 44, 47 
49 31, 47, 34 
ELEMENT. TYPE 44200 
PROP == 2 
NUMBER TOPOLOGY 
25 24, 25, 11, 12 
38 36, 37, 24, 25 
58 49, so, 36, 37 
64 51, 52, 49, 50 
65 53, 54, 51, 52 
67 56, 57, 49, 50 
68 50, 57, 52, 60 
70 52, 60, 541 63 
77 62, 63, 59, 60 
ELEMENT. TYPE 44200 
PROP == 4 
NUMBER TOPOLOGY 
17 131 14, 17, 18 
18 141 151 181 19 
19 171 181 20, 21 
20 181 191 21, 22 
28 26, 27, 13, 14 
29 27, 28, 141 15 
34 20, 21, 32, 33 
35 21, 22, 33, 34 
NUMBER 
40 
41 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
ELEMENT. TYPE 44200 
PROP = 3 
NUMBER 
8 
14 
15 
27 
39 
59 
61 
ELEMENT. TYPE = 34000 
NUMBER, 
5 
6 
7 
78 
79 
PLATES.AND.SHELLS 
PLATE.NUMBER, 
l 
2 
3 
4 
l 
l 
l 
l 
TOPOLOGY 
38, 39, 26, 27 
39, 40, 27, 28 
42, 43, 38, 39 
43, 44, 39, 40 
45, 46, 42, 43 
46, 47, 43, 44 
32, 33, 45, 46 
33, 341 46, 47 
TOPOLOGY 
3 1 4 I 6, 7 
ll, 12, 3, 4 
4, 121 18, 16 
121 25, 16, 29 
25, 37, 29, 41 
37, 50, 41, 52 
41, 52, 43, 54 
PROP I TOPOLOGY 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
MATE.NUMBER, THICK 
.01 
.005 
.006 
.002 
5, 6 
6, 7 
6, 8 
61, 62 
62, 63 
185 
BEAMS 
SECT.NUMB,MATE.NUMB,IYY,IZZ,AXIS.NUMB,TORS.CONST.AREA 
3, 1, 1.701E-7, 1.701E-7, 3, 3.402E-7, 7.278E-4 
4, 1, 3.976E-8, 3.976E-8, 3, 7.958E-8, 7.069 E-4. 
LOADS 
CASE.OF.LOAD, NODE. 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
ENCASTRE 
LIST.OF.NODES 
5 
SIMPLE .SUPPORTS 
LIST.OF.NODES 
8 
STRESS .ELEMENT 
START, FINISH 
1 16 
21, 22 
25, 27 
30, 30 
32, 32 
36, 39 
42, 42 
44, 44 
61 
61 
58 
58 
61 
61 
61 
58 
58 
NUMB, DIRECTN. OF LOAD, VALUE.OF.LOAD. 
2 2658 
2 14752 
1 10385 
2 -10385 
1 6557 
2 9835 
3 -6557 
1 5468 
2 -5468 
186 
461 46 
58, 48 
56, 83 
END. OF. DATA 
Load Cases 
Load case l is the static 1 g loading configuration, assuming a 
vehicle mass of 1151 kg (2 persons) with a/L 0.471, so that individual 
rear wheel loading is 2658 N acting at node 61 vertically upward, that is, 
in the y-direction (direction 2) • 
Load case 2 is a 4.5 g bump with 4 persons assuming 1281 kg and 
a/L = 0.522. The load taken by the torsion bar is nominally P/G 2 
1.643 from the interconnected suspension analysis. 
Rear torsion bar load = 1.643 x static 
Bump stop/damper/auxiliary spring 
Total 4.5 g wheel load 
so that; 
Node 61 
Node 58 
N 
14752 
-10385 
10385 
4367 
10385 
14752 N 
Direction 
2 
2 
l 
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Load case 3 is a 3 g bump, a 2 g corner and 2 g braking for 4 persons, 
all combined. 
Bump 3 g. 
Rear torsion bar load 
Bump stop/damper/auxiliary spring 
Total 3 g wheel load 
Corner/Braking 2 g = 6557 N, so that 
Node 61 
Node 58 
N 
6557 
9835 
-6557 
5468 
-5468 
4367 
5468 
9835 N 
Direction 
l 
2 
3 
l 
2 
brake 
bump 
corner 
Node 61 is the end of the stub axle, and node 58 is the damper/ 
auxiliary spring mounting hole, see Figures Al and AS. 
Suspense Arm Twist 
188 
With reference to the displacements/rotations printout from phase 
seven, the angular misalignment between the motor shaft and the end of the 
stub axle in rear elevation, is the difference in angle PHIX, for nodes 61 
(Figure A.S) and 30 (Figure A.3). 
Consider load case 2, the 4.5 g bump condition with 4 persons. 
The angles, dividing by 100 as per printout, are 
Node 61, PHIX -0.032593 
Node 30, PHIX =-(-0.002825) 
-0.029768 radians 
The angular misalignment or twist is 1.7 degrees. 
Remove Metal to Save Unsprung Weight 
That section of the suspension arm comprising nodes 48, 55, 64, 67, 
68, 66 and 65 Figure A.3 was originally provided to offer protection for 
aluminium belt pulley and provide a basis for a belt guard. Chain is 
now being used and the same level of protection is not necessary, it is 
therefore proposed to cut off part of the arm. 
The suspected understressed elements, Figure A.3. are 63, 71, 83, 
82, 81 and 80. The triangular elements 63, 83, 82 and 80 are stressed 
per element whereas the 4-noded elements are stressed per node, the 
relevant nodes are 55, 64, 68 and 66. Two printout pages from phase nine 
are included, from these and other relevant pages the following stresses 
2 
MN/m are read. 
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Triangular L o a d C a s e 
Element 1 2 3 
63 +11, -15 +54, -74 +40, -55 
83 + 9, -10 +53, -55 +30, -30 
82 + 21 - 3 +13, -17 + 5, - 9 
80 + 2, - 6 +41, -33 +16, - 8 
4-Node L o a d C a s e 
Element Node 1 2 3 
71 55 + 8, -12 +42, -61 +19, -26 
71 64 + 7 1 -13 +45, -67 +17, -40 
81 68 + 5, - 5 +25, -27 +10, -14 
81 66 +10, -13 +64, -83 +41, -43 
In the static condition, load case 1, the stresses are insignificant, 
and even at 4.5 g bump, load case 2, which is an extreme condition, the 
maximum stress is only 83 MPa compression. 
any detrimental effect. 
Material can be removed without 
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APPENDIX 6.1 
ENGINEERING WORKSHOP DRAWINGS 
FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF 
AN ELECTRIC TOWN CAR 
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